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ABSTRACT

A HISTORY OF ALCOHOL AS SYMBOL AND SUBSTANCE
IN ANISHINAABE CULTURE, 1765-1920
MAY 1996

KATHRYN A. ABBOTT,
B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.A.

Ph D
.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

,

.

,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Kathy Peiss

This dissertation examines the history of alcohol
among the Anishinaabe (also known as the Ojibway or
Chippewa) people from the middle of the eighteenth

century until the enactment of National Prohibition in
1920.

As early as the eighteenth century, alcohol was an

integral part of the gift-giving which preceded

negotiations for the French

American

— fur

trade.

— and

later British and

Some Anishinaabe people

incorporated alcohol into funerals, and there is also
evidence that the Anishinaabeg had reasonable social
controls around drinking into the twentieth century.

Alcohol was also pivotal in shaping non-Indian
stereotypes of Indian people.

In the nineteenth century,

the drinking habits of the Anishinaabeg were seen first
as a sign of cultural weakness.

viii

The rhetoric of American

missionaries emphasized that once the Anishinaabeg had
accepted Christianity, they would choose to give up
alcohol.

However, these same missionaries also argued

that in order to become Christian, the Anishinaabeg first

would have to reject liquor.
By the early twentieth century, the stereotype of

the culturally inferior Indian combined with scientific
racism to create the image of racially inferior Indians.

These images served as the justification for Anishinaabeg

dispossession in the early years of the twentieth
century
Further, as Prohibition agitation increased in the

early twentieth century, non-Indians used the

Anishinaabeg in Minnesota to wage an ideological war not
only about alcohol in white society but also about the
extent of federal power in enforcing treaty provisions on

non-Indians lands.

Hence, the Anishinaabeg became the

rhetorical vehicle for a complex debate which at times

only marginally included them.
By focusing on one Indian group at a particular

point in time, this dissertation seeks to historicize one
Indian group's experience with alcohol and to move away

from generalizations about "Indians" and drinking.

presenting as full

a

By

picture as possible of the diversity
ix

of the Anishinaabe experience with alcohol, this

dissertation hopes to emphasize both their humanity and

their history.

X

PREFACE

Drinking among American Indian people in the United
States today receives a tremendous amount of attention

from government agencies such as the Indian Health

Service and the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism.

The Indian Health Service has declared its

commitment "to control alcoholism among American Indians
and Alaska Natives by the year 2000," accepting without

discussion the need for total prohibition in all American
Indian and Alaskan Native communities.^

The attention to Indian drinking certainly seems
warranted.

Statistics on American Indians and alcohol

are staggering:

a death rate from alcoholism seven times

higher than the national average, alarmingly high

incidences of alcohol-related deaths, and the suggestion
by some that Fetal Alcohol Syndrome has become so endemic
in American Indian cultures that pregnant Indian women

Everett R. Rhoades, Russell D. Mason, Phyllis
Eddy, Eva M. Smith, and Thomas R. Burns, "The Indian
Health Service Approach to Alcoholism Among American
Indians and Alaska Natives," Public Health Reports 103
(1988): 621-627; quote from 627.
xi

should be jailed if necessary to prevent them from
drinking.

Some epidemiologists have begun to question the

generalized approach of the national agencies charged
with studying alcohol in American Indian cultures.

'

Some

studies also have suggested that the statistics used in

determining rates of alcoholism and alcohol mortality are
suspect.

Sociologist Philip May writes that "an analysis

of current mortality data... will reveal that many current

myths are either false or, at best, half-truths,"

declaring emphatically that the persistent perception of
American Indians as being biophysically incapable of

metabolizing alcohol "has virtually no basis in fact."^

^
Roland J. Lamar ine, "Alcohol Abuse Among Native
Americans," Journal of Community Health 13 (1988): 143-4;
Louise Erdrich, in the introduction to Michael Dorris',
The Broken Cord, argues that the * people who advocate
forcing pregnant women to abstain from drinking come from
within the communities dealing with a problem of
nightmarish proportions. .the problem is now generations
in the making.
Women who themselves suffer from Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome or Effect are extremely difficult to
counsel because one of the most damaging aspects of FAS
is the inability to make cause-effect connections, or to
^ think
ahead.'" Michael Dorris, The Broken Cord, New
York: Harper & Row, 1989, xvii.
.

^
Philip A. May, "The Epidemiology of Alcohol Abuse
among American Indians: The Mythical and Real Properties," American Indian Culture and Research Journal 28
In a 1994 study of
(1994): 121-143, quotes from 121-122.
drinking patterns among Navajo men, Stephen Kunitz and
Jerrold Levy conducted a follow-up of a 1969 study.

xii

Yet the "firewater myth"

— the

idea that racial or

cultural weakness is the cause of Indian inability to

drink temperately

—has

been persistent and pervasive

since the time of European contact.

As early as the

seventeenth century, European observers of Indian
cultures described them as "addicted" and "passionately
attached" to drinking.

The nineteenth-century

ethnographer and Indian agent Henry Rowe Schoolcraft
articulated this view when he averred, "all the Indian
nations, and almost every person among them, male and
female, are infatuated with the love of strong drink.

They know no bounds to their desire."^

finding: "The older men in the original study, especially
those in the more traditional sample, were able to stop
or severely curtail their drinking by the time they were
middle-aged...." Kunitz and Levy found this pattern to
be a uniquely Navajo pattern, differing from other tribal
groups and from the general population in the United
States.
See Stephen J. Kunitz, M.D., and Jerrold Levy,
Drinking Careers: A Twenty-Five-Year Study of Three
Navajo Populations, New Haven: Yale University Press,
1994, quotes from 226.
*
Joy Leland, Firewater Myths: North American
Indian Drinking and Alcohol Addiction, New Brunswick:
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies, 1976, 1-10 discusses
the origin and perpetuation of the "firewater" myth;
quotes from 1, 2.
See Leland and James M. Schaefer,
"Firewater Myths Revisited: Review of Findings and Some
New Directions," in Cultural Factors in Alcohol Research
and Treatment of Drinking Problems, edited by Dwight B.
Heath, Jack 0. Waddell and Martin D. Topper, Journal of
Studies on Alcohol, Supplement No. 9 (January 1981): 99117, for a refutation of the genetic weakness argument.

xiii

other scholars theorize that the absence of alcohol

within most pre-contact Native American cultures left
them unable to incorporate proper drinking behavior,
leading to the development of different drinking styles.
Some people argue and Native Americans alike have equated

Indian drinking with

a

"vision quest,

"

in which some

Indian cultures seek spiritual awareness by inducing
hallucinations.

Still others, most notably anthro-

pologist Nancy Ostereich Lurie, interpret Indian drinking
as a protest against white America's dictated cultural

norms which condemn drunkenness, especially among racial
minorities.

Lurie maintains that Indians sometimes drink

when other ways of expressing Indianness are unavailable.

Other ethnographers have detected in the prohibited

drinking among contemporary Sioux and other Indian tribes
a

"culture of excitement" based partially on its

illegality.

In his personal account, Lakota elder John

Both authors conclude that studies of ethanol metabolism
do not support the firewater myth for twentieth-century
American Indians. However, it is impossible to say for
certain that there were not metabolic variations among
early contact Indians. In Craig MacAndrew and Robert B.
Edgerton, Drunken Comportment: A Social Explanation,
Chicago: Aldine Publishing Company, 1969, the authors
argue that early Indian responses to the introduction of
alcohol varied widely and were by no means universally
damaging or accepted.

xiv

Fire (Lame Deer) cites all of these scholarly

explanations as possible reasons for Sioux drinking.^

American Indians are the receptors of government and

media attention for several key reasons.

First,

Indian

people are an easily identifiable racial group, many
living on reservations in the West or in segregated

communities and neighborhoods in urban areas.

Second,

the anomalous legal position of American Indian people

within American society allows the federal government,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Indian Health
Service to spend large amounts of money to study the
Indian drinking "problem," producing a wealth of
literature on American Indian drinking and much less on

other "racial" groups in the United States.

Finally,

focusing national attention on alcoholism among Indian

people diffuses concern about alcohol abuse by non-Indian

^
Edmund S. Carpenter, "Alcohol in the Iroquois
Dream Quest," American Journal of Psychiatry 116 (1959):
148-51; Nancy Ostereich Lurie, "The World's Oldest OnGoing Protest Demonstration: North American Drinking
Patterns," Pacific Historical Review 40 (1971): 311-32;
Joan Weibel-Orlando, "Indians, Ethnicity, and Alcohol:
Contrasting Perceptions of the Ethnic Self and Alcohol
Use," in Linda A. Bennett and Genevieve M. Ames, eds..
The American Experience with Alcohol: Contrasting
Cultural Perspectives, New York: Plenum Press, 1985, 201
26; John Fire and Richard Erdoes, "Getting Drunk, Going
to Jail," in Lame Deer, Seeker of Visions, New York:
Washington Square Press, 1973, 67-88.

XV

populations and provides a social and racial basis for
marginalizing Indian people and dismissing their pressing
political, social, and economic concerns.

The generalized view that "drinking has always been
a

problem" for American Indians has limited historical

inquiry into the meaning of alcohol in individual native

groups at specific historical times.

Hence, there have

been relatively few attempts to historicize Indian

drinking in any useful way.

Peter Mancall's study of

Indians and alcohol in early America is useful in

explicating the intricacies of the colonial liquor trade
and in detailing the early images of Indian drinkers.

Unfortunately, Mancall's work, like many of the social

science studies, examines American Indians in generalized
terms,

ignoring inter- and intratribal variance.

Such an

approach avoids close analysis of historical circumstances within a single native group and ignore the great

diversity of American Indian cultures and their
historical experiences.*

In the preface to Deadly Medicine: Indians and
Alcohol in Early America, Mancall states that his work
that in the colonial liquor are "the origins of a problem
that still afflicts Indian communities: abusive
drinking." Mancall further maintains that there are
"striking similarities in the experiences [with alcohol]
of vastly different groups of Indians," a contention he
fails to prove. Peter C. Mancall, Deadly Medicine:
*

xvi

General histories of alcohol often fail to include

discussion of American Indians and alcohol.^ Particularly
surprising is the exclusion of Indians from histories of

temperance and the push for National Prohibition.

Jndians and Alcohol in Early America^ Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, xi-xii. See also Audry Hill,
"Treatment and Prevention of Alcoholism in the Native
American Family," in Alcoholism and Substance Abuse in
Special Populations edited by Gary W. Lawson and Ann W.
Lawson, Rockville, Maryland: Aspen Publishers, 1989, 247,

272.
^
Two works worth mentioning for their inclusion of
discussion of American Indians and alcohol are Mark
Edward Lender and James Kirby Martin, Drinking in
America: A History and Jack H. Mendelson and Nancy K.
Mello, AZcohoI; Use and Abuse in America. Lender and
Martin argue that "[m]odern research has failed to
explain the firewater myth. Some Indian groups today do
have unusually high rates of alcoholism, while others do
not." Lender and Martin discuss the development of the
drunken Indian myth, tracing its origins to the political
debate over removal of the eastern Indians in early
nineteenth century. Lender and Martin see a continuum to
the present-day concern of the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism with "special problem"
groups, a policy which reinforces negative stereotypes of
American Indians, Hispanics, and African-Americans. Mark
Edward Lender and James Kirby Martin, Drinking in
America: A History, New York: The Free Press, 1982, quote
from 23. Jack Mendelson and Nancy Mello concur that the
drunken Indian stereotype facilitates the myth of white
superiority, providing the rationale to control Indian
drinking into the present time. Rejecting the "firewater
myth," the authors look instead at the uses of the
drunken Indian stereotype to justify statutory prohibition of Indian drinking. Mendelsohn's and Mello'
analysis is useful in examining the creation of the
drunken Indian stereotype in historical perspective.
Jack H. Mendelson and Nancy K. Mello, Alcohol: Use and
Abuse in America, Boston: Little, Brown and Company,

1985.

xvii

Seemingly, American Indian people fell so far out of the

American "mainstream" that their history with temperance
and prohibition was an exception to be dealt with in

separate studies.®
I

suggest that close analysis of Indian drinking in

context is critical for understanding the role alcohol
has played in facilitating the loss of tribal sovereignty
and political control, in exacerbating economic

deprivation, and in expediting tribal dislocation,

disintegration, and dispossession.

Such close scrutiny

may helped realign popular perceptions of contemporary
Indian drinking and aid understanding of the process

through which the Indian alcoholic came to be such a

°
John Kobler's Ardent Spirits: The Rise and Fall
of Prohibition, Greenwich, Connecticut: Fawcett Crest
Books, 1973, discusses Indian alcohol prohibition in the
colonial era, but Kobler neglects to mention the impact
of prohibitionist fervor on the Indians of the early
twentieth century. Most other recent Prohibition
histories make no mention at all of American Indians and
Prohibition activity. Especially significant is the
omission in K. Austin Kerr's Organized for Prohibition: A
New History of the Anti-Saloon League, New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 1985. A notable exception
to the exclusion of Indians from the discussion of
National Prohibition is historian Richard Hamm who
discusses the prohibitionists' strategy of invoking antiliquor provisions of Indian treaties that had never been
enforced in their attempt to establish prohibition in the
early 1900s.
See Richard F. Hamm, Shaping the Eighteenth
Amendment: Temperance Reform, Legal Culture, and the
Polity, 1880-1920, Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1995, 8-9.

xviii

powerful stereotype in American society.

By focusing on

a

specific tribal group at a specific historical period,

I

hope to illuminate both the complexity and the

diversity of alcohol within American Indian cultures.

xix
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CHAPTER 1
AMERICAN INDIANS AMD ALCOHOL IN
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

In 1939, Benedictine nun M. Inez Hilger wrote a

dissertation entitled, "A Social Study of One Hundred
Fifty Chippewa Indian Families of the White Earth

Reservation of Minnesota."

Declaring the consumption of

alcohol "undoubtedly the greatest evil on the

reservation," Hilger wrote:
It was estimated. .that eighty-five per cent of
all boys and girls between ten and eighteen
years of age in White Earth village drank
intoxicating liquor. Minors were frequently
seen among adults in beer parlors and saloons
in Ogema .... Cases had been reported where
clothing and food... were traded in, and
accepted, for liquor.^
.

Hilger then went on to question the effectiveness of
federal policy regarding American Indians and liquor

prohibition, stating:

After discussing the factors involved in the
liquor problem, with both Indians and whites,
it seemed that the law which makes the selling
of liquor to an Indian a federal offence (sic)
should be repealed. The Indians resented it,
and the whites thought that the Indian was
justified in doing so, since he is a citizen of
the country and not a ward or minor under the

M. Inez Hilger, "A Social Study of One Hundred
Fifty Chippewa Indian Families of the White Earth
Reservation of Minnesota," Ph.D. Dissertation, 1939,
Catholic University of America, quotes from 35-36.
^

1

guardianship of the United States.
obsolete in any event.

The law is

Hilger's assessment of the devastation of liquor at
White Earth and the enforcement of liquor laws there
raises several intriguing questions.

First, how accurate

was her estimate that eighty-five percent of the
teenagers in the village of White Earth drank

intoxicating liquor?

Hilger's own table of Chippewa

"adolescent youth" that drank to intoxication among her
one hundred fifty families indicated that only eight

percent of the families had adolescents that drank to
excess.^

Second, what do we make of Hilger's complaint

that the federal laws prohibiting the sale of alcohol to
Indians created conditions for drinking that were "worse

than those of the saloon" because they resulted in
"smuggling" and the manufacture of "home-brew"?

Writing

six years after the end of National Prohibition, Hilger

maintained that whites and Indians alike opposed the laws
against selling liquor to Indians.

Does their agreement

on the absurdity of a federal law suggest a happy co-

existence between the two groups?

Finally, while the

^
Hilger, "A Social Study of One Hundred Fifty
Chippewa Indian Families," 124.
'
Hilger, "A Social Study of One Hundred Fifty
Chippewa Indian Families," 123.

2

Chippewas at White Earth were indeed citizens of the
United States, Hilger was wrong in stating that they were
not wards of the United States.

All federally recognized

American Indians in the United States in 1939, citizen or.
not, were wards of the government, the U.S.

Supreme' Court

ruling that the laws prohibiting the sale of liquor to
them were perfectly legal because of their wardship.
could such an obvious contradiction exist?

How

What role did

alcohol play in this paradox?

This study examines the history of alcohol among the

Anishinaabe (also known as the Ojibway or Chippewa^)
Indians.

It begins with the middle of the eighteenth

century, when migration from the shores of Lake Superior
led many Anishinaabe people into the area which became

Minnesota and ends with the execution of the Eighteenth

Amendment to the Constitution (National Prohibition) in
October 1919.^

This analysis demonstrates how and why

^
Anishinaabeg (Anishinaabe in adjectival form) is
the native referent term meaning "the people" in the
Anishinaabe language. For a detailed explanation of the
origins of the term and debate about its meaning, see
Melissa L. Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy: Ethnicity and
Dispossession at a Minnesota Anishinaabe Reservation,
1889-1920, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994,

ff.

237-238.
^

The Eighteenth Amendment was passed by Congress

in December 1917 and went into effect on October 24,
1919, the day Congress overrode the presidential veto of
3

alcohol use

— both

real and symbolic

within one American Indian culture.

— changed

over time

Although some of

these changes were predicated upon conditions within nonIndian society which dictated cultural norms and

government policy over all areas of American Indian life,
including drinking, Anishinaabe people also drank for

their own reasons and often ritualized alcohol use in
some way.

Just as Indian people adapted to European

colonization and arrived at syncretic arrangements of
spirituality, lifeways, and "traditions," so too some

Indian people incorporated alcohol, using liquor in ways

which define it as part of a larger adaptation to
colonialism.
The available evidence for studying Indian people in

general is highly problematic.

Traders' journals,

military and Indian agents' accounts, and correspondence
between government officials, fur company executives, and

missionaries constitute the bulk of the written evidence
available for extracting a portrait of Anishinaabe
drinking.

Most people recording observations of the

the Volstead Act, the enforcing legislation of the
amendment.
See Richard F. Hamm, Shaping the Eighteenth
Amendment: Temperance Reform, Legal Culture, and the
Polity, 1880-1920, Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1995, 240-255.
4

Anishinaabeg brought their ovm understandings of the
meanings of alcohol for Indians and non-Indians, as well
as biases about the inferiority of Indian lifeways.

The

Indian voices in these accounts are often quite silent.
However, through a sensitive reading of these troublesome

documents, I hope I arrived at some understanding of the

meaning of alcohol for Anishinaabe people.

The biased

observations of Europeans and Americans also illuminate
how the early images of the Indian drinker served as the

cornerstone for the idea that Indian drinking was
These accounts worked to

pathological and universal.

create and then maintain the stereotype of the racially

inferior Indian.

This study falls under the rubric of "new Indian
history," described by historian Richard White as a

history which "places Indian peoples at the center of the
scene and seeks to understand the reasons for their

actions."

However, like White,

undertaking required paying

a

I

found that such an

great deal of attention to

U.S. Indian policy and to Indian-white relations.

Non-

Indians have attributed many incidents in American Indian

history to the natives' thirst for liquor, and it is
impossible to understand these events without

5

understanding the interactions between natives and nonnatives.*

Minnesota's Anishinaabe Indians present an excellent
case study for several reasons.

The Anishinaabeg had a

long and sustained history of interaction with nonIndians.

Between the mid-eighteenth and the early

twentieth centuries, the Anishinaabeg went from being
politically, socially, and economically independent to

being landless, materially destitute, and colonized as
the permanent "wards" of the U.S. government.''

Exploring

*
Richard White, The Middle Ground: Indians^
Empires and Republics in the Great Lakes Region, 16501815, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991, xi.
Many recent works also have come a long way in placing
Native Americans at the center of the story, even as they
grapple with myriad changes in American Indian societies.
See, as a few examples, James H. Merrell, The Indians'
New World: The Catavbas and Their Neighbors From European
Contact Through the Era of Removal, New York: W.W. Norton
& Company, 1989; Daniel K. Richter, Qrdeal of the
Longhouse: The Peoples of the Iroquois League in the Era
of European Colonization, Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1992; Neal Salisbury, Manitou and
Providence: Indians, Europeans, and the Making of New
England, 1500-1643, New York: Oxford University Press,
1982; Richard White, The Roots of Dependency:
Subsistence, Environment, and Social Change among the
Choctaws, Pawnees, and Navajos, Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1983.

A notable exception are Minnesota's Red Lake
Anishinaabeg who were unallotted and hence held on to
their land base.
Even today, the contrast between Red
Lake Reservation as a cohesive community and White Earth
and Leech Lake reservation is apparent.
'
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alcohol within the framework of the sweeping historical

changes which the Anishinaabeg experienced provides an

opportunity to see how alcohol fit into these events.
The native bands who became known as the

Anishinaabeg were centered at the straits of Mackinac on
the Great Lakes in the early seventeenth century.

Early

participants in the French trade, the "saulteurs," as
they were called by the French, were composed of several

distinct but related bands.

By the late seventeenth

century, many Anishinaabeg had migrated south along the

southwestern shore of Lake Superior as their

participation in the fur trade escalated.

Settling at

Chequamegon Bay, the Anishinaabeg pursued a life based
around fishing, farming, and fur trading.

Tribal

identity for many Anishinaabeg was bolstered by a

spiritual complex known as the Midewiwin (or Grand

Medicine Society)

.

It was also at Chequamegon that the

intermarriage between French coureurs de Jbois and

Anishinaabe families saw the genesis of a distinct people
who would become known as the metis.

Although a

collective ethnic consciousness among the metis would
take well over a century to reach fruition, the

7

Anishinaabe-French were active traders and cultural
mediators from the beginning.®
Beginning in the early eighteenth century and
increasing with the end of French colonial presence in

North America in the 1760s, many Anishinaabeg gradually

moved from

the;

Great Lakes west into the area which is

now Minnesota, continuing subsistence strategies based on
trading, light farming, hunting, and seasonal activities,

such as berrying, r icing, and maple sugaring.
Anishinaabe bands and villages operated independently of

each other, and although alliances formed to make war or
negotiate treaties, the daily existence of the

Anishinaabe settlements varied widely.

The amount of

contact each village had with non-Indians also differed
greatly.

Given this variation, it should not be

surprising that Anishinaabe people developed different

styles of drinking.'

®
See Jacqueline Peterson, "Many Roads to Red
River: Metis Genesis in the Great Lakes Region, 16801815," in The New Peoples: Being and Becoming Metis in
North America, edited by Jacqueline Peterson and Jennifer
S.H. Brown, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1985,
37-72.
'
Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, especially
chapters 2 and 3; William W. Warren, History of the
Ojibway People, St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society
Press, 1984, especially 175-189; Harold Hickerson, The
Southwestern Chippewa: An Ethnohistorical Study, Menasha,
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Most contemporary observers connected Indian
drinking in general to "savagery," while many also
commented on the "addiction" of Indian people to strong
drink.

However, the drinking styles of Indian people,

rather than suggesting uncontrolled addiction, may

'in

fact have fit into the feast/ famine ethic of many Indian

people.

Especially among northern hunting bands, Indian

people consumed what meat or other food was available to
then when it was available.

Hoarding was not only

inconvenient but was contrary to concepts of sharing and
reciprocity.

Anishinaabe people may have consumed

alcohol with the same understanding.

The evidence also

suggests that by the early nineteenth century some

Anishinaabe people had incorporated alcohol into native
lifeways, sometimes creating elaborate rituals around its
use.

The evidence suggests that the Anishinaabeg also

had reasonable social controls around alcohol use and

understood that there were times when alcohol was not
appropriate.

The years between 1820 and 1867 were a critical
transition period for the Anishinaabeg.

United States

Wisconsin: American Anthropological Association, Memoir
92, 1962; Harold Hickerson, The Chippewa and Their
Neighbors: A Study in Ethnohistory , New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1970.
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expansion after 1820 and the development of commercial

agriculture and stock-raising brought increasing pressure
on the Anishinaabeg to alter their lifeways and to cede

valuable lands.

A series of treaties between 1837 and

1854 codified the national identity of the "Chippewa

Nation" in negotiations with the United States

government, but, it was only after 1854 that the

Anishinaabeg were induced to cede huge portions of their
The Anishinaabeg occupied

hunting grounds.

a

large

geographic territory with a great deal of environmental
diversity.

This diversity dictated the amount of

pressure brought to bear on various Anishinaabe bands for
their lands.

Those on lands with valuable resources on

— in

the form of valuable forests or

—were

the first to cede their mineral

them or under them
mineral deposits

rights and then the actual lands.

'°

As pressure mounted for lands, conditions for the

Anishinaabeg in Minnesota worsened, as the restricted
land base and diminishing game intensified conflict with

the Dakotas over hunting lands.

By the 1860s, there was

increasing deprivation at the southernmost Anishinaabe
settlements, leading to mid-winter starvation, despair.

^°

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 37.
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drunkenness, and violence at the Anishinaabe trading

village of Crow Wing.

This cycle is by no means unique

to the Anishinaabeg and is a painful testament to the

failure of American Indian policy as they were abandoned
by a paternalistic government that had promised them

"utmost good faith."
It was in this context that, in the 1860s, several

Anishinaabe bands signed treaties agreeing to move to the
newly establish White Earth Reservation.

At White Earth,

U.S. policymakers heralded the potential of the

Anishinaabe people first to acculturate to white American
values by becoming yeoman farmers.

The idea was then to

allot the lands at White Earth and other Anishinaabe

reservations within Minnesota, that is, breaking up the
tribal land base into individual plots of land given to

Anishinaabe heads of households.

This process was

carried out in the 1880s and 1890s.

The hope was that

once the process of acculturation and privatization of

resources was complete, the Anishinaabeg would assimilate
into the mainstream of white American society, no longer

existing as

a

separate cultural or racial entity.

Many

Anishinaabe bands living in northern Minnesota were
encouraged

— and

often compelled

Earth
11

— to

migrate to White

Historian Melissa Meyer argues that many

Anishinaabeg at White Earth adapted successfully to the
environment at White Earth and to allotment, because they
utilized familiar adaptation and subsistence strategies,
settling in bands on the areas of the reservations which

suited their lifeways, often rather than moving to their
individual allotments.

The "progressive" Anishinaabe

metis settled on White Earth's western farmlands while

the more "traditional" Anishinaabe were centered around
the waterways and timber lands in the east.

Meyer writes

that "by 1900, those who had migrated to White
Earth... had evolved a society based on band ties and

residence patterns," continuing familiar lifeways and

subsistence strategies."

" Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 69. Melissa
Meyer's study of the impact of allotment and
dispossession at the White Earth Reservation has been a
valuable resource in writing this dissertation. Meyer
combines ethnohistory and social history to create a rich
and full account of the evolution of White Earth's
allottees from reformers' best hope for assimilation for
American Indian success to an impoverished and landless
people. Although Meyer examines the possible role of
alcohol in the dispossession of White Earth's residents,
she does not delve into the specifics of who employed
alcohol or how land transactions involving liquor were
carried out. Hopefully, my study will contribute to a
greater understanding of the role of alcohol in
dispossession, at both White Earth and Leech Lake
reservations, and, to a lesser extent at Nett Lake (now
Bois Forte) Reservation.
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Anishinaabe drinking in the early twentieth century
also reveals a great deal of adaptation to changing

circumstances and suggests much continuity with patterns
established in the independent era.

Many Anishinaabeg

continued to incorporate alcohol into native life, while
others incorporated alcohol into newly emerging

"traditions" such as the powwow.

Some also continued

occasionally to trade the fruits of their subsistence
labor

—maple

sugar, furs, and berries, for alcohol.

Other Anishinaabeg used alcohol in non-Indian towns as

part of a social round associated with annuity payments.

Despite their adaptation to rapidly changing
circumstances, by 1910, most Anishinaabeg at both White
Earth and Leech Lake reservations had been divested of

their lands.

Alcohol played an important but very

different role in the dispossession at both reservations.
At Leech Lake, the Pillager band became the victims of

particularly harsh treatment by Indian agents there.

Most refused to take allotments, despite the federal
mandate to do so.

A significant number of Leech Lake

residents resisted U.S. attempts to dam their waterways
and flood their lands, thus destroying their fish and
game.

U.S. agents and Indian police at Leech Lake

responded by harassing Anishinaabe protestors, arresting
13

them on fraudulent liquor charges and abusing them while
they were in custody.

This persecution led to the "Leech

Lake Uprising" of 1898.

It also led to an intensified

rhetoric by U.S. Indian agents, which depicted the Leech
Lake Anishinaabeg as unable to control their land and

resources.

This view culminated in the seizure of over

half the reservation for what became the "Chippewa

National Forest."

By the second decade of the twentieth

century, over ninety percent of Leech Lake Reservation no

longer belonged to the Anishinaabeg there.

Meanwhile, at White Earth Reservation, dispossession
was effected through a series of legislation which

allowed the allottees to sell, lease, and mortgage their
lands.

This trend culminated with the 1906 "Clapp

Rider," allowing "mixed-blood" Anishinaabeg at White

Earth to sell their lands.

In the aftermath of the

"Clapp Rider," ninety-five percent of the land at White

Earth Reservation moved into non-Indians hands, local

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 51; National Park
Service, "Leech Lake Reservoir Dam," HAER No. MN-67,
1995; Louis H. Roddis, "The Last Indian Uprising in the
United States," Minnesota History Bulletin 3 (1920): 273290; Jacob Munnell Mis-qua-dais Notebook, MHSA; "Report
in the Matter of the Investigation of the White Earth
Reservation," 62d Congress, 3d Session, Report No. 1336,
Vols. 6337-6338, 1913; RCIA 1889, 133-135; "History of
the Chippewa National Forest Relating to the Creation and
Land Adjustments," USDA typescript handout, n.d.
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lumber companies often employing Anishinaabe metis to

facilitate land sales.

Local whites got in on the action

as well, sometimes using alcohol to seal land

transactions.

At times, alcohol was determinative is

lubricating land deals, while at other times, alcohol may
have acted more as a social lubricant between unfamiliar

people

The dispossession of the Anishinaabe people at both
White Earth and Leech Lake coincided with increasing

prohibitionist activity and with a series of Supreme
Court decisions which attempted to solve the legal

anomaly of Indian people as both citizens and wards of
the United States government.

One key Supreme Court

decision, in 1905, known as Matter of Heff, led to an

escalation of federal pressure brought to bear on the

Anishinaabeg and whites living in northern Minnesota.
Between 1908 and 1917, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
poured money, time, and manpower into fighting alcohol
among Indian people.

For reasons which reveal as much

about whites as they do about Anishinaabe drinking
habits, the Indian Bureau focused an immense amount of

attention on the Anishinaabeg in Minnesota.

Invoking

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 153-159.
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treaties that were half a century old, the Special Office
for the Suppression of Liquor Among the Indians sought to

eradicate liquor sales, first for Indian people and later
for everyone throughout the entire "Indian territory" of

northern Minnesota J'^
With the passage of the National Prohibition

Amendment in 1917, the exclusive focus on Indian drinking
lessened.

By then, many Anishinaabeg in Minnesota were

living in poverty.

While the American populace bemoaned

the condition of their "wards," they blamed alcohol and

race weakness for the Anishinaabeg's, and other American
Indians', destitution.

Dispossessed of their land and

prevented by the changed environment from pursuing
subsistence strategies, many Anishinaabeg migrated into

non-Indian towns and cities, struggling to survive at the

bottom of America's socioeconomic ladder.

But the memory

of a long and complex relationship with the federal

government, with white Americans, and with alcohol went

with them.
While it is extremely important not to

overgeneralize about the meaning of alcohol for all

Frederick E. Hoxie, A Final Promise: The Campaign
to Assimilate the Indians, 1880-1920, Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1984, 219-222.
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American Indians based on the experience of one tribe,
analyzing alcohol in the context of a particular tribe at
a

specific historical point may reveal patterns as well

as differences in the meaning of alcohol for different

American Indian societies.

By examining alcohol among

the Anishinaabe people of northern Minnesota and

exploring both the effects of U.S. Indian policy on

Anishinaabe alcohol use and the active response of the

Anishinaabeg to alcohol within their culture, this study
highlights the multiplicity of meanings and uses that
emerged from a unique historical process.
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CHAPTER 2
ANISHINAABEG, ADAPTATION, AND ALCOHOL
TO 1854

It is impossible to say when the Anishinaabeg first

encountered alcohol.

The French engaged in casual trade

with Atlantic coast Algonquian tribes as early as the
1530s.

By 1600, the Hurons, Ottawas, and Nipissing were

all trading partners of both the French and the

Anishinaabeg, and the Anishinaabeg were active trappers
and traders for the European trade.

Thus, it seems

likely that some alcohol entered into Anishinaabe culture

before the first Anishinaabe person laid eyes on a
European

.

At the time of first contact with the French, around
1620, proto-Anishinaabeg^ were centered north of Lake

Huron and south of Lake Superior near the straits of
Mackinac. The French called them Saulteurs, after their

Harold Hickerson, The Chippewa and Their
Neighbors : A Study in Ethnohistory , Prospect Heights,
Illinois: Waveland Press, Inc., 1988; Denys Delage,
Bitter Feast: Amerindians and Europeans in Northeastern
North America, 1600-64, translated by Jane Brierley,
Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1993.
^
Proto-Anishinaabeg refers to those bands which
eventually comprise the tribal group. In the early
seventeenth century, tribal identity had not yet solidified
but was in the process of forming.
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village, which the French named Sault Ste. Marie.

The

Saulteurs were primarily fishermen and traders, but they
were related to several other bands

hunting
Marie.

— who

— more

active in

emanated north and west from Sault Ste.

European contact and the expansion of trapping

and trade in Anishinaabe territory in the mid-seventeenth

century led to a solidification of Anishinaabe identity
among the related exogamous bands and to major social and

organizational expansion.^

The alliance between the native peoples of the Great
Lakes and the French allowed for French control of the

seventeenth-century European trade and for the expansion
of many Indian peoples, especially the Anishinaabeg, who

became middlemen in the trade with tribes to the west.
Further, the French provided the guns necessary so the

Great Lakes natives could protect themselves from their

enemies

— especially

the Iroquois Confederacy.

Thus, the

various salteur bands were able to solidify tribal

identity because of European contact.

Sault Ste. Marie

was a major trading center and the site of an annual

summer gathering, where over one thousand native people,

Melissa Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy: Ethnicity
and Dispossession at a Minnesota Anishinaabe Reservation,
1889-1920, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994,
11; Hickerson, Chippewa and Their Neighbors, 13.
^
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including Potawatomi, Cree, Algonquins, and Winnebago,

would gather to feast on a harvest of whitefish.

Those

who gathered at Sault Ste. Marie also came for the

protection that numbers

— and

the French

the Iroquois Five Nations Confederacy.

was also the site of

a

— provided

against

Sault Ste. Marie

Feast of the Dead ceremonial,

featuring a mass burial in a common grave of people and
possessions and much feasting on the part of the
participants.

The Feast of the Dead served to bring

together proto-Anishinaabeg in life and in death.
The French/ Indian alliance changed the social order
of all the peoples around the Great Lakes, as natives and

Frenchmen accoiomodated each other's needs in order for
cultural and commercial relations to work.

Historian

Richard White writes that the alliance "created an
elaborate network of economic, political, cultural, and
social ties to meet the demands of a particular

historical situation."

An Algonquian cultural form

adapted by the French, this network mediated conflicts

^

Hickerson, Chippewa and Their Neighbors, 19-20

39; Richard White, The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires,
and Republics in the Great Lakes Region, 1650-1815,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991, 1-5; Daniel
Richter, The Ordeal of the Longhouse: The Peoples of the
Iroquois League in the Era of European Colonization,
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1992,
144-145; Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 9, 12.
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between the French and their native allies, without

French authoritarian control.

It allowed for stability

and transformation around the Great Lakes in the second

half of the seventeenth century.^
By the late seventeenth century, the French and

their Algonquian allies had halted Iroquois incursions
into the Great Lakes area.

French firearms also helped

the Anishinaabeg expand west from Lake Superior.

Despite

the close alliance with the French, the Anishinaabeg

remained independent and autonomous of French imperial
control.

As French coureurs de bois (men of the woods)

ventured into the interior to trade directly with the

native trappers, individual Frenchmen came to live among
the Anishinaabeg and became related to them, much to the

consternation of French authorities at Montreal.
Liaisons between Anishinaabe women and the coureur de

bois brought valuable connections to the woman's family.

Most of the connections between traders and Indian women
were stable and permanent, with many traders remaining

among their Anishinaabe relatives for life, albeit cn the
periphery of Anishinaabe clan society.

The Anishinaabeg

were patrilineal; hence, the children of these marriages

Richard White, The Middle Ground, 31-40.
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were "clanless."

They were, however, related by blood to

Over the course

the Anishinaabeg, and they were trusted.

of time, the mixed-blood people came to identify

themselves as metis, a separate identity which was
neither wholly Anishinaabeg nor wholly French.^

With the increase of their participation in the fur
trade, the Anishinaabeg expanded geographically to

increase their hunting and trading potential.

there was

a

By 1680,

sizeable Anishinaabe population at the

trading village of Chequamegon (also known as La Pointe)

,

on the western shores of Lake Superior, and at a smaller

related village, Keweenaw, to the east.

From these

villages, Anishinaabe bands penetrated into western and

*
Leroy Eid, "The Ojibwa-Iroquois War: The War the
Five Nations Did Not Win," Ethnohistory 26 (1979): 297324; Richter, 190-213; Hiekerson, Chippewas and Their
Neighbors, 16; Jacqueline Peterson and Jennifer H.S.
Brown, eds., The New Peoples: Being and Becoming Metis in
North America, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1985; Sylvia Van Kirk, "Many Tender Ties": Women in FurTrade Society in Western Canada, 1670-1870, Winnipeg,
Manitoba: Watson & Dwyer Publishing, Ltd.
1980; Jennifer
S.H. Brown, Strangers in Blood: Fur Trade Company
Families in Indian Country, Vancouver: University of
British Columbia Press, 1980; Jacqueline Peterson, "Women
Dreaming: The Religiopsychology of Indian-White Marriage
and the Rise of Metis Culture," in Western Women: Their
Lands, Their Lives, edited by Lillian Schlissel, Vicki L.
Ruiz, and Janice Monk, Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1988, 49-68; John Mack Faragher, "The
Custom of the Country: Cross-cultural Marriage in the Far
Western Fur Trade," in Schlissel, et. al., 199-216.
,
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northern hunting grounds, returning to Chequamegon and

Keweenaw in the summers.

During these hunting

expeditions, Anishinaabe traders exchanged European items

with the emerging tribes of the Great Plains
Cheyenne, and Assiniboine.

— the

Lakota,

The Anishinaabeg at

Chequamegon lived alongside other native peoples, in a
multi-ethnic, multi-lingual community.

At Chequamegon,

Anishinaabe identity solidified around the Midewiwin, or
Grand Medicine Society, a secret ritualistic curing
society.

The Midewiwin gave spiritual meaning to the

increasing nationalism of Anishinaabe identity.

A

central role of Mide medicine men and women was the

preservation of Anishinaabe oral traditions on birchbark
scrolls.^

Anishinaabe metis traders "inadvertently sabotaged"
the Chequamegon Anishinaabeg, by helping the French

expand their direct trade with the Cree and the Dakotas

after 1713.

The French trade with the Dakotas fractured

^
Anishinaabe tradition holds that the Midewiwin
Ethnohistorian Harold Hickerson
had precontact origins.
disagrees, preferring to pinpoint the origins of the
Midewiwin to the fullest expression of its rituals at
Whatever the case, sources generally agree
Chequamegon.
that the Midewiwin expanded both in structure and size at
See William W. Warren, History of the
Chequamegon.
Ojibway People, St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society
Press, 1984, 46; Hickerson, Chippewa and Their Neighbors,
51-63; Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 16-17.
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a delicate peace between them and the Anishinaabeg,

as

hunters from both tribes sought to control the fur-

bearing hunting grounds west of Lake Superior.

Several

bands of Anishinaabeg moved inland to the north and west
of Chequamegon to intercept the French trade and to

expand their territory.

In the area of present

Minnesota, the Anishinaabeg fought the Dakotas

intermittently throughout the second third of the

eighteenth century.

By 1751, the Pillager band of

Anishinaabeg had moved into the Leech Lake area from the
north, while Chequamegon bands moved from the east, to

Lac Court Oreilles, Lac du Flambeau, and Sandy Lake-

At

the outbreak of the French and Indian War in 1754, the

Anishinaabeg were expanding geographically and
numerically and continued to play a prominent role in the
French trade.®
The Anishinaabeg fully supported the French effort
to exclude the British from the interior of North
America, providing manpower from Chequamegon for

engagements at Detroit, Fort Duquesne, Niagara, Montreal,

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 18-19; Hickerson,
Chippewa and Their Neighbors, 71; Harold Hickerson,
Ethnohistory of Mississippi Bands and Pillager and
Winnibigoshish Bands of Chippewa, New York: Garland
Publishing, Inc., 1974, 14-74; Warren, 190-193.
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and Quebec.

Although the French/ Indian alliances had

weakened in the eighteenth century, the tribes around the
Great Lakes were successfully defending their territory

when the French surrendered in 1760, sending Shockwaves

throughout the Great Lakes.

When the British came in,

they asserted their sovereignty over the Algonquian

allies of the French as part of a "right of conquest,"

arguing that the native peoples' alliance with the French
made them losers as well.'

Many Great Lakes natives did not see it that way and
instead resisted British attempts to impose rule on them.
In was in this context that, according to one account, a

man named Neolin in the early 1760s met the Master of
Life, who gave him a message to bring to his people, the

Delaware, and to other American Indians:
I am He who hath created the heavens and the
earth, the trees, lakes, rivers, all men, and
all that thou seest and hast seen upon the
Because I love you, ye must do what I
earth.
say and love and not do what I hate. I do not
love that ye should drink to the point of
madness, as ye do; and I do not like that ye
should fight one another....! know that those
whom ye call the children of your Great Father
supply your needs, but if ye were not evil, as
ye are, ye could surely do without them. Ye
could live as ye did live before ye know them

'
Warren, History of the Ojibway, 194-195; Richard
White, The Middle Ground, 240-256.
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—

before those whom ye call your brothers had
come upon your lands J°
Spiritual revitalization has been a common response in
the world history of colonization.

At that point when

native cultures seem overwhelmed, often a native prophet
emerges who proposes to return his or her people to their
traditions.

Throughout the eighteenth century, numerous

revitalization movements occurred in the Ohio Valley
south of the Great Lakes, as Indian people attempted to

come to terms with the encroachment of English
colonialists.

Neolin's warning underlines a message

contained in nearly every Indian revitalization movement
from the 1740s on: avoidance of, and often complete

abstinence from, alcohol.
Shawnee Prophet

— emerged

By the time Tenskwatawa

— the

in the early 1800s, the

identification of native revitalization with abstinence
had solidified.

Milo Milton Quaife, ed., The Siege of Detroit in
1763: The Journal of Pontiac's Conspiracy and John
Rutherford's Narrative of a Captivity, Chicago, R.R.
Donnelley & Sons Company, 1958, 14.
Gregory Evans Dowd, A Spirited Resistance: The
North American Indian Struggle for Unity, 1745-1815,
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992, 29,
3 3; Anthony F.C. Wallace, Death and Rebirth of the
Seneca, New York: Random House, 1972, 239-242; R. David
Edmunds, The Shawnee Prophet, Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1983, 33. Although early European
colonial legislation forbade overconsumption of alcohol
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To be sure, the native prophets' warnings against
liquor had a dual meaning.

The anti-alcohol messages

contained in many prophets' initial missives were often
amended in practice to emphasize temperance-as-frugality
as opposed to abstinence-as-salvation.

In 1760, the

Great Lakes Indians faced a multitude of dilemmas.

Foremost among these, according to Neolin, was the

dependence of the natives on European commodities

— food,

metal tools and manufactures, especially guns, cloth, and

alcohol.

Neolin 's overall message was reinterpreted by

by European colonists and prohibited litjuor sales to
Indian people, Europeans and Euro-Americans did not
enunciate a widespread abstinence message until well into
the nineteenth century.
While most historians have been
content to view native anti-alcohol missives as derived
from Christian temperance values, abstinence was not a
Christian concept in the mid-eighteenth century.
Perhaps, instead, nineteenth-century non-Indian
abstinence movements borrowed some of their ideas about
the social and moral benefits of teetotalism from the
native prophets.
On alcohol in colonial North American
society, see Peter C. Mancall, Deadly Medicine: Indians
and Alcohol in Early America, Ithaca, Cornell University
Press, 1995, 110-115; C.C. Pearson and J. Edwin
Hendricks, Liquor and Anti-Liquor in Virginia 1619-1919
Durham: Duke University Press, 1967; David W. Conroy,
"Puritans in Taverns: Law and Popular Culture in Colonial
Massachusetts, 1630-1720" in Drinking: Behavior and
Belief in Modern History, edited by Susanna Barrows and
Robin Room, Berkeley: University of California Press,
1991, 29-60.
On abstinence as a later construction of
Christianity, see W.J. Rorabaugh, The Alcoholic Republic:
An American Tradition, New York: Oxford University Press,
1979; Ian R. Tyrrell, Sobering Up: From Temperance to
Prohibition in Antebellum America, 1800-1860, Westport,
Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1979.
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the Ohio Valley natives between 1760 and 1763 to become
It was likely impossible

more specifically anti-English.

for most Ohio Valley Indians to conceive of a world

without any European commodities.

— and

later Pontiac's

— condemnation

Hence, Neolin's

of alcohol narrowed

rhetorically into an indictment of the evils of "rum,"
Since rum was the liquor

rather than liquor in general.

supplied to native peoples by the British (the French
being the purveyors of brandy)

,

the language of

temperance in the Great Lakes uprising became identified

with British domination.
Anishinaabe participation in Pontiac's Rebellion
sheds light on their particular understanding of Neolin's
philosophy.

According to historian Richard White, the

main impetus behind the Great Lakes uprising in 1763 was
not so much pan-Indian cooperation and nativism but

concern that the former French allies had about British
colonial policy.

Indeed, it was the Great Lakes natives'

inability to unify and prevent British incursions into
the Great Lakes area that fueled their nostalgia for the

French policy of mediation.

Thus, by 1763, Neolin's

message was substantially reinterpreted by the Great

Richard White, The Middle Ground, 284; Dowd, A
Spirited Resistance, 33; Mancall, Deadly Medicine, 29-61.
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Lakes Algonquians (especially those more removed from the

British colonial presence) not to condemn the trade in
alcohol, but to reify the experiences of the Great Lakes

natives with the French.

From 1763-1765, Neolin's

revitalization movement inspired Ottawa chief Pontiac and
other Indian leaders in the Great Lakes region to revolt

against the British.''^
Certainly the Anishinaabeg were in a substantially

different position than the native peoples in the Ohio
River Valley south of the Great Lakes, for British

colonists were not moving in droves onto Anishinaabe
lands.

According to Anishinaabe historian William

Warren, groups of Anishinaabeg played different roles in
the uprising.

Although the Anishinaabeg at Chequamegon

were particularly devastated by the defeat of the French,

facing the loss with "deepest regret and sorrow," they
felt little need to join Pontiac's Rebellion.

However,

the Anishinaabeg near Fort Michilimackinac felt otherwise
and the innovative chief Mihnahwehna helped effect a plan

to seize control of the fort.

Richard White, The Middle Ground, 269-289.
Warren, History of the Ojibway, 210-211.
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Despite Anishinaabe warnings to British traders to
stay out of their country, the British persisted, and by
1763, some ninety to one hundred British soldiers and

traders were garrisoned at Michilimackinac.

Mihnahwehna

informed the British commander of the natives' desire to

celebrate the English king's birthday on June 4, 1763.

Much pleased, the commandant agreed, and on the morning
of the celebration, Anishinaabe and Osaugee (Sac) men

began with a game of Baugahudoway (lacrosse) outside the
gates of the fort.

Native women inside the fort had

secreted sharpened knives, tomahawks, and filed-down guns

under their blankets and garments.

At a critical point

in the exciting game, one of the ballplayers

intentionally hurled the ball through the open gates and
onto the grounds of the fort.

The entire group of

warriors rushed through the gates, receiving the knives,
tomahawks, and guns from the women as they ran through.
In short order, the Anishinaabeg and Osaugees had

captured Fort Michilimackinac.^^

Warren, History of the Ojibway, 200-204;
Alexander Henry, Massacre at Mackinac 1763, edited by
David Armour, Mackinac Island, Michigan; Mackinac Island
State Park Commission, 1966, 47-60.
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Ultimately, Pontiac's Rebellion ended in stalemate/*
and over several decades following the official French

departure from North America, many more Anishinaabeg at

Chequamegon Bay left the Lake Superior communities for
the interior of Minnesota, migrating inland to the shores
of the Crow Wing River, Mille Lacs, and Gull,

Leech, Cass, Winnibigoshish, and Red lakes.

Sandy,

The

migration of the Anishinaabe bands into the interior was
gradual, and some Anishinaabeg remained at La Pointe long

after it was no longer under Indian control.

The

geographic diversity of Anishinaabe settlements

underscored the solidification of discrete ethnic bands
among the Anishinaabeg.

The Anishinaabeg moved into the

interior in groups consisting of a core groups of
families, with various other relatives and fictive kin

moving in and out of the band proper.

Within this

context, metis identity strengthened.

Many of the metis

traders from Chequamegon settled between the Gull Lake
and Mille Lacs settlements, at the confluence of the

Richard White, The Middle Ground, 286, 289-299;
Warren, History of the Ojibway, 200.
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Mississippi and Crow Wing rivers, positioning themselves
to allow for a continuing central role as traders.'^
The relationship between the metis (who were often
called French by Anishinaabeg and Americans alike) and
other Anishinaabe groups continued with migration-

The

Anishinaabeg identified with the metis, according to

William Warren, because
Their [the Frenchmen's] aim was not so much
that of gain as of pleasure, and the enjoyment
of present life, and mainly in this respect
will be found the difference between the nature
of their intercourse with the natives of
America, and that which has since been carried
on by the English. .. .who. .have made Mammon
their God, and have looked on the Indian but as
a tool or means of obtaining riches...^®
.

The kinship and friendship ties between the metis traders
and the Anishinaabe people was not dissolved by the

passing of colonial authority.

The mutual adaptation of

the French and Anishinaabeg, which made cultural

relationships around the Great Lakes work during the
French era, served to produce a symbiotic relationship

Helen Hornbeck Tanner, ed.. Atlas of Great Lakes
Indian History, Norman: University of Oklahoma Press for
the Newberry Library, 1987, 58, 65; Meyer, The White
Earth Tragedy, 1984, 18-21; Warren, History of the
Ojibway, 222-232; Jacqueline Peterson, "Many Roads to Red
River: Metis genesis in the Great Lakes region, 16801815," in Peterson and Brown, eds., The New Peoples, 37Warren, History of the Ojibway,
32

133.

between the Anishinaabeg and their "French" cousins.
a result,

As

wrote William Warren:

These Frenchmen, as a whole, possessed an
unbounded influence over the tribes amongst
whom thsy resided.

Nineteenth-century Protestant missionaries froh the
United States perceived the close connection between the
metis and the Anishinaabeg in wholly negative terms.

Missionaries Steven Hall and William Boutwell wrote in
their 1833 report:
[The French Canadians] are scarcely removed in
point of intellectual or moral culture, above
the Indians themselves. .. .Their habits of
life... present no obstacle to their mixing
with the Indians, and they seldom remain long
in the country without cohabiting with a
native. This intercourse has become so that...
considerable share of the Indian population...
is of mixed breed. .. .This class enjoy [sic]
light enough to make them more vicious, and to
enable them to exert an influence more
detrimental to the best interests of the
Indians, than if they were not elevated at all
above the lowest heathenism.^"

The two missionaries went on to denounce the "Catholic
influence" of the metis, whose aim, they said, was "to

convert the Indian only in name."

American Foreign

Mission Board missionaries continually bemoaned the

^'

Warren, History of the Ojibway, 194-195.

2°
S. Hall and W.T. Boutwell to Prudential Committee,
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions Papers
(hereafter ABCFM)
Box 7, MHSA.
,
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"influence" of the French, although Steven Hall noted at
La Pointe in 1838 that most Anishinaabeg there were not

"disposed to follow them [in their Catholicism],"

preferring the "heathen ways."

Clearly, there were

limits to the French influence among the Anishinaabeg as
well. 21

The metis influence in Anishinaabe culture remained
strong, but, beginning in the 1820s, Protestant American

missionaries set out to Christianize and "civilize" the
Anishinaabeg, setting up missions at trading villages and

sometimes venturing into the interior of Minnesota

territory to reach more isolated Anishinaabe bands.
There was

a

significant degree of cultural conflict

between the Protestant missionaries and the Anishinaabeg
based in large part on the missionaries' unwillingness to

observe Anishinaabe customs of gift-giving, sharing, and
reciprocity or to learn the Anishinaabe language.

Missionary William Boutwell seemed constantly to offend
Anishinaabe sensibilities with his behavior.

During one

encounter, on New Year's Day, 1834, Boutwell was

approached by an "old squaw, with a clean face," seeking

William Boutwell Diary, Boutwell Papers, MHSA
(hereafter Boutwell Diary), June 24, 1832; S. Hall to
David Greene, October 24, 1838, ABCFM, Box 2, MHSA.
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her New Year's kiss, a custom, according to Boutwell,

inherited from the French Canadians.
likely was meant as a

v;ay

The woman's kiss

of including Boutwell in Leech

Lake's community, but the missionary did not see it this
Rather, Boutwell wrote:

way.

She approached ... so far, to give and receive a
kiss, that I was obliged to give her a slip,
and dodge! This vexed the old lady and
provoked her to say, that I thought her too
dirty. But pleased, or displeased, I was
determined to give no countenance to a custom
which I hated more than dirt.^^

On other occasions, Boutwell and other missionaries

refused to provide food to Anishinaabe people seeking
sustenance, either in late winter or while others were
off on the fall hunt, and they offended Anishinaabe

sensibilities about child-rearing.^

In late 1836, as

Boutwell 's mission was on the verge of being expelled
from Leech Lake, an Anishinaabeg named Black Bird gave
him some advice on what he would have to do to remain at

Leech Lake:

"

Boutwell Diary, January

1,

1834.

^ Rebecca Anne Kugel, "*To Go About On the Earth': An
Ethnohistory of the Minnesota Ojibwe, 1830-1900," Ph.D.
dissertation. University of California at Los Angeles, 1986,
86.
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When we came here, we were sure of having one
at least of your cows, to eat, but how our
hearts have been turned out...^^

Initially welcomed at Leech Lake, Boutwell violated

Anishinaabe custom by refusing to share his resources or
to provide gifts as proof of his alliance with the
Anishinaabeg.

Even Anishinaabe children were taught at a

young age the importance of observing these customs.
Black Bird had a few "hints" for Boutwell if he

expected to remain long at Leech Lake:
You must never say anything to our children or
young men if they strike or injure your cattle,
not even to the youngest, for they will tell
it... And if you make another garden, and they
should steal from it, you must not reprove
them, or say anything to them.^'
If Boutwell expected the Anishinaabe children to leave

"his" property alone,

their customs.

it was necessary for him to respect

They would not hit his cow if he shared

his milk and meat.

They would not steal vegetables from

his garden if he gave them some.

Boutwell and other

missionaries occasionally fed others, especially elderly

Boutwell Diary, October 18, 1836.
Kugel, "^To Go About on the Earth,'" 77-88; M.
Inez Hilger, Chippewa Child Life and Its Cultural
Background, St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press,
1992, 98.
25
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Boutwell Diary, October 18, 1336.
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people, but often, they rebuffed requests for food or
supplies, again violating the ethic of resource-sharing
in the often harsh Leech Lake climate.

By contrast, the traders to the Anishinaabeg were
long accustomed to "treating" the Indians with alcohol

and other commodities, especially tobacco.

In their

trade with the British, and later the Americans, the

Anishinaabeg resumed the familiar roles of the French
era, as traders and trappers.

The Anishinaabeg as a

whole continued to expand, reaching the peak of their
population and territory in the 1820s and not
experiencing a significant decline in either until the
1840s.

Alcohol was a key part of the gift-giving ritual

of the trade.

During their long history as participants

in the European trade, the Anishinaabeg developed an

elaborate set of rules around gift-giving which included
alcohol as

a

central component.

In 1800,

for example,

the trader, Alexander Henry, visited an Anishinaabe

settlement where he distributed fancy laced hats and
coats, clothing, including linen shirts, flags, a fathom

of tobacco, and a nine-gallon keg of rum to four

principal chiefs.

In the Anishinaabe trade, alcohol most

2^
Boutwell Diary, October
About on the Earth'," 82-85.
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1833; Kugel, "^To Go

often was exchanged as food.

Indeed, the Anishinaabe

term for alcohol meant mother's milk and signified the

mutual obligation between the trader and the Anishinaabe
people.

Anishinaabe women controlled the exchange of

alcohol for items such as maple sugar and corn.

Maple

sugar produced by Anishinaabe women was the commodity

most often used for a long-distance trade for alcohol, as
in 1836, when Leech Lake's Anishinaabeg "sent off

2

canoes to Rainy Lake, with Sugar, to procure liquor.

or

3

"^^

The Anishinaabeg may have valued alcohol as part of
the gift-giving ritual because it was so scarce.

Trader,

traveler, and missionary accounts from the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries indicate that
many Anishinaabeg had limited access to alcohol.

According to Joseph Nicollet, when he traveled to Leech
Lake in August 1836, the Pillagers told him that "some of

their young men had heard about [liquor] and would like
to taste it."

Alcohol at Leech Lake was scarce, and the

Bruce M. White, "A Skilled Game of Exchange:
Ojibway Fur Trade Protocol," Minnesota History 50 (1987):
229-240; Richard White, The Middle Ground, 334-336;
Hickerson, Chippewa and Their Neighbors, 13; Bruce M.
White, "^Give Us a Little Milk': The Social and Cultural
Meanings of Gift Giving in the Lake Superior Fur Trade,"
Minnesota History 48 (1982): 60-71; Priscilla K.
Buffalohead, "Farmers, Warriors, Traders: A Fresh Look at
Ojibvfay Women," Minnesota History 48 (1983): 236-244;
quote from Boutwell Diary, May 29, 1836.
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Pillagers asked Nicollet to "send some" from the
"frontier not far away [where]

...

this beverage flows like

water.

There is every indication that alcohol was in short
supply in

itiost

,

of the territory west of the Great Lakes.

Some Aiuerican Fur Company traders would allow a supply to
be brought in, but others, including Leech Lake's trader

William Aitken, would not.

Still, Aitken admitted that

his boatmen and workers often brought in some alcohol for

their own use and that occasionally they shared it with
the Anishinaabe traders they met along the way.

There is

little evidence that much of this "personal use" alcohol
made it far beyond the Indian and non-Indian traders'
reach. ^°
In examining the journal of French trader Francois

Malhiot, sociologist Jack 0. Waddell found there was a

regular but infrequent flow of alcohol into the interior

^ Martha Coleman Bray, ed. The Journal of Joseph N.
Nicollet, A Scientist on the Mississippi Headwaters With
Notes on Indian Life, 183 6-37, St. Paul: Minnesota
Historical Society Press, 1970, 81.
,

William Aitken to Ramsay Crooks, September 20,
1834, William Aitken to Ramsay Crooks, November 4, 1836,
A. Morrison to Ramsay Crooks, October 24, 1836, Henry
Hastings Sibley to Ramsay Crooks, April 29, 1835, Box 1,
American Fur Company Records, MHSA; D. Greene to H. Lord,
Samuel Parker &c., March 24, 1834, ABCFM, Box 7, MHSA.
^°
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of Anishinaabe territory, a flow based on Anishinaabe

seasonal activities.

Waddell suggested that Malhiot's

distribution of alcohol among the various bands was
"consistent" and "egalitarian," a quality that likely won

him favor.

Alcohol flowed according to Anishinaabe

demand and Malhiot's supply.

In return for numerous

manufactured items and a circumscribed if adequate supply
of rum, Malhiot received wild rice, corn, meat, grease,
sugar,

and large quantities of furs.

Waddell concluded

that drinking at the trading post at Lac du Flambeau
varied from the interior.

The trading post was where the

Anishinaabeg expected to drink.

Hence, it is a logical

conclusion that people who did not venture into the
trading posts drank

a

good deal less, both in keeping

with native custom and because of the restricted supply.
Still, many Anishinaabeg groups required American

trading companies to provide some alcohol for them.

West

of the Great Lakes, the U.S. -owned American Fur Company

competed for the Anishinaabe trade with the British-owned
Hudson's Bay Company.

On numerous occasions,

Anishinaabeg traveled long distances to trade with

^\ Jack O. Waddell, "Malhiot 's Journal: An
Ethnohistoric Assessment of Chippewa Alcohol Behavior in
the Early Nineteenth Century," Ethnohistory 32 (1985):
246-258
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whoever could supply some liquor.

In 1802, the United

States passed the first federal law prohibiting the sale
of alcohol in Indian Territory.

However, U.S. Indians

agents, while officially adhering to the policy of

alcohol prohibition in the Indian trade, were compelled
to allow some liquor into the Anishinaabe territory.

Often U.S. agents sought to limit the liquor trade to
"the vicinity of the British lines," at places "adjoining
the trading posts of the Hudson's Bay Company."

According to William Boutwell, La Pointe agent Taliaferro
allowed alcohol into the villages on the southern shore
of Lake Superior relatively far from the Canadian border,

but Indian agent Henry Rowe Schoolcraft was adamant in

prohibiting alcohol in southern Anishinaabe territory.
Indeed, even trader Joseph Cadotte confessed to his

brother-in-law that "I can not get whiskey or other
spirits without doing so in a sneaking and underhanded

way...."

The restrictions in the trade led one

Felix Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law,
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1971, 352;
J. Snelling to James Barbour, August 23, 1825, Indian
Office Letters Received (hereafter lOLR) MHSA; Lewis
Cass to Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, June 16, 1823, Henry Rowe
Schoolcraft Papers, Library of Congress microfilm
collection, MHSA; Boutwell Diary, July 25, 1832; William
H. Boutwell to Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, July 1, 1835,
lOLR, MHSA.
,
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missionary to remark that, in the interior between the
western shores of Lake Superior and the Mississippi
River, "very little intoxicating liquor is carried among

the Indians by the traders."

To be sure, the interior

Anishinaabeg could travel either to the Canadian border
or, more frequently as the nineteenth-century wore on, to

the trading village of Crow Wing.
journey from Leech Lake

— and

Still, it was a long

even further from remote

places such as Red Lake.^^
Despite their limited access to alcohol, the

commentaries of U.S. government agents, explorers,
soldiers, traders, and missionaries who observed

Anishinaabe drinking behavior in the late eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries indicate that the Anishinaabeg

had ritualized alcohol use on many significant levels.
One particularly illuminating event occurred in the 1780s
and was recounted to Henry Rowe Schoolcraft in the
nineteenth century by an elderly man named Harris.

According to Schoolcraft, Mr. Harris told him:
when he first came to this river, rum was an
article in high request among the Indians.
When they had purchased a keg of it, it was

Joseph Cadotte to Francois
1855, John A. Bardon Papers, MHSA;
Samuel Parker, Sc., March 24, 1834,
F. Ayer to D. Greene, June 1, 1848,
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Roussain, March 27,
Greene to H. Lord,
ABCFM, Box 7, MHSA;
ABCFM, Box 5, MHSA.

D.

customary to pour it out into a large kettle
and place it over a fire. A hand of tobacco
was then put in. After being heated and
stirred about for a time, the mixture was
drank.
Mr. Harris's observations are profound, given the general

stereotype of Indian drinking as a disease-driven,
uncontrollable thirst.

Since alcohol begins to dissipate

at room temperature, heating it "for a time" would lower

the alcoholic content of the liquor.

The ritual of

preparing the alcohol suggests that the alcohol content
was a secondary concern to the Anishinaabeg.

Especially significant is the way in which the

Anishinaabeg consumed the rum, including the use of a

tobacco sacrifice in preparing the beverage for drinking.

Adding tobacco to the ritual helped the Anishinaabeg
incorporated of alcohol in their culture.

In preparing

wild rice, an important traditional food in Anishinaabe
life, native people always put a pinch of tobacco into

the fire before eating the rice.

Anishinaabeg also

offered tobacco to ask for protection against storms.
Tobacco offerings thus gave thanks and asked for

protection simultaneously. In the case of alcohol, it is

^

Schoolcraft's Expedition to
Philip P. Mason, ed.
Source of the
the
Lake Itasca: The Discovery of
State University
Michigan
Lansing:
East
Mississippi,
Press, 1958, 85.
,
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likely that the tobacco sacrifice was employed for both

purposes
The importance of tobacco to Anishinaabe culture

cannot be exaggerated.

In 1843, L.H. Wheeler wrote that

the Anishinaabeg at La Pointe
seem... to attach importance to what they are
about to say, in proportion to the time they
spend in smoking over the subject upon which
they are to speak.

When newcomers arrived in Anishinaabe villages, they were
expected to present the Anishinaabeg with tobacco in
exchange for sugar.

The exchange signaled the good

intentions of both sides.

Most serious interactions

required sharing a pipe (or calumet) as a symbol of peace
and friendship.

Thus, by sprinkling tobacco into the

rum, the Anishinaabeg incorporated the alcohol into their

culture in a way which made sense to them.

Clearly, the

Anishinaabeg were capable of arriving at their own
understandings about alcohol.

Thomas Vennum, Jr. Wild Ria and the Ojibway
People, St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press,
,

1988, 75.

Box

3,

L.H. Wheeler to David Greene, May
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1843, ABCFM,

Boutwell Diary, April 30, 1833; Boutwell Diary,
August 25, 1833.
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other Anishinaabe practices suggest that they used
alcohol in ways which fit into a feast-and-f amine ethic

common to northern hunting peoples.

In 1836, Leech Lake

Anishinaabeg Big Cloud returned from a trip to Rainy
Lake,

"bringing with him

a 12

"mostly emptied on the way."

gal. keg," which had been

William Bcutwell wrote:

Not an hour elapsed after his arrival before he
began to call the Indians to drink .... They
spent some time after they began to be fairly
intoxicated, in singing, dancing and drumming
around the grave of one of the old man's grandchildren. .. .By and by, they get to fighting,
men with men, and women with women. ^®
Boutwell went on to describe the various stab wounds and
other injuries which befell several of the Leech Lakers,

ending with the proclamation, "So much for an Indian
drunken frolic."

This pattern of drinking, where much or all of the
liquor is consumed in a short period of time, is

consistent with the ethic which informed Anishinaabe
eating patterns.

Observers remarked on several occasions

on the "keen appetite" of the Anishinaabeg when eating,

commenting that the consumption of food at one meal was a
"herculean task."

On another occasion, missionary

Boutwell bemoaned the Anishinaabeg for being "prodigal,"

Boutwell Diary, May 30, 1836.
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claiming that they made "no efforts against the time of
need."

Many of the non-Indians followed similar

patterns, as when the trader Davenport "came in, from a

tour of 17 days,

4

of which he was

without eating."^'

Most contemporary non-Indian observers connected

Anishinaabe drinking to "addiction."

However, the

drinking style of Leech Lake's Anishinaabeg, rather than
suggesting uncontrolled addiction, fits into the feastand-f amine ethic.

Many Indian people consumed what meat

or other food was available to them.

Hoarding was not

only inconvenient but was contrary to the ethics of
sharing and reciprocity.

The Pillagers may have consumed

alcohol with this under standing. ^°
There were occasions when the activities of the

Anishinaabeg prevented them from drinking.

While the

Anishinaabeg from Leech Lake were out on the extended
fall hunt, American Fur Company trader Davenport sent out
one man only "to visit Indians while at their hunting

grounds."

While engaged in hunting, then, the

Anishinaabeg would have little opportunity to drink.

Boutwell Diary, January
January 22, 1834.

12,

1834, April 3,

1837,

William Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians,
Colonists, and the Ecology of New England, New York: Hill
and Wang, 1983, 34-53.
''^
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There is also little evidence that Anishinaabe war

parties drank while preparing to fight their enemies, the
Dakotas, during the nineteenth century.

In 1836, William

Boutwell described the preparation of one such party:
They are painted with divers colors so as to
give the most hideous appearance to their
bodies and features. .. .Their dance was a sort
of formal farewell to their friends,
accompanied by a song, " necronen georii.
shagueni. moian, " i.e. why should I be afraid?
They went from lodge to lodge, dancing and
yelling, shouting and singing like so many mad
men

Given Boutwell 's penchant for descriptions of drinking,
it seems likely he would have noted any alcohol on this

occasion.

This incident suggests that the Anishinaabeg

had an understanding of when it was inappropriate to

consume liquor.

The war party required utmost

seriousness and attention.
On the other hand, there is ample evidence that some

Anishinaabeg incorporated alcohol into funeral practices.
In the early 1820s, the Italian Giacomo Constantino

Beltrami ventured up the Mississippi River into the
interior of Minnesota.

During his expedition, Beltrami

noted:

A woman in the deepest affliction was tearing
off her hair, which she offered as a sacrifice

Boutwell Diary, June 27, 1836.
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to the spirit of some dead relative, whose
lifeless remains were stretched upon a rude
scaffold, while a group of savages were eating,
drinking, singing, and dancing around another
dead body.

Beltrami's description of the funeral service is
The Anishinaabeg

consistent with Anishinaabe tradition.

mourning ceremonies included singing, dancing, as well as
giving ceremonial items such as cloth and rice to the
deceased for the journey to the spirit world.

Close

relatives often wept loudly while others remained solemn
while singing and dancing.

Although the Anishinaabeg

were spared the ravages of the massive epidemics that

afflicted so many Indian peoples during the nineteenth
century, death was a frequent visitor in the harsh

environment of Minnesota's interior.

Indeed, so regular

an occurrence was death to the Anishinaabeg in the 183 0s
on one occasion, they asked the Protestant missionaries

to help them bury a newly deceased man,

"saying that they

were sick and tired of looking at the dead."*^
By the 1830s, Anishinaabe mourning customs often

syncretized with Protestant funeral practices.

When an

Willard Glazier, Headwaters of the Mississippi,
Chicago: Rand, McNally & Company, 1893, 190.
30,
23,

Journal of Rev. S. Hall, July 28, 183 2-January
1833, ABCFM, Box 7, MHSA; Boutwell Diary, December
1832.
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Anishinaabe man died at La Pointe in 1833, he was buried
in a coffin supplied by the Protestant missionaries

there.

Nonetheless, the dead man's relatives interred

him with the items necessary for his journey to the

spirit world

— boiled

rice with a spoon in it and

clothing, including "leggins, capot, shirt and Capuchon."
At another La Pointe funeral, a group of Anishinaabeg

allowed several missionaries to sing an "Indian hymn."
At yet another funeral, the Anishinaabeg refused

Protestant ritual or prayer; however, the missionaries
were allowed to help dig the grave.

After this ceremony

an Anishinaabe chief told the missionaries:

We sing and pray as the whites do when one
dies, that the friends may forget their
sorrow.
'^^

The extent to which Anishinaabe funerals

incorporated alcohol, European rituals, or Protestant

missionaries varied.

No doubt many Anishinaabe funerals,

especially those of the followers of the Midewiwin,
excluded non-Anishinaabeg altogether.

Anishinaabeg at

a

Yet, the

busy village like La Pointe likely

observed non-Indian funeral practices at least as often
as whites observed theirs.

That Anishinaabe and white

ABCFM, Box 7, MHSA; Boutwell Dairy, December 23,
1832; Boutwell Diary, January 30, 1833.
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customs would at times intersect is also understandable
and European funerals had long included liquor.

In

colonial times, British towns provided a supply of

alcohol for local funerals if the family could not afford
it.

So widespread was the use of alcohol at funerals, by

1742 it was outlawed by the General Court of

Massachusetts.

Despite this interdiction, the custom of

toasting the dead continued into the nineteenth century.

An 1833 incident further highlights the
incorporation of alcohol into traditional Anishinaabe

mourning practices.

Missionary William Boutwell

described the mourning of another Anishinaabeg, a woman

whose brother had died:
No sooner than the news was communicated, she
began to cry aloud and wail after their mode of
mourning, and finally fainted. When we were
ready to embark, we found much difficulty in
getting them on board. All were drunk and the
blood was running down the bare legs of two or
three of [the] young men, where they had cut
themselves.
They always drink when a friend
dies, if it is possible to obtain liquor.^*

Jack H. Mendelson and Nancy K. Mello, Alcohol:
Use and Abuse in America, Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1985, 13-14; Charles O. Jackson, ed.. Passing:
The Vision of Death in America, Westport, Connecticut:
Greenwood Press, 1977.
Boutwell Diary, August 15, 1833, MHSA.
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Here again, Anishinaabe mourners merged alcohol use with
the native custom of bloodletting to relieve their grief.
Boutwell, however, was not sympathetic:

My boat was such a scene of confusion as I have
never before witnessed. This scene continued
for two or three hours....! thought at first
that I would throw [the whiskey] overboard, but
they were so drunk, that they would have not
hesitated to have taken my life if I had done
it.
I thought it best to forbear.''^
'

The Protestant missionaries did not usually have

patience to forbear.

However much some Anishinaabeg saw

similarities between native and white mourning customs,
the disciples of the American Board of Commissioners for

Foreign Missions felt no such affinity.

More often, the

field missionaries condemned all things native.

At the

same time, perhaps in attempting to define themselves

against Indians, the American Board's missionaries

employed alcohol use as

''^

a

point of distinction.

William

Boutwell Diary, August 15, 1833, MHSA.

The attempt to define themselves against
"drunken" Indians may have led more and more of the
American Board's members to embrace total abstinence for
white society as means of solidifying the perceived
differences between themselves and their native
"clientele." Ian Tyrrell points out that fifteen of the
sixteen American Temperance Society leaders founded in
1826 were members of the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions, so clearly the evangelicals in
Anishinaabe territory belonged to a group in the
I
forefront of the earliest temperance reform movements.
am not suggesting that the Anishinaabe people were
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Boutwell put his mission at Leech Lake in jeopardy in the
spring of 1836 when he determined to speak out against
liquor, despite warnings against doing so from his

interpreter.

Rejecting the interpreter's advice,

Boutwell read his temperance sermon, prompting a leading
chief to respond:
Others may speak for themselves, but when you
I
think of me, you will think of what I say.
cannot take your advice. The whites, as yet,
have never given me anything for nothing, and
if I am to live but two years longer I wish to
live as I now am.^'

The acceptance of Boutwell 's temperance message was
contingent upon his acceptance into Anishinaabe society
Because he had failed to provide

through an alliance.

the appropriate gifts during his stay there, his "advice"
was rejected as that of an outsider.

Boutwell further violated Anishinaabe practice by
reading a speech which would normally be reserved for the
annual celebration of the Midewiwin, which would be

responsible for the ant i- intemperance sentiments of the
missionaries, but rather that experiences with the
natives may have led the missionaries to articulate a
stronger anti-liquor or abstinence position because of
their desire to distance themselves from all things
"Indian." There may have been an ongoing crosspollination of alcohol ideology on the cultural frontiers
of the western Great Lakes and northern Mississippi
Valley.
See Tyrrell, Sobering Up, 54-87.

—

^'

—

Boutwell Diary, May 29, 1836.
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attended by the entire Leech Lake population.

In fact,

by expecting the speech at an annual celebration, the

Anishinaabeg were attaching great importance to it.
Boutwell failed to perceive this and insisted on giving
his temperance lecture at the "wrong" time.

One Pillager

predicted that "not an Indian would, within a space of
two years, send his children to be instructed" by the

missionary.

By the next winter, Leech Lakers had taken

to raiding Boutwell 's livestock and garden to feed

themselves.

The Pillagers did not treat everyone with

such disdain, for when the Frenchman Joseph Nicollet

traveled through Leech Lake earlier in the year, he made
a

speech and gave presents, for which he was well

received.

The Leech Lake Anishinaabeg voiced their

suspicions of Boutwell to Nicollet, asking if he were
"sent by the government" and further wondering, "why

there is opposition to their drinking whiskey...."

The

American Board decided that Boutwell "should not attempt
to winter at Leech Lake another season.

"^°

Hickerson, Chippewa and Their Neighbors 58;
Boutwell Diary, May 29, 1836; Boutwell to Greene,
December 21, 1836, Greene to Boutwell, May 17, 1837,
ABCFM, Box 2, MHSA; Bray, ed. Journal of Joseph
Nicollet, 81.
^°

,
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The Leech Lake Anishinaabeg's rejection of Boutwell

stemmed from cultural differences that most Protestant

missionaries acknowledged but sought to eliminate through
the complete transformation of the Anishinaabeg.

The

goals of Protestant missionization in North America
extended beyond bringing the knowledge of God, Jesus
Christ, and the King James Bible to the "heathens."

Rather, Protestant missions also had a very practical

purpose

— to

"convey. .the benefits of civilization" and
.

to encourage the "savage" to become a "citizen" and the
"hunter" to become

a

"mechanic" and to situate within the

native villages, "the farm, the work shop, the SchoolHouse, and the Church..."

alone was not enough.
required.

Acceptance of Christian tenets

Conversion of entire lifeways was

Missionary L.H. Wheeler put it thus:

[N]o great permanent good can be done these
Indians unless they can be induced to adopt the
habits of civilized life.^^

Henry Warner Bowden, American Indians and
Christian Missions: Studies in Cultural Conflict^
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1981, quoted
material from 169; Robert Berkhofer, Salvation and the
Savage: An Analysis of Protestant Missions and American
Indian Response, 1787-1862, Lexington: University of
Kentucky Press, 1965, 70-88.

"

L.H. Wheeler to David Greene, ABCFM, Box 4, MHSA.
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While admitting that the soil at La Pointe was not

"suitable to cultivate" and that hay for cattle had to be
shipped some fifteen miles by boat, Wheeler nevertheless

bemoaned the "migratory habits" of the native peoples.
the missionaries often found themselves short of

Yet,

especially towards the end of winter, and they

food,

hired native fishermen and hunters to obtain food for
them; however, their cultural imperatives ran so deep

that they could not conceive of the possibility that the

Anishinaabeg were employing the best possible subsistence
strategies in the existing environment."
Despite their assessment of the Anishinaabeg as
"improvident" and "barbarians,

"^'^

the missionaries viewed

precisely these "uncivilized" natives as the ideal
candidates for missionization.

In 1833, Hall and

Boutwell noted that the interior Anishinaabeg were "much
less affected by intercourse with white people, than

those of many other frontier tribes," creating conditions

"favourable [sic] to Christian effort in this country."
Hall and Boutwell warned against the encroaching

"

Boutwell Diary, November 30, 1833, November 9,

1836.

"

L.H. Wheeler to David Greene, ABCFM, Box 4, MHSA;
S. Hall and W.T. Boutwell to Prudential Committee, ABCFM,
Box 7, MHSA.
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influence of the "Catholics on the borders" and hoped to

establish a following before the influence became
pervasive.

Robert Berkhofer argues that

"

[p]riinitivisin

and millennialism are opposite sides of the same coin of

human aspiration for a way of life dramatically opposite
in complexity and organization from the present."

Hence,

the "innocent" or "noble" Indian represented to the

missionaries uncontaminated humanity ripe for the kind of
complete conversion they required.

The Anishinaabcg

already "tainted" by "infidel" influences were less
likely candidates.

Ultimately, the Protestant missions were so

unsuccessful that most of them were eventually abandoned.
The missionaries blamed these failures on a variety of
factors, but one theme running throughout the

correspondence of the American Board of Commissions for
Foreign Missions was the unsuitability of trading

villages and other places where alcohol was available for
missionization.

In 1827, missionary Alvan Coe wrote from

Sault St. Marie:

" S. Hall and W.T. Boutwell to Prudential
Committee, May 183 3, ABCFM, Box 7, MHSA; Robert F.
Berkhofer, Jr., The White Man's Indian: Images of the
American Indian from Columbus to the Present, New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1978, 72-80.
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strong liquor is an awful obstacle
to
civilizing & christianizing the Indians.
I
think it very desirable that Missionaries if it
is possible should get in regions beyond its
ravages & raise their warning voice as the
enemy approaches.^*
In 1846, as the mission at Pokegaraa was on the verge

of collapse, Boutwell wrote complaining that the

availability of whiskey there brought about by the
establishment of nearby lumber camps had led the native
peoples to be "given up to their own hearts lusts" and to
"see the light but hate

&

reject it."

Edmund Ely of the

American Board suggested moving the mission "westward"
but feared moving to places where "whiskey cannot be kept
out."^^

The villages south of Leech Lake, especially Crow

Wing, were unacceptable to the missionaries.

L.H.

Wheeler wrote:
This whole region. ..is deluged with whiskey. If
it were not for the baneful influence of rum, I
should consider it my duty, to commence a
station at one of those places immediately.
How much this counteracting cause ought to
affect our conduct is a question. Perhaps we

Alvan Coe to Jeremiah Evarts, September 12, 1827,
ABCFM, Box 7, MHSA.
W.T. Boutwell to Prudential Committee, May 5,
1846, D. Greene to W.T. Boutwell, January 7, 1846; E.F.
Ely To D. Greene, July 1, 1846, ABCFM, Box 4, MHSA.
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are too much afraid of opposition from this
source.

The Anishinaabeg themselves also often avoided the
villages where alcohol flowed too freely.

In 1846, many

Anishinaabeg were deserting Pokegama, according to

missionary David Greene, "owing to the approach of the
white men

&

the introduction of intoxicating liquors."

While some La Pointe Anishinaabeg joined a Protestantstyle Temperance Society in the late 1840s, others chose
to follow a centuries-old pattern and migrate away from
the onslaught of white settlers.

Part of their reason

for leaving may have been alcohol-related, but more

likely, their reasons were manifold, including the loss
of land, game, and autonomy.^'

Beginning in 1837, the Anishinaabeg signed a series
of land-cession treaties with the United States,

and,

over the next forty-six years, most Anishinaabe territory

west of Lake Superior and in the Upper Mississippi River

Valley became U.S. territory.

The earliest treaties,

before 1854, affected the smallest amount of land and the

L.H. Wheeler to D. Greene, September 5,
ABCFM, Box 4, MHSA.

1844,

" D. Greene to W. Boutwell, January 6, 1846, ABCFM,
Box 4, MHSA; S. Hall to S.B. Treat, August 12, 1848,
ABCFM, Box 5, MHSA.
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least numbers of Anishinaabe people.

Changes in the

interior were gradual; however, change was indeed
occurring, with many Anishinaabe villages feeling the

pressure for their land and resources.

The Anishinaabeg

who felt the constraint earliest were those who remained
at La Pointe.^°
After the 1842 Treaty of La Pointe, American Board

member David Greene wrote to U.S. Indian agent Robert
Stuart, about the Anishinaabeg at La Pointe:
Pray tell me what you propose to do with the
Ojibwas? You have bought all their lands
Do
between Lake Superior & the Mississippi.
you send them over west to be in contact &
conflict with the Sioux? Or do you send them
north of a line extending from Lake Winnipeg to
Fond du Lac? Or do you send them to Canada?*^

Greene went on to ask Stuart to "let me inquire further

when your treaty contemplates the removal of the
Ojibwas?"

A good question for Greene to ask, since the

United States was anxious to gain access to copper and
iron deposits on the shores of Lake Superior.

These

resources led the United States to separate the "Lake

Superior Chippewa" from the "Chippewa of the Mississippi"
for the first time, allowing the United States to obtain

*°

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 37.
D.

ABCFM, Box

Greene to Robert Stuart, November 23, 1842,
3,

MHSA.
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subsequent land cessions by dealing with discrete bands

designated by the U.S. Indian Service.

Stuart's response to David Greene is unknown, but
his plans for the La Pointe Anishinaabeg became clear

when he visited them in May 1S43 to negotiate yet another

Stuart told them:

treaty.

Once the whole country was owned and iniiabited
by Indians, but now the white men have almost
the whole country, they are as numerous as
pigeons in the spring. .. .But the poor Indians
have been dying off, from poverty, and drinking
whiskey, and some have been sent beyond the
Mississippi to make room for the white men.^
Stuart went on to chastise the Anishinaabeg for not

sending their children to school to be educated by
He further scolded the "red children" for

whites.

warring with the Dakota, pleading with the chiefs to
surrender their tribal sovereignty to the United States,
"so that every person who acts wickedly may be brought to

justice."

Then, Stuart reminded his listeners of one

more thing:

There is one other thing your great Father is
sorry for. That is, that his children drink
whiskey. This takes away your good sense, it
makes you poor, and sick, and miserable. Your

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 37.

"
Box

3,

L.H. Wheeler to D. Greene, May 3, 1843, ABCFM,
MHSA.

great Father is determined to do all he can to
punish bad men who sell it to you.^
Finally, having rebuked the newly emerging wards of
the U.S. government for their lifestyle, character,
morals, and general condition, Stuart came to the true

reason for his May visit:

now propose to buy your lands from Fond du
at the head of Lake Superior, down the
Lake to Chocolate River near Grand Island,
including all the islands in the limits of the
U.S.A. making the boundary on Lake Superior
about 300 miles in extent, and extending back
into the country about 100 miles. You must not
suppose your great Father is very anxious to
buy your lands, and give you each a price for
them."
I

Lac,

Stuart was careful to drive a hard bargain, to make the

Anishinaabeg think the United States was interested, for
the time being, only in mining copper and iron.

However,

Stuart made it clear that this interest would change and
that the "great Father" would want their lands, at which
point, the Anishinaabeg would move to reserved lands

"about Fond du Lac and Sandy Lake."

Stuart's tone is not exceptional in U.S. treaty
negotiations.

^
Box

Since the inception of the United States

L.H. Wheeler to D. Greene, May
MHSA.

3,

1843, ABCFM,

L.H. Wheeler to D. Greene, May
3, MHSA.

3,

1843, ABCFM,

3,

"

Box
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after the American Revolution, negotiators from Henry

Knox to Andrew Jackson to Robert Stuart forced
unfavorable treaties on the North American Indians.
Often, as in the case at La Pointe in 1843, the U.S.

agents were quick to remind the native peoples of what
"drunkards" they were.

As the end of Anishinaabe

independence loomed, alcohol was a convenient excuse for
a perfidious goal.
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CHAPTER

3

LIQUOR, LAND, AND CHANGING SOCIETIES,
1854-1914

In 1867, the United States signed a treaty with the

.

Mississippi Band of Anishinaabeg establishing Whit^ Earth
Reservation, a place where it was hoped the Anishinaabeg
could "conquer poverty by [their] own exertions."

The

area of the proposed reservation contained prime

timber lands and wetlands, with game and fish, if not in
abundance, in numbers to provide

a

partial subsistence.

Lands in the west were prairie farmlands, where it was

hoped the Anishinaabeg would settle and eventually

assimilate into the mainstream of Minnesota society.^
Yet, the promise of White Earth Reservation was

never fulfilled, perhaps because U.S. policymakers never

intended it to be.

Instead, White Earth's Anishinaabeg

found themselves by 1911 almost completely dispossessed
and living in horrendous material circumstances.

Indeed,

within forty years of the treaty establishing White
Earth, both those who resisted removal and those who

accepted it had all been divested of their land base.

^

2747,

"Chippewa Indians in Minnesota," House Exec. Docs.
5lst Congress, I Session (1890).

no. 247,
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While some of Minnesota's Anishinaabeg staunchly
resisted removal to White Earth, a group of Episcopalian

Anishinaabeg centered at Gull Lake agreed to removal.
Some of the reasons for accepting removal are illustrated
in a pageant they performed at White Earth for the

visiting Episcopal bishop, Henry

B.

Whipple, in July

The "great feature of the day" was narrated by the

1873.

chief Wabonaquod (White Cloud)
[He] began an oration describing in glowing
terms the happy situation of the Chippewas
before the whites appeared among them. He told
how they were virtuous and happy, how their
lakes were full of fish, their woods alive with
deer and elk, their prairies covered with
buffalo
.They were gorgeously dressed and
wanted for nothing. At this point a man and
woman stepped upon the church porch, splendidly
dressed in the costume of the ancient Chippewa,
beads, belt, pouch, leggins, embroidering
etc

—

.

.

.

The early part of the pageant barkened to halcyon days,

presumably before the coming of the whites.

However, the

dress described by Wabonaquod reflects post-contact
attire.

The embroidery described would not have been

possible without the aid of European technology.
era,

This

in which some Anishinaabeg traded with Europeans

"The Spirit of the Missions," January 1874,
typescript, Gilfillan Family Papers, Box 1, MHSA.
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while most were relatively isolated, was remembered as
one of happy material and spiritual circumstances.

According to the exhibition, then, contact and trade with
Europeans initially benefitted the Anishinaabeg.
In the next pageant scene, circumstances had altered

considerably:

He then went on to tell how the white men came
among them and they fell; how under his baleful
influence they sunk lower and lower to the
deepest pitch of degradation and misery. At
this point,... a man and woman clad in a few
wretched tatters, and looking the very picture
of deepest wretchedness, their shreds of
blankets flopped about their naked limbs, and
filth and misery were stamped on every feature.
As if amazed at this extremity of wretchedness,
the chief apostrophized them and demanded of
them who they were and what had brought them to
In answer to this,
be so extremely miserable.
the man took a whiskey bottle from his bosom
and putting it to his mouth took a long loving
draught. His wife, fearing he would drink it
all, .. .snatched it and put it to her mouth
Thus,

it is the actual settlement of white men that

portended the end of this abundant life.

The moral

influence of the whites was illustrated in clothing which

reflects the worsening material circumstances of the

Anishinaabeg (presumably as the lakes no longer are full
of fish nor the forests full of abundant game)

.

Whiskey

was a symbol for the demoralization which accompanied
white presence.

This view stood in contrast to the

opinion of many late nineteenth-century non-Indians that
65

living in conjunction with hardy yeoman white farmers

would encourage the "progress" of the Indians.
Finally the pageant culminated with another

transformation of the Anishinaabeg:
[T]he chief went on to speak of the new era
which had drawn upon them with the coining of
Bishop Whipple among them, and with honest
pride spoke of the great progress they had made
and of the still better days before them; and
to illustrate this appeared. ... a man and woman,
well dressed in citizen's clothes, looking like
any other respectable American citizen. .
.

It was only when the Anishinaabeg themselves made the

conscious decision to forego whiskey and embrace
Protestant religion and American citizenship that they

embarked again on the road to happiness.

Yet, the

Anishinaabeg in "citizen's dress" were fully
identifiable, according to the narrator, by the "features
of the American's primeval race."

The temperate citizens

envisioned by Wabonaquod retained their Indian identity
and made conscious choices to reject white man's whiskey
and to accept Protestant religion and American political
ideology.

In abandoning whiskey, they were also

rejecting the greed symbolized by the snatching of the

whiskey bottle by the tattered woman.

Thus, White Earth

Reservation promised Protestant Anishinaabeg the
possibility of achieving moral and material peace by
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incorporating some aspects of white culture and by

rejecting others.
Where, then, did the Protestant Anishinaabeg vision

go astray?

How and why did the experience at White Earth

in fact leave its residents materially destitute?

In

mcmy complex ways, alcohol is part of the answer, but the

notion of the white nan plying the unwitting Indian with
liquor was not always determinative nor always present.
At the same time, alcohol was a powerful agent for

explaining and for justifying the dispossession of the
Anishinaabeg at White Earth and elsewhere.

It is

perhaps the most persistent popular perception about
Indian people and alcohol that non-Indians used liquor to

facilitate imbalanced economic relationships with

American Indians.

This view is commonplace among

scholars as well.

Historians write about the use of

alcohol as

a

"prelude to negotiations for land or trade"

and about the "heartless avarice of the whites" in

defrauding "easily cheated" native peoples.

Many of

these accounts view Indian cultures and historical

circumstances in generalized terms, often without

attention to distinctive contexts.'

^
On alcohol as a "prelude to negotiations," see
Gary B. Nash, Red White & Black: The Peoples of Early
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Yet,

it is important to ground discussions of

alcohol and dispossession in specific historical
circumstances.

It is equally imperative not to dismiss

the stories of land fraud effected through alcohol as a

"familiar story," one which seems
retellings.

a

cliche in its many

Just as the dispossession of Indian tribes

varied according to historical circumstances, so too did
the role of alcohol in that dispossession.

The years of

the General Allotment Act, 1887-1934, saw the greatest

North America, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1992, 247; an example of the "heartless
avarice of the whites" argument is in Francis Paul
Prucha, American Indian Policy in the Formative Years:
The Indian Trade and Intercourse Acts, 1790-1834,
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 102; Quote about
being "easily swindled" from Peter C. Mancall, Deadly
Medicine: Indians and Alcohol in Early America, Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1995, 97. In contrast,
historian Richard White uses an approach which grounds
alcohol in historical context in his detailed study. The
Roots of Dependency: Subsistence, Environment, and Social
Change among the Choctaws, Pawnees, and Navajos.
According to White, while "liquor did not undermine every
nation it touched," among the eighteenth-century Choctaws
alcohol was the commodity which created a severe trade
imbalance with the English. The debt created in large
part by the trade in alcohol forced the Choctaws to cede
large portions of their lands first to traders and later
to the U.S. government. White's study further
illustrates the role of alcohol in Pawnee society in the
nineteenth century and Navajo society in the twentieth.
Roots of Dependency provides a model for looking at
alcohol in historical context, without becoming victim to
the pitfalls of overgeneralization. See Richard White,
The Roots of Dependency: Subsistence, Environment, and
Social Change among the Choctaws, Pawnees, and Navajos,
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1983.
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percentage of dispossession of North American Indians in
the history of colonization; hence, it is especially

important to examine the role that alcohol played in the
land transactions involving allotted Indians in the early,

twentieth century.

Minnesota's White Earth Reservation provides an
excellent case study for looking at the role of alcohol
not only in dispossession but also within Anishinaabe

societies struggling to adapt to changing circumstances,
including the movement of non-Indians into their
homelands.

A variety of changes in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries profoundly affected the

lives of the Anishinaabeg, and alcohol was part of the
process.

Between 1837 and 1883, through a series of treaties,
northern Minnesota's Anishinaabeg ceded the majority of

their land to the United States.

In treaties signed in

1837 and 1842, the Anishinaabeg ceded land on which they

were not residing.

The 1837 treaty made no distinction

between the various groups of Anishinaabeg living in the

Wisconsin territory, but the 1842 began to separate the

Anishinaabeg into bands.

Most likely this began with

this particular treaty because the "Lake Superior
Chippewa" were living on mineral-rich lands.
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One clause

of this treaty specifically provided for "Indians

residing in the Mineral district" to be removed.

In

consideration, the United States made separate financial

agreements with the Anishinaabeg actually living there.

Separate treaties were negotiated between 1847 and 1863

with discrete bands

— the

Mississippi, Lake Superior,

Pillagers, Mille Lacs, Pembina, Red Lake, Gull Lake, Bois
Forte, among others.

The 1837 and 1842 treaties

guaranteed usufruct rights (that

is,

the right to hunt,

fish, plant gardens and otherwise use ceded lands)

and

may have led the Anishinaabeg to believe that not much
had changed through the cessions.

Subsequent treaties

made no mention of usufruct rights.^
Beginning with the 1854 treaty, negotiations between
the Anishinaabeg and the United States produced a

substantial loss of land.

In treaties in 1854 and 1855,

for example, the Anishinaabeg ceded most of the lands in

what would become northern Minnesota.

The 1854 treaty

with the Mississippi and Lake Superior bands permanently

separated the two groups by setting aside the lands in

present Minnesota for the use of the Mississippi band and

Charles J. Kappler, Indian Affairs: Laws and
Treaties, Volume II, Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1904, 491-492, 542-543, 567, 569.
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setting up reservations in Michigan and Wisconsin for the

Lake Superior Anishinaabeg.

The 1854 treaty was also the

first to specify the prohibition of "spirituous
liquors... on any of the lands herein set apart for the

residence of the Indians" or in the "Territory heresy
ceded."

The following year, the Mississippi, Pillager,

and Lake Winnibigoshish Anishinaabeg also made a

The Mississippi band

substantial cession of land.

accepted a reservation that included Gull Lake south
along the Crow Wing River (where they were generally

residing at the time)

.

The massive cessions, especially

in the southerly area near the Crow Wing River,

forced

dramatic changes on Anishinaabe societies, as non-Indians
poured into central Minnesota, settling on the newly
ceded land.

The new neighbors brought with them a

greater supply of alcohol.

The Anishinaabe trading

center of Crow Wing became dubbed "Whiskey City" by

Odawa-Episcopalian minister John Johnson Enmegahbowh.^

^
Kappler, 648-651, 685-690. Meyer, The White Earth
Tragedy: Ethnicity and Dispossession at a Minnesota
Anishinaabe Reservation^ 1889-1920, Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1994, 35-39. Enmegahbowh was one of a
number of American Indian ministers who preached at the
Episcopalian mission at Gull Lake and, later, at the St.
Columbia Church at White Earth. These ministers became
leaders in the Anishinaabe communities they served, often
bringing their particular understanding of Anishinaabe
Enmegahbowh was proud of
culture into play in their work.
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The dwindling supply of game and land led the
Anishinaabeg into increased conflict with the Dakota over
the limited resources.

As a result, the Anishinaabeg

were further prevented from pursuing subsistence

activities.

In 1860, Enmegahbowh wrote to Mrs. Henry

Benjamin Whipple, the wife of the Episcopalian bishop of
Minnesota:

The suffering of my people are unusual and I am
afraid much will be before the Spring comes
around, having gathered no wild rice last
summer, which is the most main food depending
upon them at this time of year. And besides
their gardens were mostly destroyed by the
upper Indians during the trouble. My Christian
camps are scattered through the country hunting
for living. .. .the wild ones are here at Crow
Wing... And it is horrible to say.
Then
drunkenness is carried on here and getting
worse & worse. I have been here nearly two
months, and it is a fact not a single night
passes away but a howling & crying & fighting
is go on.*

—

Enmegahbowh went on to write that "before we have
anything to do with your government we liveth happy and

—

his Indianness he always signed his letters by his Indian
name with his English name, John Johnson, following in
parentheses. No doubt his identification with the
experience of the Anishinaabeg as Indians informed his work
as a missionary and as an advocate for his Christian flock.
See Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy^ 97.
Also see Rebecca
Anne Kugel, " ^To Go About on the Earth': An Ethnohistory of
the Minnesota Ojibwe: 1830-1900," Ph.D. dissertation.
University of California at Los Angeles, 1986, 233-239.

Enmegahbowh to Mrs. Henry B. Whipple, January 12,
1860, Whipple Papers, MHSA.
*
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had plenty... but since you made treaties with us we are

poor

&

getting poor

&

poorer."

Enmegahbowh

'

s

equation of

the treaties to deteriorating conditions for the

Anishinaabeg both at Crow Wing and in the hunting camps

.

illustrates that the use of alcohol by the Anishinaabeg,
even when destructive, was not random.

Despite

Enmegahbowh s indictment of the treaties, he maintained
'

that the Christian gospel was the answer for the
Anishinaabeg, emphasizing that "we have made up our minds
to live [in a] different manner."

Enmegahbowh '

assessment of the path for the Anishinaabeg reflects the
sentiments of the 1873 pageant at White Earth.
In response to the escalating pressure by whites for

lands in central Minnesota, the Bureau of Indian Affairs

devised a plan to concentrate several Anishinaabe bands
onto a single reservation.

The 1863 treaty laid out the

boundaries for what would become White Earth Reservation
and provided for the removal of the Mississippi bands

from their reservation at Gull Lake.

Removal would take

place after the United States had prepared the land for

farming and moved the Gull Lake sawmill to the new
reservation.

In the same treaty, the United States

acknowledged the "good conduct" of the Mille Lacs
Anishinaabeg, and provided that "they shall not be
73

compelled to remove" from their reservation.

The 1864

treaty reiterated the cession of the lands around Gull
Lake and expanded the government's services at White

Earth to include a carpenter, blacksmith, laborers, and

physicians.^

The United States successfully convinced the
Episcopalian contingent of the Gull Lake band Wing to

migrate to White Earth, some one hundred miles to the
northwest.

Hole-in-the-Day the Younger, a non-Christian

Gull Lake chief, also agreed to move his followers to

White Earth.

The material circumstances at Gull Lake

made migration seem a good option to the Anishinaabeg
there.

Certainly, migration was an adaptation strategy

that many Anishinaabeg had long employed.

At Crow Wing,

Hole-in-the-Day was allied with the metis traders Clement
Beaulieu and John Fairbanks.

Beaulieu and Fairbanks had

long used Hole-in-the-Day to have "suspicious trade debts

written into treaty provisions."

Hole-in-the-Day put the

traders on the tribal rolls so they also could migrate to
White Earth, much as they had migrated to Crow Wing from

^

Kappler, Indian Affairs, 839-842, 862-865.
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Chequamegon a century earlier

—migration

was a fcimiliar

pattern for the Anishinaabe metis.®

Many Episcopalian Anishinaabeg opposed the metis
because of their "whiskey peddling and general bad
influence" and increasingly came to view them with
suspicion.

But perhaps in part because of the Protestant

opposition to the traders, Hole-in-the-Day curried their
favor to bolster his position at Gull Lake.

According to

testimony taken some forty-three years after Hole in the
Day's death:

"Hole-in-the-Day used to drink all the
time. .. .these friendly people [the metis] gave
him drinks, because they liked him; they
thought a good deal of him, thanking him
because Hole-in-the-Day had enrolled them on
the annuity pay-rolls."'

At some point, Hole-in-the-Day 's alliance with his
metis friends went sour, and Hole-in-the-Day began to
hint that he was going to remove them from White Earth's
rolls.

These rolls would allow the metis to receive

annuities and land at White Earth.

For the metis,

removal to White Earth was necessary for economic

®

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 44.

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 43-44; U.S.
Office of Indian Affairs, "Records of the Investigation
of White Earth Mixed Bloods, 1911-1915," MHSA, Microfilm
444 (hereafter M444)
115, 134.
'

,
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survival, since their position as cultural brokers and as

merchants required that they live in proximity to the
Anishinaabeg.

During the dispute over their inclusion on

the White Earth rolls, Hole-in-the-Day emerged one night
from a Crow Wing bar with one eye swollen shut, claiming
that his metis friends had beaten him up.

Day then proclaimed,

"I

Hole-in-the-

shall get back at them.

..

.After

awhile they will not receive their annuity payments any
more."^°

The dispute between Hole-in-the-Day and the metis

traders ended when Hole-in-the-Day was murdered in August
1868, just months before the scheduled removal to White

Earth.

Into the twentieth century, Anishinaabeg at White

Earth agreed that Hole-in-the-Day had been murdered by

Pillagers from Leech Lake.

Many Anishinaabeg believed

that the Pillagers had been hired by the metis traders to

murder Hole in the Day, their reward being his gold watch
and the contents of his home.

Although this story is

unverif iable, its persistence among the Anishinaabeg had
an important effect on future events at White Earth and

M44 4,

134; Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy,

44-45.

the relationships between so-called full bloods and the
metis.

Several Anishinaabe groups resisted removal to White
Earth, skeptical about the intentions of the U.S.

government toward Indian populations.

Especially notable

among those resisting were the Mille Lacs Anishinaabeg

,

who had been guaranteed their reservation under the 1863
The Mille Lacs Reservation was located on prime

treaty.

land avidly sought by non-Indians.

Although some Mille

Lacs Anishinaabeg did eventually migrate to White Earth,
a substantial number remained at their central Minnesota

location.

The Mille Lacs band lived on lake lands that

were ideal for their lifeways, which included light
farming, fishing, and harvesting wild rice.

The Mille

Lacs were happy with their reservation, and it is

unlikely that they wanted to be part of a mass exodus to
White Earth.
From the time of its establishment, the plan for

White Earth Reservation included the eventual division of

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 45-47.

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 51; Roger
Buffalohead and Priscilla Buf faloehead. Against the Tide
of American History: The Story of the Mille Lacs
Anishinaabe, Cass Lake, Minnesota: The Minnesota Chippewa
Tribe, 1985, especially pages 55-68.
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the reservation lands into individual allotments to the

Anishinaabe people living there. In the aftermath of the
Civil War, Protestant reformers felt the need to "define

more precisely the meaning of national citizenship" in
order to "promote cultural unity" in the United States.
In 1887, U.S. policymakers articulated this new

philosophy in the General Allotment Act, or Dawes Act.

— individual
within a tribe — in

The Act provided for allotment in severalty

plots of land distributed to Indians

the hopes that private ownership would induce the Indians
to abandon their tribal cultures and assimilate into

white American society.

Allotment, it was believed,

would bring tribal people into so-called civilized
society as market-oriented farmers, leaving them with no

reason to "usurp" undeveloped mineral deposits and
timberlands needed for American capitalist expansion.
"Surplus" lands remaining after individual allotments had

been made would be sold to non-Indian settlers at
auction.

In addition, the railroad companies received a

right-of-way on "surplus" lands of the allotted
reservations.

The ensuing influx of white farmers along

the railroad lines would provide an example of yeomanry
to the native peoples.

Eventually, this cooperation

would lead to the intermarriage of Indians and whites
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until the Indian race had completely disappeared as an

identifiable people.

Thus, assimilation (the

incorporation of Indian people into the "American" race)
and allotment went hand in hand.

The Dawes Act held the

allotted lands in trust for twenty-five years, ostensibly
to avoid alienation of ownership before the allottee had

developed an appreciation for individual land ownership.
(It was feared that the allottees would not understand

the value of their land, and hence might be induced to

sell it to unscrupulous white men.)

Allottees were also

granted citizenship.'^
Yet white reformers did not hold uniform ideas about

what constituted cultural unity.

For the traditional

— the missionaries and other so-called
gentlemen — cultural change was embodied in the

Indian reformers

Christian

transformation from heathen to Christian, a
transformation articulated through clothing, lifestyle,
Christianization, and attitudes towards drinking.

Such

an attitude is evident in the pageant performed for

Frederick E. Hoxie, A Final Promise: The Campaign
to Assimilate the Indians, 1880-1920, Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1984, 13-15; quoted material from xxXX ; D.S. Otis, The Dawes Act and the Allotment of Indian
Lands, edited by Francis Paul Prucha, Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1973, 177-184.
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Bishop Whipple

Thus, the hope of allotment's more

idealistic non-Indian supporters was that it would

preserve Indians' title to their lands while also saving
their immortal souls.

Herbert Welsh, the founder of the

Indian Rights Association, a main supporter of allotment,

expressed this view when he asked, how the United States
could

leave this defenseless race helpless amid the
crush of an irresistible civilization, with no
individual right to the ground on which they
stand, virtually unaccountable before the law
and unprotected by it, and disinherited of the
common privilages [sic] of freedmen and
citizens?^^

Despite the optimism of Welsh's culturally biased
statement, many other supporters of allotment were much

In general, Protestant missionaries insisted on the
outward signs of acculturation through dress and occupation.
The acculturated Indian would no longer hunt and fish
(activities considered "sport" by most upper class nonIndians) but would instead farm.
According to Rebecca
Kugel: "Euraraericans, whether missionaries or not, were
unable to envision a civilized society built on any other
economic base than farming." American Indians had to adapt
"all aspects of life" to non-Indian standards.
See Kugel
"'To Go About on the Earth'," 63-64; on the long-term
endurance of the conflict between Protestant missionaries
and native converts, see James R. Ronda, "^We Are Well As We
Are': An Indian Critique of Seventeenth-Century Christian
Missions," William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd Series, Vol. 34
(1977):

66-82.

Quoted in William T. Hagan, The Indian Rights
Association: The Herbert Welsh Years, 1882-1904, Tucson:
The University of Arizona Press, 1985, 66.
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more cutthroat in their evaluation of the allotment.

Henry Dawes, the General Allotment Act's sponsor, is
representative.

Dawes said that he hoped that individual

ownership of land would create in Indian people the

motivation to strive to be better than their neighbors.
In Dawes' view, it was this "selfishness, which is at the

Captain Richard Pratt, founder

bottom of civilization."^*

of the Carlisle Indian School in Pennsylvania,

expressed

an alternate view of the dissolution of tribalism and

Indian rights:
I would blow the reservation to pieces. I would
When he
not give the Indian an acre of land.
I never owned
strikes bottom, he will get up.
an acre of land, and I never expect to own

one.

Both Dawes' and Pratt's statement reflect the growing

trend towards Social Darwinism in the late nineteenth
century.

Social Darwinist thought presumed that some

people in society inevitably belonged "at the bottom of
civilization."

Application of the laws of physical

Otis, The Dawes Act,

11.

It is
Quoted in Otis, The Dawes Act, 66.
interesting tha* borh Dawes and Pratt employ the same wordbottoa to express seemingly opposite meanings. On the one
band, Daves saw "selfishness" as the foundation of
civilization, where Pratt hoped to see Indians hit bottoii
materially, in order to induce then to rise up.

—
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evolution to society found an enthusiastic audience in
the age of America's industrial expansion, providing a
justification for the great inequalities increasingly

evident throughout the United States J®
In various statements on the topic, Henry Dawes

revealed that the acculturation of Indian people would
include the incorporation of temperate drinking patterns.
In 1879, Dawes wrote:
[The Indian] is today civilized in the
elemental sense of that term. He is * surrounded
everywhere by white civilization'; all his race
wear civilized clothes; more than two-thirds of
them cultivate the ground, live in houses, ride
in Studebaker wagons, sends [sic] his children
to school, drinks whiskey, may if he likes own
property.

Henry Dawes' inclusion of whiskey drinking in a long list
of positively viewed attributes demonstrates that some

white Americans saw temperate consumption of alcohol as
perfectly acceptable.

It would take a few years before

political necessity would force Republican politicians to

embrace prohibition.

Further, Dawes statement indicates

that his view of Indian drinking was not grounded in
racial assumptions

1

A

— to

Dawes, Indian peoples' supposed

•

Richard Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American
Thought, New York: George Braziller, Inc., 1959.
^'

Quoted in Hoxie, A Final Promise, 42.
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inability to drink "properly" was a sign of cultural
rather than racial weakness.

Although the sentiments of Herbert Welsh and Helen
Hunt Jackson differed from those of Henry Dawes and

Richard Pratt, the goals were ultimately similar.

Both

positions sought the extrication of Indian people from
their tribal identity, an identity embodied in the

communal ownership of land and resources.

Ultimately,

both sought the disappearance of the Indians, either

through dispossession, poverty and eventual starvation
or through assimilation.

The official policy of the Indian Bureau in the
first years after passage of the Dawes Act was to avoid

"extreme haste" in implementing allotment so that the
"character, habits and antecedents" of the various tribes
Indeed, in 1892, the

could first be transformed.

Commissioner of Indian Affairs cautioned that "discretion
should be used so as not to allot lands to tribes who are

manifestly unfit for citizenship, or who are not soon
likely to become so..."

By 1895, there were only twenty-

seven allotted reservation. ^°

"Extreme haste" and "character, habits and
antecedents" quoted in Hoxie, A Final Promise, 77-7 Bj 1892
CIA quote from RCIA 1892, 6.
2°
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The definition of the "fitness" of American Indians
for allotment was based in part on their proximity to

white settlers who ostensibly would serve as examples of

civilization and progress.

Then, too, the more valuable

the lands on which Indian people dwelt in the late

nineteenth century, the more likely they were to have
Hence, the abundance of

white settlers living near them.

resources in northern Minnesota and elsewhere combined
with non-Indians' desire for those resources to define
"fit" Indians ripe for "civilization."
in Minnesota lived on (or "usurped")

The Anishinaabeg

large tracts of

valuable timberlands which they left "undeveloped" by

non-Indian standards.

In 1887,

as the Dawes Act became

the policy of the United States, the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs reported that the Anishinaabeg living at
five reservations within Minnesota

— White

Earth, Leech

Lake, Cass Lake, Lake Winnibigoshish, and White Oak

Point

— had

signed an agreement providing

for the removal and settlement of the several
tribes and bands... upon the White Earth
reservation, ... .the allotment of lands in
severalty to them, and the sale of abandoned
reservations for the benefit of said Indians.

RCIA 1887, 26-27.
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The Commissioner maintained that the Anishinaabeg were
"very anxious for the speedy ratification" of the

agreement and they were "for the most part fully prepared
to individual allotments."

Although Indian Bureau

officials urged "caution" in implementing the allotment
program, when it suited their needs, they were quite

capable of presenting the Indians as "anxious for the

establishment of the allotment system. "^^
The idea of allotting White Earth greatly appealed

to Minnesotans

— and

hence to their national legislators.

White Earth had the most suitable farmlands, and
allotting lands there to people from the other twelve

Anishinaabe reservations in Minnesota would open up more
territory throughout northern Minnesota, including much
of its valuable forests.

The passage of the Nelson Act

in 1889 facilitated the allotment of lands at White

Earth.

Under the Nelson Act, the Anishinaabeg ceded all

their Minnesota lands except those at White Earth and Red
Lake (which was never allotted)

.

The Anishinaabeg at

White Earth and from the other ten reservations in
Minnesota would receive allotments of agricultural land

concentrated on the western part of White Earth.

RCIA 1887, 64; Otis, 40-41.
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The

eastern timber lands initially were unallotted.

Leftover

agricultural lands were then sold in forty-acre plots at

public auction, to create the "Chippewa in Minnesota
Fund," to pay for the expensive social experiment

envisioned by U.S. policymakers.^

Many Anishinaabeg at White Earth were anxious to
farm there, and the provisions for equipment and

assistance were appealing.

In addition, many

Anishinaabeg believed that title to their lands would

protect their land base.

The land base of the

Anishinaabeg had been dwindling for thirty years and
clear title under Anglo-American law would help ensure

there would be no further diminution of the land base.
Yet, although the Dawes Act called for allotments of one

hundred sixty acres to heads of household, when the
initial allotments were made at White Earth in the 1890s,

each head of household received only eighty acres,

ostensibly because there was not enough land to be
distributed.

However, while negotiating with the

Anishinaabeg, the Chippewa Commission forced the cession

" William Watts Folwell, A Histcry of Minnesota,
vol. IV, St. Paul, Minnesota Historical Society, 1930,
235; Melissa Meyer, "^We Can Not Get a Living as We Used
to': Dispossession and the White Earth Anishinaabeg,
1889-1920," American Historical Review 90 (1991): 380381; Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 137-138.
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of a large tract of prime timberland,

claiming that it

was the only way to protect the timber against theft by

non-Indians.

Four eastern townships were ceded and sold

at public auction in 1891, after being seriously

underappraised by examiners working with local lumber
companies.

While the allotments at White Earth were made on
agricultural lands on the western side of the
reservation, Anishinaabe settlement patterns reflected
the cultural differences of the various bands settled
there.

Those Anishinaabeg who still engaged in a

seasonal round of hunting, fishing, and berrying remained
in the eastern woodlands on lands which now belonged to

others.

They also took up wage labor, working for lumber

companies and using the income as

subsistence lifeways.

a

supplement to their

These settlement patterns worked

to allow the disparate people at White Earth to coexist

and to adapt successfully to reservation life.^^

Although the Nelson Act had been intended to

consolidate the Anishinaabeg from all the reservations
within Minnesota except Red Lake, the bill contained a

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 55-57.
Meyer,

"*We Can Not Get
87

a

Living'," 368-69.

provision allowing many of the Anishinaabeg to choose
allotments at their own reservations, hence undermining
attempts at consolidation.

Many Anishinaabeg

successfully resisted removal to White Earth, even though
the funds for "improvement" of the "Chippewas of

Minnesota" were retained by the people at White Earth.
Other reservations in Minnesota were organized more

haphazardly and with less care than White Earth.

The

Leech Lake Reservation presented a unique set of problems
to U.S. agents and to the Anishinaabeg living there.
U.S. policymakers were displeased with the resistance of

most Anishinaabeg to removal.

Leech Lake Reservation

contained little "suitable agricultural lands" for
allotments, and most reservation members were opposed to
allotment, refusing, according to the Chippewa

Commission, "to make any selection of land."

Throughout

the 1880s and 1890s, tension between the Indian agent at
Leech Lake and the residents escalated.

Of particular

concern to Leech Lake's Anishinaabeg was the building of
the Leech Lake Reservoir and a series of dams in the
1880s that destroyed wild rice fields, berrying marshes,

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 51-56.
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and meadows.

The Leech Lakers were uncompensated for

this destruction.^^
By 1898, the dam's wood structure had rotted and

needed to be rebuilt.

Even as the government sought to

flood yet more land for the reservoir, white and mixed-

blood speculators were poaching on Leech Lake's

timber land, removing "dead and down" timber with BIA
approval, with inadequate or no compensation for the

Anishinaabe owners.

A group of Pillagers concentrated

around Bear Lake, near the dam site, wrote an eloquent

protest to the Secretary of the Interior and to the local
newspaper, the Cass County Pioneer:
We are reluctant about taking. .. forcible
measures to protect our tribal property from
spoliation, .. .but we trust that you will
protect us when the truth reaches you.
.We now
have only the pine lands of our reservations
for our future subsistence and support, but the
manner in which we are being defrauded out of
these has alarmed us. ...we ask that a searching
investigation shall be made of the manner in
which the pine lands of our reservation are
being appraised and sold, and also the manner
in which our tribal funds are being expended.^®
. .

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 51; National Park
Service, "Leech Lake Reservoir Dam," HAER No. MN-67,
Thanks to Christine Whitacre
1995, (hereafter MN-67), 2.
of the National Park Service, Denver, for this
microfiche.
MN-67, 2-3; Louis H. Roddis, "The Last Indian
Uprising in the United States," Minnesota History
Bulletin 3: 1920, 276-277.
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In addition to the complaints of fraud and flooding,

the Leech Lake Anishinaabeg were also subject to

harassment by U.S. deputy marshals, many of whom were

mixed-blood Indians.

Most commonly. Leech Lakers would

be picked up and arrested for selling whiskey.

While

under arrest, they were subject to further abuse at the
hands of their jailers.

On September 15, 1898, two Leech

Lake residents, Bugonaygeshig and Shobondayshkung were

arrested for refusing to testify in an assault case.
Bugonaygeshig had been arrested previously for selling
whiskey, but the charges had been dismissed for lack of
evidence.

It is likely that both men were reluctant to

place themselves in the hands of their agent and his
marshals.

According to Jacob Munnell Misguadais, the

Leech Lake Anishinaabeg were subject to the "immediate
control" of their agent who committed "arbitrary acts"

against those under arrest.^

While Misguadais is not

entirely clear about the nature of these "arbitrary acts"
by the Leech Lake police. White Earth minister Charles

Wright recalled in 1913 that Bugonaygeshig fled to White
Earth during the 1898 episode after "some mixed bloods

Jacob Munnell Mis-gua-dais Notebook, MHSA.
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who were marshals or policemen" had arrested him for
drunkenness.

Wright testified:

The marshall had tried to take Bug-o-nay-geshig away twice and couldn't get him to go. He
said that he had suffered so that he would not
go back again.
The remembrances of Misguadais and the testimony of

Charles Wright suggest that Bugonaygeshig had been
subject to physical abuse.
After Bugonaygeshig and Shobondayshkung were
arrested, some twenty Leech Lake Anishinaabeg broke into
the agency headquarters and liberated them.

In response,

the U.S. Army dispatched twenty members of the Third

Regiment Infantry Division to arrest the twenty-plus
Pillagers.

On October

4,

infantry, and on October

1898, they sent eighty more
6,

the rebellious Leech Lakers
.

about one hundred of the eleven hundred residents of the

reservation

— killed

the reservation's superintendent,

five soldiers and two Indian policemen.

The assistant

adjutant general in St. Paul requested reinforcements be
sent to the dam site.^^

"Report in the Matter of the Investigation of the
White Earth Reservation," 62d Congress, 3d Session, Report
No. 1336, Vols. 6337-6338, 1913 (hereafter Graham Report)
'°

877.
3^

Roddis, "The Last Indian Uprising," 278.
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After the rebellion, there was an investigation by
the Interior Department.

Concerning the original arrests

of the Anishinaabeg at Leech Lake, the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs wrote:

Often wholesale arrests have been made solely
for the sake of the fees which would accrue to
Indians have been helped to
the officials.
obtain whiskey by the very ones who arrested
them for using it. In some cases Indians
carried off to court [sometimes in Duluth, some
seventy miles from the nearest corner of Leech
Lake] have been left to get back as best they
could. The whole matter of arrests by deputy
marshals had come to be a farce, a fraud, and a
hardship to the Chippewas and a disgrace to the
community.
The Leech Lake Uprising illuminates the complexity
of the struggle over land, resources, and sovereignty.

Alcohol was a convenient tool for harassing Anishinaabeg
at Leech Lake, while also discrediting them in the eyes
of the federal bureaucracy.

Although there is no

concrete link between actual alcohol use and
dispossession at Leech Lake, the events leading up to and

following the Leech Lake Uprising confirm that alcohol
charges and police brutality played a pivotal role in

inciting the Leech Lake Anishinaabeg to rebel and in
"confirming" that the Pillagers were too "uncivilized" to

manage their resources.

RCIA 1899, 133-135.
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Following the uprising, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers rebuilt the Leech Lake dam between 1900 and
1903.

In 1902, the Morris Act established a forest

reserve at Leech Lake Reservation, and control of a

substantial portion of the reservation's lands was

transferred from the Department of the Interior to the
Department of Agriculture.

In 1908, Congress created the

Minnesota National Forest from these lands.

In 1928,

it

was renamed the Chippewa National Forest. The national

forest greatly facilitated the dispossession of the

Anishinaabeg at Leech Lake.

The course of events

suggests that alcohol was a major excuse in justifying
that dispossession.^^

By the beginning of the twentieth century, nonIndian sentiment towards Indian assimilation had changed

dramatically from the optimism of fifteen years earlier.
The view that American Indians would assimilate waned as

many Indian people demonstrated their unwillingness to
adopt white cultural and economic norms, a prerequisite
for "civilization" and citizenship.

Most non-Indians

"History of the Chippewa National Forest Relating
to Creation and Land Adjustments," USDA Handout; U.S.
Statutes at Large, Sixtieth Congress, 1908, 268-272.
Thanks to Andrea K. LeVasseur, Forest Archeologist,
Chippewa National Forest, for this information.
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felt that Indian people had to accept a place at the

bottom of the socioeconomic ladder.^

Despite the

citizenship conferred on allottees, Indian peoples
remained under the control of the Bureau of Indian

Affairs and the individual reservation agents, ostensibly
to protect allottees' titles.

However, this trusteeship

worked to undermine Indian peoples' subsistence
strategies, by impeding their ability to manage their own

resources to suit their needs.

Commonly, the Indian

Bureau refused to let Anishinaabe parents sell the excess
timber on their children's allotments.

The timber would

then rot or, more often, be stolen by looters, many of

whom worked directly for the lumber companies.
Even though the incorporation of allotted Indian

people into the citizenry was far from complete by 1900,

much adaptation had occurred.

For many non-Indians,

^ Hoxie, A Final Promise, 86; Meyer, The White
Earth Tragedy, 3; Thomas D. Hall, "Patterns of Native
American Incorporation" in C. Matthew Snipp, ed.. Public
Policy Impacts on American Indian Economic Development,
Native American Studies: University of New Mexico, 1988,
23-38.

Francis E. Leupp to Mrs. Nellie Keezer, Ponsford,
Minnesota, August 20, 1906: Ransom Judd Powell Papers,
MHSA; Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 2; Janet A.
McDonnell, The Dispossession of the American Indian,
1887-1934, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991,
121-125.
•'^
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however, citizenship and the rights thereof were

contingent upon Indian peoples' acceptance of the entire
reformist program.
enough.

Adaptation alone was simply not

In the early twentieth century, Social Darwinist

thought had "evolved" to include permanent categories
which precluded the ability of some racial groups to rise
beyond the "inferior" stages of civilization, savagery
and barbarism.

This thinking moved away from the

"survival of the fittest" individuals in the whole

society to racist assumptions about the utter superiority
of the white race over all others.

White reformers began

to theorize that a state of permanent wardship was

necessary for Indian people; otherwise, unscrupulous nonIndians would take advantage of them.

As for

citizenship, reformers and the Indian Bureau backed away
from embracing immediate citizenship for Indian
allottees.

•^'^

A series of measures in the early twentieth century
worked to undermine land ownership and traditional

Anishinaabe adaptation to the White Earth environment and
to allotment.

First, in 1902, the U.S. Congress passed a

bill allowing the heirs of allottees to sell their lands.

^ Hofstadter, Social Darwinism, 202; Hoxie, A Final
Promise, 115-145.
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Then in 1904 the Steenerson Act provided for the

allotment of the eastern pine lands which had been
excluded from allotment under the 1889 Nelson Act.

In

the ensuing process, the most valuable new allotments
the eastern pinelands

— went

to the White Earth's

influential metis, most of whom resided on the western
part of the reservation.

The metis arranged with the

White Earth agent, Simon Michelet, to assign the valuable
pinelands to them in advance of the general distribution.
The controversy stemming from the 1904 allotment fueled

future discussions about the role of the metis in the
dispossession which was to follow.^''
Concurrent with the shifting rhetoric about Indian

suitability for citizenship and land ownership was the

escalating pressure for farm lands.

The years between

1890 and 1920 saw a seventy percent increase in western

population as well as attendant economic expansion.
"Single-crop farming, made possible by railroad

transportation and the rise of urban markets, stimulated
the cultivation of land previously considered marginal or

unproductive."

In northern Minnesota, formerly marginal

lands grew wheat, with both the yield and price

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy,
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140-151.

increasing by over twenty percent between 1900 and 1912.
Nationally, as the pressure mounted for new lands to
cultivate, non-Indians began to resent the federal

government's protection of Indian lands against
"enterprising fanners."

According to this sentiment,

Indian peoples' inherent "backwardness" made them "better
off taking economic directions from others."

Nationally,

this shift in sentiment found its vehicle in Indian

policy in the passage of the Burke Act of 1906, and for
White Earth's Anishinaabeg, in the Clapp Rider of the
same year.^°

The Burke Act represented the culmination of
hardening non-Indian sentiments about the limited
potential of Indian peoples to achieve full equality with
whites.

One provision allowed the Secretary of the

Interior, or his agent, to delay citizenship to any

Indian person whom he deemed to be "incompetent" to

handle his or her own affairs. Delaying citizenship

allowed the Indian Bureau to continue its guardianship of
individual Indians indefinitely, including alcohol
prohibition.

Yet another provision of the Burke Act

^

Quote from Hoxie, A Final Promise, 148; Edward Van
Dyke Robinson, Early Economic Conditions and the Development
of Agriculture in Minnesota, Minneapolis: Bulletin of the
University of Minnesota, 1915, 174.
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provided for Indian peoples judged "competent" by the
Secretary of the Interior to be freed from the trusts on

their allotted lands and to received fee-simple title to
The "competent" allottees were then free to sell

them.

or lease their allotments to whomever they wanted.

The

Burke Act worked then to reconcile "the goal of

assimilation with the Native Americans' dwindling power
over their own resources."'^'
Despite the diversity among Anishinaabe people and

lands

— indeed

at reservations such as Nett Lake farming

was never a suitable option

— the

ideal for them was still

symbolized by fanning, and by the early twentieth
century, farming had become, by definition, an occupation

for teetotalers.

A University of Minnesota Agricultural

Experiment Station bulletin explicated the negative

connection between farming and alcohol:
The building up of ... farming, the rapidity of
its development, and the profit of its returns
will depend upon the character and industry of
the men who engage in it.... Any influence that
is not for development, [sic] That weakens and
thwarts the strength and industry of the
working people... has no place in Northeastern
Minnesota today. Such is the influence of the
liquor traffic.^"

Hoxie, A Final Promise, 147-187; quote from 175.
*°

A.J. McGuire, Report of the Northeast Experiment
Farm at Grand Rapids, Minnesota, St. Paul: University of
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Deductive reasoning imposed the logic of this argument
onto Indian people.

The land should be farmed, farming

and alcohol do not mix, Indians drink alcohol, therefore

Indians should not own land.

The actual events are more

complicated than this, but the logic remained with the
non-Indian, whether ostensibly a "friend" or a "foe" of
Indian people.

One correspondent to the Bureau of Indian

Affairs stated it succinctly:
I think by taking the liquor away from the
Indians thousands of lives could be saved say
nothing about property and it would civilise
[sic] them quicker.
The White Earth
Reservation is as good land as I have seen in
all my travels now and in the past.... They
farmed quite a bit under the instruction of a
government farmer. Now I will defy anyone to
find a full blood Indian f arming. .. .^^

With assumptions that justified dispossession, what
remained for the friends and foes of the Anishinaabeg was
to effect it.

At White Earth Reservation, some two

months after the passage of the Burke Act in 1906,

Minnesota congressmen Clapp and Steenerson introduced a
bill to issue fee-simple patents to all adult mixed

bloods on the White Earth Reservation, eliminating the

"competency" question altogether.

It was the Clapp Rider

Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, 1909, 32-33.
Unknown author to CIA, April
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6,

1909: NARA/LTF.

that paved the way for wholesale land fraud and

reservation corruption/^

The Clapp Rider avoided defining what exactly it
meant by "mixed-blood" versus "full-blood," but

Anishinaabe understanding of the terms did not refer to
blood quantum but to ethnicity.

To be sure, most "mixed-

bloods" were in fact metis peoples, culturally quite

distinct from those referred to as "full-bloods."

But

many "full-bloods" were also of mixed ancestry but

retained a culture considered more "Indian."

Although

many of the "conservative" or "full blood"*' Anishinaabeg
held allotments on the "suitable" agricultural lands in
the western part of White Earth, most had remained in the

eastern forests on lands which had not been allotted
until the 1904 Steenerson Act.

There they continued a

seasonal round of hunting, fishing, berrying, and

*2

Meyer, "^We Can Not Get a Living'," 376.

*'
The term "conservative" denotes those people and
bands who continued to live subsistence-based lives.
A
"progressive" denotes those who incorporate market values
and Euro-American farming methods and lifestyles.
Often the
term traditional is used instead of conservative, but many
conservative Anishinaabeg in fact adapted their lives in
ways that were not strictly traditional, for example, by
adopting Christianity or engaging in occasional wage labor.
This dichotomous terminology is fraught with potential
pitfalls, of course, and many Anishinaabeg often
simultaneously exhibited signs of conservatism and
progressivism
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occasional paid labor.

Before the controversy

surrounding the Clapp Rider, White Earth's populations

cooperated with the U.S. government, with the "mixedbloods" acting as important cultural mediators.

After the passage of the Clapp Rider, metis cultural

brokers not only sold their valuable tiraberland
allotments, they also helped "full-blood" Anishinaabeg to

claim mixed-blood status in order to sell or mortgage
their western allotments.

In the first three weeks of

the Clapp Rider, over two hundred fifty mortgages were

recorded in Becker County.

Land and lumber companies

hired influential metis as real estate brokers to obtain
the needed affidavits that the allottees were "mixedbloods" and to arrange mortgages with them.

The offices

of the progressive White Earth newspaper. The Tomahawk,

doubled as a real estate business.
Several newspapers and correspondents suggest the

relationship between alcohol and dispossession for White
Earth's Anishinaabeg.

Journalist Ray Marshall wrote an

Melissa Meyer, "Signatures and Thumbprints:
Ethnicity among the White Earth Anishinaabeg, 1889-1920,
Social Science History (1990): 305-345; RCIA 1906, 148.

" Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, chapter 4; Melissa
Meyer, "*We Cannot Get a Living': 383-385.
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article for the July 18, 1906, Minneapolis Journal,

stating that
With the minds of the White Earth Indians
muddled by liquor and their eyes dazzled by
money, of which they know little, the White
Earth mixed-bloods are in a fair way to lose
all the Government allotments recently given to
them.... The Indians can obtain whisky [sic] as
easily as they can obtain water, and once
filled with liquor they become the easy victims
of speculating schemers, who get the land for a

Marshall continued:
Most of the mortgages are for a short time, and
every farm will ultiirately go into the hands of
the mortgagees, for the Indians know little or
nothing of farming. .. .Fertile as [the land] is,
it can not possibly yield enough under the
crude aboriginal methods to pay off the loans
before the mortgages are foreclosed. '^^

Marshall went on to tell a woeful tale of liquor
sellers in Detroit Lakes near White Earth helping the

allottees spend their money from land sales on alcohol
and junk merchandise.

While Marshall's article indicts

the liquor sellers and land sharks involved in White
Earth's dispossession, the majority of the article
focuses on the "drunken Indians" that he sees by the
"dozens" on the main street of Detroit, Minnesota,

condemning the "squaws" who come to town with the "men

Graham Report, xii.
Graham Report, xii-xiii.
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and boys... where they drink quietly but steadily."

Marshall's article states that alcohol is responsible for
the "demoralized" condition of the Anishinaabeg, but at

the same time, casts doubt on the possibility of
advancement for anyone who uses "crude aboriginal

'

[farming] methods" or of people "who live after the

manner of their ancestors.

"^^

In a similar vein, C.E. Richardson, an attorney for

the White Earth Band of Chippewas, asserted that

Anishinaabeg were "made drunk by unprincipled adventurers
who take this means of securing title to the Indians'
lands."

Other non-Indian observers also saw alcohol at

both ends of the land transactions.

For example, one

correspondent to the Indian Bureau said that he knew of
instances where Indians coming to town get
drunk sill [sic] their 80 acres of land for
100.00 dollars worth at least 1500.00 dollars.
Others trade away their eighty for a worthless
horse and buggy on account of being drunk and
it is only a matter of a short time until
mostly all the land will have passed out of
their hands and will be owned by a few
corporations and what litel [sic] they get for
it passes through the saloon keepers coffers.
I have known them to dispose of their land and
before leaving town every dollar was spent.

Graham Report, xiii.

Unknown author to CIA, April 6, 1909: NARA/LTF.
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This letter illustrates the complex relationship between

alcohol and land transactions.

On the one hand,

it is

entirely unclear whether or not those selling their land
did so unwillingly.

Many of the allottees had never seen

their allotments and had no reason to hold on to them.
In one Graham Report affidavit, Ahwunegeshigoquay

testified that he sought out go-between Andrew Van Oss
and "told him about my land."

Later, according to this

affidavit, Ahwunegeshigoquay brought Van Oss "the

description of my land," after which Van Oss took him to
local banker L.S. Waller in order to sell the land.

Many

Anishinaabeg did not envision the end result of
dispossession, the loss of their ability to continue
their lifeways on the eastern reservation lands on which
they vere living.

Was alcohol used during the land deals that

effectively dispossessed White Earth's Anishinaabeg?
In some cases, it was.

Few observers were able to state

explicitly the role that alcohol played in dispossessing
White Earth's Anishinaabeg.

Dr. W. Stuart Leech,

from

Brooten, Minnesota, wrote the Secretary of the Interior

that he had been "offered an opportunity to put in a

Graham Report, 1064.
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thousand dollars or two and get in return their land as
fast as it was allotted to them."

Leech does not say

exactly how the land in question was obtained but stated
that "Indians were made drunk from the open saloons such
as they have at Walker and Ogema and then
of their allotments."

*

dickered' out

Leech's letter is the most

explicit evidence that alcohol lubricated land sales, but
it remains unclear whether dispossession would not have

occurred if alcohol were not present.
Following the alienation of White Earth's land base,
the U.S. House of Representatives conducted a full-scale

investigation.

The Graham Report, as the House report

was called, detailed the various processes by which the

Anishinaabeg at White Earth were induced to sell their
allotments.

Prior to the House investigation, Indian

Bureau Inspector E.B. Linnen visited White Earth in 1909
and collected affidavits detailing the means by which

allottees had transferred title to their lands.
took a variety of forms and were conducted in
of locations.

a

Sales

variety

Some of the transactions involved

mortgaging, in which the land speculator gave the seller
a cash amount in exchange for a promissory note.

That

W. Stuart Leech to the Secretary of the Interior,
June 22, 1909: NARA/LTF.
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often was the last money the mortgagee saw, but in short
order (often one to two years)

looking for the land.

,

the noteholder was back

Other sales were outright, often

for lands which the allottee had never seen.

Buyers

bought the allotments of minors, from their parents and
from the minors themselves.

They bought and mortgaged
At other times, they

the lands of deceased children.

bought only the right to the timber on the allotment.

In

most cases, the amount paid the allottee was far lower
than the value of the transaction.
full price was never paid.^^

In the majority, the

On many occasions, part of

the payment was store credit.

According to Mahmaywequay,

when Ben Fairbanks bought the timber on his allotment

They said they would pay us $1,800. Ben
Fairbanks asked us to trade it out in his
store.... In a very short time he told us the
credit was exhausted, and we had only $50
left. 55

Oftentimes, buyers and their interpreters traveled to the
far reaches of the reservation to conduct business.

At

other times, the transaction took place in a court house,
a bank,

a real estate office or,

hotel saloon.

in at least one case,

In several instances, metis broker John

Graham Report 1005-1016; 1064-1072.
Graham Report, 1006.
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a

Carl traveled to Indian boarding schools to obtain the

promise of allotments from underage students.

— and many of the
investigators — emphasized the use

BIA investigator Linnen

congressional

in lubricating the land deals.

of liquor

Of five hundred ten

affidavits taken by Linnen, however, sixty-seven

(a

little over thirteen percent) deponents "confessed that

they were drinking at the time of the sale."

Linnen

thought that "these 67 affidavits represent but a small

part of the number intoxicated at the time sales were
effected," averring that, "in some instances the Indians

drank of their own accord, but more frequently the
interpreters and land buyers persuaded them to drink."

According to Linnen, Anishinaabe people who normally

would "ask for an interpreter" in transacting such deals,
sold their lands for outrageously low compensation
without the aid of an interpreter when under the
influence of alcohol.

Linnen further stated that "fully

one-quarter of all money received from the sale of these
lands has been squandered for liquor...," again

5*

Graham Report, 776-778; 1087.
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suggesting the multiple nature of alcohol as cause and
effect. 5^
It is probably impossible to figure exactly how much

money received for these allotments was spent on liquor.
Despite Linnen's belief that the Anishinaabeg were

reluctant to admit that liquor had been used during the
land sale, that too is impossible to determine.

Indeed,

it may be true, given the political climate that existed

on the White Earth Reservation when Linnen was taking his

statements, that some Anishinaabeg were reluctant to

discuss their alcohol use; at the same time, under
intense pressure from Linnen and his assistants, some may
have exaggerated the impact of alcohol on the land

transaction.

Unfortunately, all of the five hundred ten
affidavits collected by federal investigators are no
longer extant.

However, a close analysis of one-hundred

thirty-six affidavits contained in the Graham Report
highlights the multiple uses of alcohol in effecting land
transactions.

Since the inclusion of specific affidavits

in the Graham Report is arbitrary and not random,

statistical analysis of these documents would be

Graham Report, 733-736.
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a

problematic at best.

However, taken as a whole these

affidavits support the conclusion of the investigators
that "every scheme that human ingenuity could devise was

employed to swindle the Indians out of their lands.

"^^

In the case of metis businessmen Gus Beaulieu and
Ben Fairbanks, who were employed by the Chisholm-Nichols

Lumber Company, none of the existing affidavits even hint
that these men used liquor in securing mortgages, timber,
or title to allotments.

Indeed, the technique employed

by Beaulieu and Fairbanks was to induce the allottee into

signing papers saying they were mixed bloods.

Several

deponents state that Fairbanks and Beaulieu "made out
papers that they were mixed bloods" and that they signed
them.

In one particularly telling transaction, Gus

Beaulieu said to one Anishinaabe referred to only as "Ojib-way" in the Graham Report, "Now that you have sold
your pine, you are a mixed blood."

Just how literally

Beaulieu meant this striking pronouncement is hard to
say.

Perhaps he understood that the "O- jib-way" who had

signed away his resources (and likely the land on which
it stood)

,

was making a critical transition and that soon

his lifeways would no longer mark him as a full blood.

Graham Report, 736.
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other Anishinaabeg testified that the papers regarding
their mixed bloods status "were not read" to them and
that they "didn't know to understand them."

In one

instance, Negawnahcumiggoquay testified that he told

Beaulieu that he was a full blood to which Beaulieu

replied that "he would see

I

was a little white" and that

he "kept urging me to say I was a mixed blood, and at
last

I

said I was a mixed blood and

I

signed a paper...

"^^

It is striking that none of the fifty affidavits

specific to Beaulieu and Fairbanks mention the use of
alcohol, because investigators Warren Moorehead and E.B.

— at the urging of
Howard — took great pains
Linnen

Beaulieu and Fairbanks.

White Earth superintendent John
to gather testimony against

Perhaps neither Beaulieu nor

Fairbanks needed alcohol to effect these transactions
because their reputations as reservation "big men" and as
cultural mediators allowed them to get what they wanted

without it.

Their connections to the body of people at

White Earth were based on a historical connection in

which the French

— and

later the metis

— were

and kin of traditional Anishinaabe people.

Graham Report, 1005-1007; 1010.
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the allies

Only one of the metis lumber company representatives, John Carl, is implicated in the Graham Report

for using liquor to lubricate land sales.

Carl was a

saloon owner in Mahnomen and clearly not opposed to
alcohol.

Two of the Graham Report affidavits maintain

that Carl was present during land transactions where
liquor was consumed.

One deponent, Naytahwahconegake,

testified that she was "drinking at the time of this
sale," while James Skenk is more definite in saying, "I

was under the influence of liquor when
to Carl."

I

sold this [land]

Of the five cases in the Graham Report which

involved Carl, two of them involved liquor.^®
The use of alcohol in land transactions seems to

have been the purview of non-Indians in northern
Minnesota.

Even so, there are some whites who had more

of a penchant for using alcohol than others, according to

the affidavits.

In the affidavits contained in the

Graham Report, those most often mentioned as employing
alcohol were local banker L.S. Waller, and businessmen

Fred Sanders, Levi Sanders, and M.J. Kolb.

In the case

of Waller and Fred Sanders, they were "often members of

boards of directors of local banks and land companies,

5^
John Carl to A.O. Eberhart, March 9, 1910; WEJ to
CIA, April 12, 1910: NARA/LTF; Graham Report, 1075."

Ill

and were repeatedly implicated in land fraud claims."
Local businessmen in Calloway, Ogema/ Waubun, Mahnomen,
and Bejou (all within the White Earth Reservation along

the railroad line) and other outlying towns "formed
interlocking directorates, serving in high positions in
several companies in which all shared an interest."^'
One common practice employed by these local

businessmen was to have the interpreter drink with the
allottee.

These transactions took place most often at

people's houses but on at least one occasion, it occurred
at the hotel bar of George Fox, a mixed-blood
interpreter.

In one transaction involving Waller, the

interpreter, Jim Bunker, was drunk.

According to

allottee Oshkenow, "I found out later he [Bunker] passed

me as a mixed blood.

I

was drinking, and after they got

me drunk they bought this land of me."

In another case,

Mazhodence sold her allotment after interpreter Frank
Smith and her husband had been drinking.

Mazhodence

testified that, "Frank Smith said we were mixed bloods."

Two years later, Mazhodence' s husband sold his deceased

" Graham

Report, 871; 1064-1069; 1079-1085; 1090;
Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 158.
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father-in-law's allotment to a Mr. Briggs, a saloon owner
from Frazee.*°

At times, alcohol was used by whites to influence
unwilling sellers.
"Mr.

Bayshegwewezaince, testified that

Waller, the red-headed banker," had been "after me

for a year to buy" his land.

According to

Bayshegwewezaince, Waller did not get what he wanted
until "I was under the influence of liquor."

Gedawnash

also maintained that when he sold his allotment, "I was
so drunk I did not know what kind of papers I signed.

"^^

About half of the liquor-related affidavits in the
Graham Report contain statements that the allottees were
"under the influence" of liquor or "drunk."

These

deponents, while not always explicit, testify to the use
of alcohol to effect favorable transactions.

affidavits are much less clear, however.

Other

For example,

when Baybahmagewabe sold his allotment, he merely stated,
"I was drinking at the time."

Similarly,

Naynahegwanaybequay stated that when she mortgaged her
three allotments for forty-four dollars, "I was drinking
at the time," while Meshekeebinayseek stated that she and

Graham Report, 1064; 1071-1072, 1087.
Graham Report, 1064-1065; 1068.
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.

her husband "were pretty drunk by the time we got through

signing papers."

All of these deponents made their deals

with local whites, but few of them say (indeed, it is

likely they were not asked) whether the buyers or anyone
else were drinking as well, although one allottee,

Mayzhucegwonabe, stated that "Fred Sanders got me to
drink, and after I had drank with him twice then we made

the deal" (emphasis added)

.

Lacking the influence among

the Anishinaabeg that the metis businessmen possessed,
local whites employed alcohol as a means of gaining

acceptance.

It may be that they understood alcohol as a

way of expressing conviviality with the people they were
about to defraud.

Alcohol played

a

role in establishing

relations between whites and Anishinaabeg that echoes the
use of alcohol as a ritual gift in the eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries.

understood it in this way.

The Anishinaabeg may have

Their longer familiarity with

Beaulieu and Fairbanks (and the concomitant reluctance of
the two men to employ it) made alcohol unnecessary."
In the final analysis, the question is, did it

matter that alcohol was used in effecting some of the
land transactions at White Earth in the wake of the Clapp

Graham Report, 1072, 1084,
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Rider?

The answer is, probably not.

In their testimony

in the Graham Report, the manner of the land transactions

varied enough so that, even without alcohol as an
inducement, the land brokers would have found a way to

obtain the desired allotments.

Many Anishinaabeg

'

testified that they had been induced to claim mixed-blood
status to sell their allotments while on some occasions

alcohol appeared to be the determining factor in the
sale.

By the time the Graham Report investigation took

place, more than ninety percent of White Earth's land

base was no longer in Anishinaabe hands.

On the eastern

part of the reservation, Anishinaabe residents were

prevented from pursuing their subsistence strategies, as
lumber companies, most notably the Nichols-Chisholm

Lumber Company, moved in to clear cut trees, which

swamped lands, flooded waterways, and caused the
It seems that, for the

remaining game to disappear.

Anishinaabeg, the reasons they were coerced into selling
their allotments transcended alcohol.^

Thus, the 1873 pageant performed by White Earth's

Protestant Anishinaabeg contained more truth than perhaps
its participants realized.

However, they missed the true

Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 203-224.
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"last act" of the pageant in which the white men return,
if not always with whiskey,

in hand.

certainly with land papers,

White Earth and other Anishinaabe reservations

in Minnesota contained the possibility that Anishinaabeg

could adapt some aspects of white culture without

abandoning their Anishinaabe identity.

But the

Anishinaabeg themselves had competing visions of what
form the adaptation should take,

leading to a collapse of

intratribal relationships that had endured for over two
centuries.

At the same time, white Americans and U.S.

policymakers proclaimed their innocence in the fate which
befell the Anishinaabeg at White Earth and Leech Lake,

blaming instead the forces of civilization
ravages of alcohol.
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— and

the

CHAPTER 4
ALCOHOL USE AMONG MINNESOTA'S ANISHINAABEG
1905-1920

Embedded in the discourse about the role of alcohol
in Anishinaabe dispossession and the fight over liquor

sales to Indian people in the early twentieth century is
the assimption that Indian drinking was different from

non-Indian drinking and that alcohol was a particular

problem for American Indians.

However, despite the

rhetoric surrounding Indian drinking, it is important not
to accept the judgments of non-Indian observers at face
value, but to question their cultural biases and their

The social spaces in which non-Indians

motivations.

observed Anishinaabe drinking generally were limited to
specific public domains, such as the streets and saloons
of towns in and around the reservations.

looking for

a

Newspapermen

story about Indian drinking did not venture

far beyond the pay towns and reservation "hot spots" to

make generalizations about alcohol and Indian people.
Yet there were other, less visible settings in which

Anishinaabeg consumed alcohol.

The evidence reveals a

variety of drinking styles among the Anishinaabeg in the
early twentieth century.

The Anishinaabeg continued to

incorporate alcohol into native lifeways and rituals,
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suggesting a continuity with the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries.
Drinking among the Anishinaabeg continued to be

culturally patterned and often syncretic, blending with

new cultural "traditions."

Moreover, tne evidence

suggests there were several distinct, but often
interrelated, patterns of drinking.

One pattern was the

socially heterogeneous drinking of Indians who had moved

off-reservation and into nearby cities and towns.

Some

of these people had acculturated to a large degree into

white society, visited local saloons, and drank in the
company of local non-Indians.

Another pattern was

drinking that also took place in non-Indian towns but

which was distinctly Anishinaabe-centered, for example,
the consumption of alcohol that accompanied annuity
payments.

Anishinaabeg traveled to these commercial

centers at other times as well, sometimes trading goods
and services for alcohol and sustaining trading patterns

that were well over a century old.

Drinking also

accompanied the social round on the reservation, which
suggests that alcohol was being incorporated into newly

developing cultural forms such as powwows.

And some

Anishinaabeg drank liquor while engaged in the older
seasonal round of berrying, r icing, hunting, and fishing.
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This chapter highlights the diversity, variety, and

ritualization of Anishinaabe drinking in the early
twentieth century.

It explores where and when

Minnesota's Anishinaabeg drank and how they obtained
alcohol in spite of the Indian Bureau's attempts to

enforce Indian prohibition.

It also examines the role of

alcohol in explaining the failure of the government's

allotment and assimilation program and the use of alcohol
for enunciating factional differences among the

Anishinaabeg, particularly at White Earth Reservation.
An exchange between Acting Commissioner of Indian

Affairs Frederick Abbott and mixed-blood Minnesotan James
M.

Draper in 1912 highlights several aspects of public

alcohol consumption by Indians.

On July 19,

1912,

Draper, of Bowstring, Minnesota, sent a neatly

handwritten letter to the United States' Secretary of the
Interior.

Draper wrote:

have always made my own living payed [sic]
for my own schooling, and drank whiskey bought
with my own hard earned money in doing so I
I now have a
didn't harm any body else.
Homestead and doing some locating [surveying]
and it often happens that I meet some of my
costumers [sic] in town and naturaly [sic] they
will want to buy a drink or a cigar, in some
cases they tell me they can't give me a drink.
I
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Now that is harrising [sic], and it is not
right.

James Draper could not purchase a drink of whiskey at the
local saloon because he had, in his words, "some Indian

blood in me."
If assimilation into the mainstream of northern

Minnesota's culture were in fact the goal of the Indian
Bureau, then theoretically Draper should have been free

to mingle with his customers in Bowstring's saloons.

In

this context, Indian prohibition exposes the doublethink
of the assimilation movement.

James Draper did not

maintain that he was an Indian, just that he had "Indian
blood."

Perhaps Draper was concealing his ethnic self-

identity to the Secretary of the Interior, but it seems

most likely that Draper did not in fact consider himself
culturally Indian and that other Anishinaabeg did not
consider Draper an Indian either.

A 1911-1915

investigation that explored claims that the metis at

White Earth Reservation had been included illegally on
the original reservation rolls indicates that many

Anishinaabeg understood that some people of Indian
descent had acculturated into white society to a degree

July

19,

James M. Draper to the Secretary of the Interior,
1912: NARA/LTF.
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that called their "Indianness" into question.

The fraud

charges emanating from the massive dispossession at White
Earth Reservation brought to northern Minnesota

anthropologists using racial characteristics to define
who was and was not

a

mixed blood.

But for the

Anishinaabe (and most other American Indians at this
time)

,

meaning

racially determined categories held little

— an

Indian was someone who lived with and adopted

the habits of Indians.

The more "traditional"

Anishinaabeg often referred to the metis residents of

White Earth as "white Indians," indicating that, although
they had ties to the Anishinaabeg, their lifestyle

defined them as something other than Indian.^
People such as James Draper fell even further

outside the Anishinaabe definition of Indianness.

The

original 1887 General Allotment Act carried such an
assumption, when it stated that those who had "adopted

the habits of civilized life" were to be citizens of the

U.S. Office of Indian Affairs, "Records of the
Investigation of White Earth Mixed Bloods, 1911-1915,"
MHSA, microfilm 444 (hereafter M444) ; David L. Beaulieu,
"Curly Hair and Big Feet: Physical Anthropology and the
Implementation of Land Allotment on the White Earth
Chippewa Reservation, American Indian Quarterly 6 (1984)
281-314; Melissa L. Meyer, "Signatures and Thumbprints:
Ethnicity among the White Earth Anishinaabeg, 1889-1920,"
Social Science History 14 (1990): 305-345.
^
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United States, "entitled to all the rights, privileges,
and immunities of such citizens."

The Burke Act in 1906

amended the immediate citizenship of allottees but did
not address the question of more acculturated people who

had vestiges of "Indian blood."

Although Draper was a

mixed blood, he did not apparently consider himself a
"white Indian."

However, Draper employed strategies

similar to those of the Anishinaabe metis when he

advocated for his right to drink whiskey with his
customers.^

Draper suggested in his letter that the Secretary of
the Interior issue him

papers to show that my privlages [sic] to spend
my money for whiskey is the same as any one
elses [sic], and that the government has
nothing to do or say about me in any way. I
have always handled my own affairs.
I am 43
years old, and think I can the rest of my
life.

Draper's self -description places him in the ranks of

working homesteaders, many of whom probably counted on

United States Statutes at Large, XXIV, 388-391.
The metis publishers of the newspaper, The Tomahawk,
espousing the "progressive" Indian view, engaged in
letter-writing campaigns assailing the paternalism of the
Indian Bureau. Minnesota's metis were in the forefront
in employing American-style advocacy to fight United
States' Indian policy.
^

^
Draper to Secretary of Interior, July 19, 1912:
NARA/LTF.
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the connections solidified at the local saloon to bolster

their "locating" or other businesses.

Several recent histories have explored the meaning
and uses of saloons and saloon culture in the early

twentieth century.

In his examination of urban saloons

in Chicago and Boston, Perry Duis found that in Chicago

neighborhoods where the "street life surrounding the
saloon" was heterogenous, saloons were important centers

for ethnic mixing.

Roy Rosenzweig found that in

Worcester, Massachusetts' saloons the practice of

"treating" was a particularly important custom for

maintaining social ties.

For people of Indian descent,

treating can be equated with reciprocity, a custom

continued to be highly valued among the Anishinaabeg in
the twentieth century.^

During the early years of the twentieth century,
many American Indians began moving into urban areas.

In

the wake of the dispossession at White Earth and Leech

Lake reservation, many Anishinaabeg moved into towns
that, while not strictly "urban," were nonetheless white-

^
Perry R. Duis, The Saloon: Public Drinking in
Chicago and Boston, 1880-1920, Urbana and Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 1983, 170-171; Roy
Rosenzweig, Eight Hours for What We Will: Workers &
Leisure in an Industrial City, 1870-1920, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1983, 58-59.
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controlled tovms and villages.

No doubt many Indians

were motivated by the worsening material conditions that

accompanied dispossession and by the disappearance of
wild geime and other possibilities for subsistence on the
reservation.

Laws preventing liquor sales to people with

Indian blood not only hampered assimilation but also

hampered the economic independence and social
interdependence that might have provided Minnesota's
Indian people with the tools to integrate successfully
into non-Indian society.

Leech Lake resident Dan White recalled that, as a
young boy, the town of Bena was a "mixed settlement" with
"saloons and all those other kind of buildings" at which
"lumber jacks" and Indians alike drank and socialized.
Of course, saloons, whether urban or rural, were not

always sites of convivial camaraderie and business
liaisons.
However,

The social function of saloons varied.
I

accept Draper's claim that he was attempting

to solidify business relationships by having a friendly
drink or a cigar with his clients.^

*
See Elaine M. Neils, Reservation to City: Indian
Migration and Federal Relocation, Chicago: University of
Chicago Department of Geography, Research Paper No. 131,
1971, 18-19; Joseph G. Jorgensen, "Indians and the
Metropolis," in Jack O. Waddell and 0. Michael Watson,
eds., The American Indian in Urban Society, Boston:
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Responding to Draper's initial letter, Acting
Commissioner of Indian Affairs Frederick E. Abbott
assured Draper that the Indian Bureau had no intention of

changing its alcohol policy, claiming it was "necessary
for the welfare of our wards."

Draper did not let the

matter end, however, and on September

6,

1912, he had

what was apparently the last word on the subject when he
wrote to Abbott that "the laws [sic] does not benifit
[sic]

the Indian in the least."

The law, claimed Draper,

was "all right fifty or one hundred years ago, but... will
not do in this age of civilation [sic]."

Perhaps

accepting the theory of social evolution which was the
intellectual foundation for the assimilation program.
Draper protested against a law which he viewed as

affirming a state of "savagery" or "barbarism" for

American Indians that had long since passed.

Draper

ended by declaring the law "a curse to the Indians... in

word a slave law."

a.

Draper apparently recognized the

Little, Brown and Company, 1971, 67-113; South Dakota
Oral History Center, American Indian Research Project,
Institute of American Indian Studies, University of South
Norman H.
Dakota, Vermillion (hereafter AIRP) MS 283.
Clark, Delivsr Us from Evil: An Interpretation of
American Prohibition, New York: W.W. Norton & Company,
Inc., 1976, 58.
,
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economic and cultural disenf ranchiseinent that were the
result of discriminatory prohibition.^

How did James Draper react to the recalcitrance of
Acting Commissioner Abbott?

An Indian agent in Nebraska

around the same time suggested that the Winnebago Indians
there appeared "to be trying to prove their independence
by showing how drunk they can get."

Draper's recorded

response to his legal quandary does not suggest that he
initially wanted to drink to prove his independence
against discriminatory prohibition.

However, after this

series of frustrating exchanges with the Acting
Commissioner, Draper may have determined to drink

whenever he could, since he could not drink whenever he
wanted.

Draper and other Anishinaabeg were pushed to

abandon their Indian cultures and then placed apart from
white society.

Draper's case suggests that the policing efforts of
the Special Office for the Suppression of Liquor Among
the Indians hampered social interaction between Indians

and non-Indians in Minnesota, confirming the Indian as a

racially inferior "other."

And, with the heterogenous

social context for drinking removed, the visibility of

Frederick H. Abbott to James M. Draper, July 31,
1912; Draper to Abbott, September 6, 1912: NARA/LTF.
^
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Indian drinkers increased.

The Indian Bureau received

complaints that Anishinaabe people were seen drinking on
the streets of northern Minnesota's towns, where

previously they would have been in the saloon.
Anishinaabe drinkers sometimes drank in railroad yards or
lumberyards, increasing the likelihood of arrest as
well.^

Acculturated Indians were not the only Anishinaabeg
who drank in Minnesota's saloons.

Reservation-based

Anishinaabeg visited specific towns at specific times
where they could expect to consume alcohol if they
wanted.

Annuity payments in particular brought

Anishinaabe people into towns where they not only
purchased necessary material goods but also socialized
with friends and relatives whom they had not seen in a
while.

The social atmosphere of pay towns echoed the

earlier atmosphere of the trading towns.

The annuity

payments, which most often occurred in October after the

Albert H. Kneale to CIA, January 4, 1909; W.L.
Taylor to Knute Nelson, February 2, 1910; F.R. Leach to
Knute Nelson, February 2, 1910: NARA/LTF; State of
Minnesota v. Joe Weaver, David Wright, John Jackson and
Julius Brown, Cass County District Court, Criminal Case
File 132, Box 1, MHSA; State of Minnesota v. Roscoe
Conklin, Becker County District Court, Criminal Case File
405, Box 78, MHSA.
^
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fall harvest, brought together more Indians than any

other event.'

Jacob Munnell, or Misquadais, born at Leech Lake in
the late 1800s, worked as a pay agent for the Indian

Service from 1918 until 1953.

Misquadais recalled that

in the 1920s:

Each time a payment was made it was a chance to
see almost every man, woman, and child in the
area
Pow-paws were usually held there [Bena,
Minnesota] at every payment time and they were
big and elaborate affairs...^°
.

.

.

Similarly, a 1909 Detroit Record article described a

round of "bar hopping" which took place in Park Rapids

following the payment of the annuities there:

No sooner did the Indians reach Main street
than they began a round of the saloons, and in
a short time knew what doors were barred to
them and where they could obtain the privilege
they desired.
In Minnesota's non-Indians towns, Anishinaabe people

renewed old ties and caught up on the news. Sometimes
they drank alcohol while doing so.

It is by no means

Melissa L. Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy:
Ethnicity and Dispossession at a Minnesota Anishinaabe
Reservation, 1889-1920, Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press,
^°

1994, 129-131.

Jacob J. Munnell (Mis-qua-dais) Notebook, Cass

Lake, Minnesota, MHSA.

" "Celebrate at Park Rapids," Detroit Record,
November 5, 1909.
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certain that all the Indians entering the saloons at
Walker, Detroit, Park Rapids, or Bena drank or got drunk.

What seems clear, however, is that saloons and pay towns

were important social centers for Anishinaabeg at certain
times, and the Anishinaabeg attempted to define and

maintain the role that the saloons played.
Just because Anishinaabe people expected to drink in
pay towns at annuity time does not mean that alcohol was

part of every social activity.

William Johnson wrote to

the Indian Commissioner in 1909 describing a trip by some

eighty Leech Lake residents to the Minnesota State Fair
in St.

Paul, from which

"

Indians came back sober."

[p]ractically every one of these

Johnson contrasted the state

fair excursion with the town of Walker where, he claimed,
"an average of twenty-five drunken Indians" could be seen

daily.

Johnson blamed the difference in alcohol

consumption in northern Minnesota's small towns and the
state fair on the "saloon keepers and liquor dealers" in
the northern part of the state who obstinately sold

liquor to Indians.

Yet Johnson made it clear that while

some of the Indians attending the state fair drank
alcohol, most did not.

The non-drinking Indians in St.

Paul could have gotten liquor if they wanted it.

It is

quite probable that the Leech Lakers' understood that
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attending the state fair was not a drinking occasion,
whereas socializing in the near-reservation towns was.
Such an understanding suggests that the Anishinaabeg in
the early twentieth century,

like those highlighted a

century earlier by French trader Francois Malhiot, were
not the indiscriminate and uncontrolled inebriates they

were so often depicted as being.

Minnesota's towns served a variety of important
commercial functions for Indians.

Well into the

twentieth century, Anishinaabeg continued to trade furs,
berries, rice, and maple syrup, for dry goods, cloth,

blankets, and household items.

Such a pattern was a

continuation of the early nineteenth-century customs in
trading towns.

In 1910, Daniel DeLury, a lawyer from

Walker, wrote to William Johnson that "hundreds" of

Indians came to Walker with "sleigh-loads of furs," some
with "as much as $100 worth."

The Anishinaabeg expected

to trade these furs for "supplies" and "whiskey,"

according to DeLury.^^

WEJ to CIA, September 21, 1909: NARA/LTF; Meyer,
The White Earth Tragedy, 221; Jack 0. Waddell, "Malhiot's
Journal: An Ethnohistoric Assessment of Chippewa Alcohol
Behavior in the Early Nineteenth Century," Ethnohistory
32 (1985): 246-268.

"

Daniel DeLury to WEJ, January 5, 1910: NARA/LTF.
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Leech Lake resident Dan White recalled that as a
boy, he and his friends picked blueberries with their

families, after which the men traveled into Bena and Ball

Club and traded the blueberries for goods and sometimes
for alcohol.

White recalled that when the men returned

to camp,

they got to fighting and our mothers would take
off for the woods, [and] they would sleep in
the woods all night. .while. .the fathers were
drinking.
.

.

White's comments raises questions about gender and
alcohol consumption among Minnesota's Indians.

White

suggests that Anishinaabe women avoided keeping company

with their drinking husbands, fathers, and brothers,
perhaps sensing the potential for violence.

Non-Indian observers often commented on the impact

Superintendent

of men's drinking on Anishinaabe women.

Thomas Jackson at Nett Lake Reservation wrote in 1909

that Anishinaabe men there had spent their annuity
payments on "stores of provisions.

..

in consequence of

which the wives and children are happy.

.
.

"

Walker

resident Daniel DeLury claimed that when the saloons in
Walker were closed in 1910, it was "the first winter
their women, children and ponies have been cared for."

AIRP, MS 283.
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Most likely Jackson and DeLury expressed their own

sentiments on the subject and not necessarily those of
the "women and children" of Nett Lake.

Both men also

suggest that the increasing poverty of Minnesota's

Anishinaabeg in the early twentieth century made

purchasing alcohol a more serious decision, though it
does not necessarily mean that the Anishinaabeg were

drinking more, just that their resources were fewer.

In

1912, Brager resident Jane Poe wrote the Secretary of the

Interior that she had "Indian women come to me for bread
for their children barefooted and almost starving."

Yet

Poe also stated that, when these same women got hold of

some money, "there is some Blood Sucker after them to
sell them a bottle of whiskey...."'^

The "depravity" of the liquor dealers, in Special
Officer William Johnson's view, had the worst

repercussions for Anishinaabe women.

Johnson wrote:

I have been informed by traveling men, by
Indian officials who have visited the place,
and by United States Attorney General Haupt of
St. Paul, that it has been the practice of the
liquor dealers at Mahnomen to get squaws drunk

Thomas Jackson to CIA, February, 27, 1909:
KCFRC/NLA; Daniel DeLury to WEJ, January 5, 1910; Jane
Poe to the Secretary of the Interior, June 15, 1912:
NARA/LTF; Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 217-224.
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in their saloons and strip them naked for the
edification of the crowds of drunken toughs J*

The available evidence highlights the ambigi:ities

surrounding Anishinaabe women and alcohol.

They were at

times the victims of male violence when their husbands,
fathers, or brothers became drunk.

They were also at

times subjected to the abuse of non-Indian men in

reservation and of f -reservation towns.

Yet women also

expected to be able to drink themselves.

Many observers

commented on men's and women's heterogenous drinking in
the saloons of northern Minnesota.

One newspaper

commented that, after the annuity payment, "squaws and
bucks alike shared in the exuberance of the occasion."

Indian men and women sometimes drank together, but
occasionally drinking was gender specific.
Dan White remembered that he began drinking at an

early age because "I used to chum around with the
adults."

While admitting that he had "done

a

lot of

drinking" in his youth. White felt that his
"companionship" with the older men was helpful because he

"learned more than the other fellows my age how to

WEJ to CIA, June 20, 1909: NARA/LTF.

"Celebrate at Park Rapids," Detroit Record,

November

5,

1909.
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advance myself into adultship."

White did not explain

whether he drank with older men, but his remembrances
suggest that alcohol may have played a role in

transmitting culture between generations.

Non-Indian

observers often commented that children were included

among those Anishinaabeg drinking at the saloons.

Red

Lake Superintendent G.L. Scott bemoaned alcohol sales to

Red Lake's Anishinaabeg, in particular because it
extended "to the women and children."'®
An incident which occurred at Nett Lake Reservation
in 1913 highlights the complexity of not only

intergenerational alcohol use but also the Indian
Bureau's use of alcohol charges to force cultural

modification on Indians.

In February 1913,

fourteen-

year-old Maggie Goodsky and a friend skipped school and
consumed what Maggie said was two beers. "You got drunk,

didn't you?" asked interpreter Walter King for the
juvenile court.

"Not too drunk," was Maggie's reply.

King's questions continued: "Wasn't you lying down [on
the ice] when some one found you and picked you up?"
sir

I

sir."

was not."

"Walked home yourself alone?"

"No

"Yes

Maggie denied that her father, John Goodsky, kept

RCIA 19C5, 230.
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liquor at their home, and her sixteen-ysar-old sister
Effie also testified that neither of their parents had

ever supplied either girl with alcohol.^'
In late July 1913, St. Louis County Deputy Sheriff

James Greene and Nett Lake Superintendent Albert Reagan

went to John Goodsky's house, where they found

"a lot of

empty bottles and part of a bottle of whiskey in some

blankets on the floor."

Reagan testified that, from

their appearance, he thought Maggie and Effie had been

drinking that July day.

However, when asked if he had

smelled liquor on the girls, Reagan replied, "I,
unfortunately, cannot smell anything."

When he and

Greene returned later in the day, Maggie and Effie were
gone, perhaps sent away by their parents who anticipated

the Indian agents' return.

The evidence casts doubt on

whether the Goodskys drank with their children.

It is

quite plausible that Maggie Goodsky and her friend were

experimenting with beer consumption the day they skipped
school.

The evidence for this discussion is in "State of
Minnesota, County of St. Louis, District Court, Eleventh
Judicial Court, In Juvenile Court. In the Matter of
Effie and Maggie Goodsky, Dependent children," October
18, 1913: NARA/LTF.
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The timing of the case is suspicious and raises some
curiosity about the motivation behind the July visit to
the Goodskys, some five months after Maggie Goodsky drank
the two beers.

The juvenile court decided that it was in

Maggie's and Effie's best interests to remove them from
their parents' home and send them to the Vermillion Lake

boarding school in Tower, Minnesota.

Indian Bureau

Inspector L.F. Michael expressed his hope that the
Goodsky action would "have a very good effect upon other
Indians who have been derelect [sic] in sending their

children to school and also remiss in their home
surroundings."

It may be that John Goodsky was singled

out specifically for the July visit.

In 1908, then-

superintendent Thomas Jackson wrote to the Indian

Commissioner about absenteeism at Nett Lake's day school,
claiming that "Goodsky
which

I

— has

cannot but admire."

a more bold disposition

Goodsky, claimed Jackson,

had "done the same trick year after year" to avoid

sending his children to school."

The "trick" Goodsky

used was pretending to be off "looking for work" when the
school year began. ^°

L.F. Michael to CIA, October 31, 1913: NARA/LTF;
Thomas J. Jackson to CIA, October 5, 1908, KCFRC/NLA.
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Yet, beneath what might seem like a fairly

straightforward case of inebriate parents neglecting
their children and failing to send them to government

schools lies

a

much more complex reality, one in which

alcohol, rather than being the catalyst for the Indian

Bureau's actions, was the excuse through which Nett
Lake's Anishinaabeg were infantilized and controlled.
Further, the Goodsky case exposes the utter inefficiency
of the Indian Bureau at remote locations such as Nett
In 1909, the conditions at the Nett Lake day

Lake.

school were so deplorable, with a "wornout stove, green

loose doors and windows" that it was "impossible to

wood,

heat the room properly," creating conditions so bad that

Superintendent Thomas Jackson refused to allow his wife
to take up her duties as teacher there.

The decrepitude of the school building persisted
until 1912, when Albert Reagan wrote that the school was
not large enough and lacked adequate supplies to educate

Nett Lake's children.

As a result, older children simply

were not allowed to go to school at Nett Lake.

The BIA

in Washington suggested that the excess children be sent

to the Vermillion Lake boarding school, but, according to

Thomas Jackson to CIA, March 2,
CIA, March 31, 1909; KCFRC/NLA.
21
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1909; Jackson to

Reagan, the Nett Lakers demurred, not because they did
not want their children in school, but because

They want a boarding school here and in my
opinion they should have it. They wanted the
boarding school here long before my coming here
and they have never had a council since my
coming that they have not voted to get a
boarding school established, it even is the
topic of general conversation generally at most
any and all times.
Reagan further suggested that the Nett Lake school be
made into a

—

combination Boarding-Day School a school where
the Indians can leave their children when they
go off to work or trap or go out onto their
allotments, but when in the village they can
have their children at home and of course the
Gov. [sic] would then be out only the noon-day
lunch as now.^^

Reagan's suggestions went unheeded by the Indian
Bureau, which balked at spending the money to accommodate
the remote Nett Lake Anishinaabeg.

Both Reagan and

Jackson commented on several occasions about the

unsuitability of Nett Lake's "swampy" lands for farming
without adequate drainage; hence, rather than move onto
their individual allotments and isolating themselves from
their family and friends on unproductive lands, Nett

Lake's Anishinaabeg continued their seasonal subsistence

Albert Reagan to CIA, December 31, 1912:
KCFRC/NLA.
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activities, which took them away from the reservation,
and hence the school, during the fall hunt.

When John

Goodsky used the "trick" of claiming to be off looking
for work, it is more likely that he actually was working,.

possibly harvesting wild rice at the beginning of the
school year, before participating in the winter hunt.^^

The Nett Lake Anishinaabeg were attempting to adapt
to the government- imposed standards regarding school

attendance.

Yet they could not adapt to policy set in

Washington, D.C., which bore little relationship to their
experiences.

They did not want to send their children

away to school, and when the government finally coerced
or convinced some of the Nett Lake people to send their

children to the Vermillion school, the parents moved to
Tower to be near their children.

According to Vermillion

Lake School Superintendent Robert Daniel, in 1915 "about
one hundred Indians" from Nett Lake were living at the

Vermillion Lake Reservation to be near their children at
the boarding school.

Daniel wrote:

There [sic] are not all permanent residents as
they are roaming from place to place all year
round. Their time in any one place is governed
by the abundance or scarcity of game, fish and
berries. .. .These Indians should be induced to

^ Thomas Jackson to CIA, November 17, 1908:
KCFRC/NLA.
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come upon their allotments for the reason that
the moral influence around Tower, the nearest
town to Vermillion Lake reservation, is bad.^^

According to Daniel, there were thirteen saloons
serving a population of eleven hundred in Tower.

Yet,

although Daniel claimed Tower's "male adult population
[are]

all addicted to the use of liquor," he also averred

that "most of the Indians have not used liquor" for a
year and a half.

Daniel was not concerned that the

Anishinaabeg at Tower were inebriates, but rather that
they were in danger of falling under the influence of the

non-Indian "liquor interests" there.

Hence, according to

one of its own agents, the Bureau of Indian Affairs

forced the Nett Lake Anishinaabeg into a situation which
made liquor readily available to them, if they wanted it.

Daniel concluded that the Vermillion Lake Boarding School

was "not a desirable atmosphere in which to educate
Indian children."

Government policy hampered Nett Lake's

Anishinaabeg 's efforts to provide for their subsistence
and send their children to school at the same time.

Even

if Nett Lake's residents had moved onto their allotments,

they would still need to have their children in boarding

CIA to Robert Daniel, September 25, 1915; Daniel
to CIA, October 4, 1915; Daniel to CIA, December 15,
1915: KCFRC/NLA.
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schools because of severe weather conditions, inadequate
or nonexistent roads, and the danger of traveling over

the northern lakes during transitional times of the

year

The Goodsky case underscores

a

style of alcohol

consumption quite different from the drinking that took
place in less-isolated tovms and reservations.

The

evidence from Nett Lake suggests that alcohol had become
woven into the social and ritual life of traditional

Anishinaabeg.

When James Greene arrived at the

Goodskys', he found nineteen whiskey bottles under a
blanket.

At John Goodsky 's father's house, Greene found

nine empty bottles.

The hoarded bottles are curious.

Given that the Goodskys knew the agents might return, why

didn't they throw the bottles into the woods?

Why,

indeed, had they saved or collected them in the first

place?

Perhaps they were saving the bottles for refills

Daniel to CIA, December 15, 1915: KCFRC/NLA. The
treacherous traveling conditions at Nett Lake are
highlighted in an incident that occurred in October 1916,
when Walter King, the interpreter for Maggie and Effie
Goodsky 's custody hearing, drowned in the waters of Nett
Lake when his canoe was swamped as he attempted to break
through the ice to get to the agency. The school itself
was located at the agency, and many of the Nett Lakers,
had they lived on their allotments, would have to bring
their children to school by the same dangerous route.
Daniel to CIA, October 30, 1916: KCFRC/NLA.
2^
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from

a local

supplier.

Perhaps the bottles themselves,

as the transmitter of the alcohol, possessed a

One need

significance beyond their functional purpose.

only think about the ritual of passing the calumet (pipe)
and speculate that the bottle may have attained some

degree of similar meaning.

In southern Africa at this

time, where alcohol prohibition for natives was likewise
a subject of debate, piles of bottles were a sign that an

African family had the ability to offer
visitors.

a

drink to

Perhaps such an ethos existed as well among

the Anishinaabeg, echoing traditions of hospitality and
reciprocity
John Goodsky testified that the nineteen empty

bottles did not all belong to him and claimed that "[a]
lot of Indians come there and camp and drink and

suppose that the Indians emptied the bottles.

.

I

.they must

have picked the bottles up at the place where the Indians
camped to scorch their rice."

Albert Reagan confirmed

"State of Minnesota, County of St. Louis,
District Court, Eleventh Judicial Court, In Juvenile
Court.
In the Matter of Effie and Maggie Goodsky,
Dependent children," October 18, 1913: NARA/LTF. Thanks
to Richard F. Hamm for the refill suggestion. On bottles
as symbols of reciprocity in Africa, see Charles Ambler,
"Alcohol and Imperial Discourse: The 1909 Southern
Nigerian Liquor Commission," paper presented at the
International Congress on the Social History of Alcohol,
Huron College, London, Ontario, May 1993.
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that there were a "great many Indians there picking

berries" when he and Greene visited in July; hence,

Goodsky was likely telling the truth when he claimed the
bottles did not all belong to him.

Goodsky's reference,

to ricing suggests that the Anishinaabeg at Nett Lake

incorporated alcohol into significant traditional
activities.

It is highly improbable that Nett Lake's

Indians were scorching rice in mid-July, since scorching
occurs after the September harvest.

Goodsky 's reference

to ricing probably reflects the activity closest to the

October court date.

It is more likely that the Indians

were, as Albert Reagan testified, picking berries.

Yet

Goodsky and Reagan implied that alcohol was used during
both activities.

Ricing in particular carried with it

ritual as well as material significance for Anishinaabe
people.

According to historian Thomas Vennum,

"Traditional Ojibway life elevates rice above being food
simply for consumption or barter"; rather, wild rice

approaches "the status of a sacred food."^^

Without overemphasizing the role of alcohol as a
ritual beverage, it is still important to note that it

Thomas Vennum, Jr., Wild Rice and the Ojibway
People, St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Social Press,
1988, 58.
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was a part of traditional activities for some

Anishinaabeg.

Some might argue that the Nett Lake

example only confirms that Indian people had an
inordinate thirst for liquor; why else would there be

nineteen bottles under John Goodsky's blanket?

Other

evidence, however, supports Goodsky's testimony that the

Indians were not drinking excessively, and Reagan himself

testified that neither Goodsky nor his guest were drunk
when they arrived at his house the first time.

Several

Nett Lake agents reported that drunkenness in general was
not a problem on the "reservation proper at Nett Lake,"
but was more of an issue in nearby non-Indian towns.

Nett Lake's traditional chief, Moses Day, concurred,

stating, "I do not know of anybody here on the Res [sic]
that uses very much whiskey,

in fact there is none here

in Nett Lake."^^

Within the context of more traditional activities,
the Anishinaabeg understood that there appropriate times
to drink and not drink.

Mille Lacs Anishinaabeg Fred

Jones averred that a good hunter or medicine man would
not be able to sustain power for long if he drank liquor.

Robert Daniel to Henry A. Larson, June 28, 1916;
Frank H. Pequette to CIA, September 27, 1915; Moses Day
to CIA, May 18, 1914; Moses Day to CIA, June 10, 1914;
NARA/LTF.
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Jones recalled a medicine man named Sam Mitchell who "got
to drinking too much" and could "get no help from [the

animal spirits]."

As a result, Mitchell could no longer

help his people hunt.

The rigors of the hunt, which

often involved days of fasting, probably precluded

excessive drinking by successful participants.

'

Other

less strenuous activities, such as berrying, r icing, and

maple sugaring, were more likely to include social
drinking.^'

The Anishinaabeg evidently had reasonable internal

controls surrounding alcohol use: the successful hunter
or medicine man could not drink.

These activities

required physical and mental acuity.

Someone engaged in

communal activities, such as picking berries or scorching
rice might be able to drink alcohol without significantly

impairing their ability to be productive.

When camping

during these communal activities, men and women would
gather to swap stories, and some would drink alcohol,
although some would not.

After supper, according to Fred

Jones, "would start the story telling time, maybe another

^

AIRP, MS 267; Jack Waddell concluded that, in the
early nineteenth century, obtaining products to trade,
such as rice, corn, meat, and furs "required effort and
time," making drinking occasions "probably infrequent."
Waddell, 264.
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story .... They told us all the stories, every one of them

was told

"CO

us.... They had a different one every night."

The importance of the seasonal activities beyond

subsistence was the transmission of Anishinaabe tradition
and culture.^"
In the early twentieth century, Anishinaabe people

also consumed alcohol during powwows and other newly

developing cultural forms.

In 1913, tourist William Wood

wrote to Chippewa investigator E.B. Linnen about a powwow

he attended at Norway Beach on Leech Lake.

According to

Wood:

A hundred or so of Indians gathered together
and without an exception so far as I was able
to discover, each and every one of them were
too drunk to talk... One squaw. .paralyzed drunk
with a babay [sic] in her arms staggering up to
the camp fire she threw it into the fire. One
of the ladies of the party pushed forwarded,
[sic] seiged [sic] the baby and dragged it out
of the fire while one of the men seized the
squaw.
They succeeded in getting her quieted,
when some little time later she attempted to
repeat the same performance, missing the fire
by a narrow margin. The next morning it was
reported to me that she had taken the baby by
the heels, held it over the burning camp fire
and burned the hair off of its head. I didn't
see any of these things but the story has been
told to me by several of those who did see it,
so that it comes first hand."^^
.

AIRP, MS 267.

William Wood to Hon. E.B. Linnen, July 29, 1913:
NARA/LTF.
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Wood's letter prompted an investigation by the
Indian Bureau, but his story did not hold up.

Leech Lake

doctor E.Z. House reported that "there was not a particle
of truth in the whole story."

The alleged baby-thrower,

Nellie Weaver, was drinking, but "by accident her child
fell near a nearly extinguished fire and the well meaning

tourist rushed to her side and must actually believe he

prevented the mother from burning her child, when in fact
it

was an accident from which no harm resulted."

Nellie

Weaver was, in Dr. House's opinion, "as motherly as any
Leech Lake Superintendent

other squaw in my district."

John F. Giegoldt related that none of the non-Indian

residents of the area remembered the incident at all,
including those present at "a social gathering of fifteen
ladies at the home of Miss Pauline Colby, Episcopal

Missionary at this Agency, at which Mrs. Giegoldt was
present," and which included the daughter of Minnesota

Congressman CA. Lindberg.

Several of the women at

Pauline Colby's soiree had been at the Saturday night
powwow, and Giegoldt concluded that "[t]he natural

presumption would be that if the ladies who witnessed the
affair were so much impressed with it, that some mention
of it would have been made by at least some of
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them,... but not the slightest reference concerning it was

made by any of them."'^
The Leech Lake powwow attended by Weaver and tourist

Wood is called Mi-Gwltch Mah-Nomen, meaning Wild Rice
Thanksgiving.

This celebration, as well as similar

celebrations at surrounding reservations, are of late

nineteenth-century origin and commemorate events where
Indians and non-Indians intersected historically.

For

example, White Earth's holiday on June 14 celebrated "the

removal of the Chippewas to White Earth Reservation.
The dances at these events also had nineteenth-century
roots.

rituals
Dance.

The Anishinaabeg participated in three main dance

— the

Dream Dance, the Squaw Dance, and the War

The Dream Dance developed some time in the 1870s

or 1880s and relates the story of an Indian woman who

hides in the reeds of a lake to escape from soldiers.

Although these dances had relatively recent origins, they
carried older elements of dance style and spiritual

relevance for the participants.

The Anishinaabeg were

Jesse E. Flanders to Henry A. Larson, September
1913; Z.E. House to John F. Giegoldt, October 13,
1913: NARA/LTF; Giegoldt to CIA, November 15, 1913:

2,

NARA/LTF.
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adapting traditional forms to reflect historical changes,
and initially, alcohol played a part in that transition.

•^^

Nellie Weaver's case also suggests that, despite its

official antipathy to drinking by American Indians, the

Bureau of Indian Affairs may have been complicit in
sanctioning limited alcohol use among Leech Lake

Reservation's Anishinaabeg.

Leech Lake's superintendent

and reservation doctor were well aware that the

Anishinaabeg at the powwow had been drinking.

Perhaps

alcohol consumption at the powwow had Leech Lake's
agents' tacit approval as a semi-official "time-out" from
the prohibition against alcohol on the reservation.

Superintendent Giegoldt may have felt that by allowing
for cultural remission, the day-to-day problems of

alcohol consumption would be lessened.
Yet at other reservations, Indian agents were not as

tolerant as Superintendent Giegoldt and Dr. House.

At

reservations within Minnesota and without, Indian Bureau

officials and agents most often pursued a policy of

^ John R. Howard to CIA, June 11, 1912; John R.
Howard to CIA, June 18, 1910: NARA/WEA; J. A. Paredes, ed.
Anishinabe: Six Studies of Modern Chippewa, Tallahassee:
University Presses of Florida, 1980, 31. S.A. Barrett,
"The Dream Dance of the Chippewa and Menominee Indians of
Northern Wisconsin," Bulletin of the Public Museum of the
City of Milwaukee, Vol. I, November 1911, 256-7.
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prohibition at Indian festivities.

White Earth

Superintendent John Howard "instructed the police to

maintain a strict watch for any drunken people" during
the July 4th celebration there in 1912.

Prohibition

enforcement depended upon the whims of the individual
agents.

At Nett Lake, Superintendent Reagan and other

Indian agents used alcohol charges to make an example of

the Goodskys regarding school attendance.

Frustrated by

their inability to provide for the most basic needs of
their Indian "wards," Nett Lake's agents turned to
alcohol to shift the blame for the inadequacy of

government's policy.
At White Earth Reservation, however, alcohol charges

exacerbated internal tensions on the reservation.
Bringing liquor charges against an opponent guaranteed

the Indian Service's attention.

In 1915, Shagoskung

wrote to Ben Fairbanks, complaining that the conservative
Indians at Pine Point were holding dances on the

government school grounds "making the Indians lazy and do

nothing but dance."

Shagoskung, an employee of the metis

cultural broker Gus Beaulieu, added that, "[w]hen the

dances started whiskey was present also, right on the

John Howard to CIA, July 13, 1912: NARA/LTF.
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school grounds."

Shagoskung's letter, forwarded

by-

Fairbanks to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, prompted
an immediate investigation by the Indian Bureau.

Several Pine Point opponents of Beaulieu and his

associates wrote to John Howard denying Shagoskung 's
charges.

One correspondent, Ahjejank (Frank Smith)

wrote
When they [the Pine Pointers] have had visitors
from Red Lake and Leech Lake, they have had
occasional dances to entertain their visitors.

Another Pine Point resident, Chaboshkung, suggested that
Shagoskung had tried to "get up

a

dance himself there,"

but that the Pine Point residents would not attend

because of his association with Beaulieu.

After

Beaulieu 's and Fairbank's role in the dispossession at
White Earth became evident, many White Earth residents

wanted nothing to do with them.

No longer were their

prior roles as cultural mediators respected.

Chaboshkung

further alleged that Shagoskung had "been known to sell

whiskey to the Indians.

He is not respected by the real

^5
Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy, 221-2.; Sha-goskung to B.L. Fairbanks, January 11, 1915; CIA to Howard,
January 28, 1915; Secretary of the Interior to Howard,
February 13, 1915: NARA/WEA.

Ah-je-jank (Frank Smith) to Howard, February 19,
1915: NARA/WEA.
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Indians at Pine Point (emphasis added)."

Superintendent

Howard concluded that Shagoskung was trying "to create

friction among the Indians at Pine Point, to embarrass

the Government employes [sic] at that place, and to
discredit this office," in order "to secure evidence to
be used by them in the land suits that are pending.

"^^

The disagreements at White Earth that were

articulated through alcohol drew in Indian Bureau agents
as well as the Indian residents there.

John Howard's

staunch opposition to Gus Beaulieu led to accusations by

Beaulieu that Howard was "lax" in his enforcement of
liquor laws, sometimes allowing individuals to go free

after confiscating their liquor, especially during the
frigid winter months.

For his part, Howard accused

Beaulieu 's associates of bringing alcohol onto the
reservation.

Through the reservation newspaper, The

Tomahawk^ and voluminous correspondence to the Bureau of

Indian Affairs, Beaulieu lambasted John Howard and the
Indian Service.^®

CIA to Howard, January 28, 1915; Secretary of the
Interior to Howard, February 13, 1915; Cha-bosh-kung to
Howard, February 19, 1915; Howard to CIA, February 24,
1915: NARA/WEA.
TO

,

Gus Beaulieu to Henry Larson, December 27, 1913;
NARA/LTF; "Indian Liquor Sales Blamed on Uncle Sam,
Minneapolis Journal, December 22, 1913; J. P. Brandt to
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Although in his official correspondence with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Beaulieu articulated

a

hardline

stance against selling liquor to the White Earth's
Indians, The Tomahawk reflected a different position.

On

January 22, 1904, The Tomahawk wrote that the enforcement
of treaties to prevent liquor sales to Indians "is

detrimental to all classes" of "businessmen" and
suggested that those who were "disorderly" be arrested,
fined, and put in jail.

The article further stated:

...the law which prohibits the sale of liquor
to Indians. .makes criminals out of over threefourths of all the members of reservations in
the United States... for there is hardly a man
who lives on a reservation that has not
introduced intoxicants in the Indian
country.
.

The Tomahawk article illuminates the question about how

Indian people obtained alcohol both before and after the
Indian Bureau's attempt to enforce treaty prohibition.
It explains, that,

in 1904, many White Earth Anishinaabeg

brought liquor from nearby towns.

After 1904, with the

establishment of the Soo Line towns of Mahnomen, Wauban,
Calloway, and Ogeraa, town officials issued liquor

Henry Larson, February
25, 1914: NARA/LTF.
^'

6,

1914; Howard to CIA, February

"Is the Law Right?", The Tomahawk, January 22,

1904.
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licenses to businesses there, making the trip to off-

reservation towns unnecessary for White Earth residents
on the western side of the reservation.

When William

Johnson closed two saloons in Mahnomen in 1910, Beaulieu
associate John Carl appealed to the Indian Bureau.

Both

of these saloons were operated by metis associates of Gus

Beaulieu and John Carl, suggesting that some metis at

White Earth continued older patterns of maintaining their
role as traders and businessmen, in this case running

what were legally licensed saloons.*'^

After 1909, with the sale of alcohol to Indians

curtailed first by Indian treaty and later by Minnesota
state law, Anishinaabe people were no longer free to

patronize saloons openly, although some continued to buy
liquor at the back door of the saloons.

Leech Lake

resident William Morrell recalled that, before the
Special Office's prohibition efforts, he bought liquor
"right in the saloon."

Afterwards, although he still

bought whiskey liquor in the saloon, he consumed it
elsewhere.

James Draper related another tactic for

procuring alcohol, in which "the Indian gets all the

whiskey he wants" by getting someone to buy it, paying a

*°

John Carl to A.O. Eberhart, March
1910: NARA/LTF.

CIA, April 12,
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9,

1910; WEJ to

dollar for the whiskey and dollar to the person obtaining
the liquor.
laws,

While some saloons openly defied the liquor

especially between 1911 and 1914 when state law

prevailed, most that sold alcohol to Indians did so
surreptitiously.*^

Increasingly common as the 1910s wore on were "blind
pig" operations, both off and on the reservations.

The

dynamics of one blind big operation are highlighted in a
criminal case from 1912.
Leech Lake Anishinaabeg

On November 30, 1912, three

— one

man and

a

woman

— bought

six

pints of whiskey for five dollars from non-Indian Joe
Markee.

Markee was a Cass Lake bartender who apparently

operated a "blind pig" out of his house on the side.

Ogeemagenish testified that Markee gave Joe Critt a
"package" containing the bottles "by the fence by the
road" outside his house.

All three Leech Lakers

testified that it not the first time they had bought

whiskey from Markee.*^
The Anishinaabe woman, Inesahbek, testified that she
drove the team of horses and a sleigh taking them to and

AIRP, MS 286; James Draper to the Secretary of
the Interior, July 19, 1912: NARA/LTF.

The evidence for this discussion is in State of
Minnesota v. Joe Markee, Cass Lake District Court,
Criminal Case File 301, MHSA.
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from Cass Lake that day, waiting while the two men

obtained the liquor.

Inesahbek then "drove ahead and

waited for them" in the sleigh, apparently to help

After

facilitate a quick departure if necessary.

receiving the bundle, the Anishinaabeg traveled back
towards Leech Lake, drinking on the way, when they were

arrested by local Minnesota authorities.

Indian

prohibition not only made procuring alcohol a more
complicated task but also increased the likelihood of
arrest

The Markee case also demonstrates that, at least for
the people on the north side of Leech Lake Reservation,

obtaining alcohol was not an everyday affair

— they

had to

travel into town with a team of horses and sleigh to get.

When the three Anishinaabeg testified in court, all three
were positive of the day of the transaction, because as

Inesahbek testified: "I know it was Saturday because
came to town."

I

When asked if she knew "Saturday better

than any day of the week," Inesahbek answered, "Yes."

Ogeemagenish was certain of the day, date, and time that
they visited Markee 's house

— procuring

six pints of

whiskey from Markee was part of the trip to town, which

occurred every couple of weeks.
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There were some on-reservation "blind pigs," some of

which were run by Indians, although others were not.
Some of the "blind pigs" were family-run, according to a

group of White Earth women.

These women complained that

.

arresting male bootleggers did not help ease the liquor
situation, since "other members of his family carry on

the traffic in his absense [sic]" making "the women
then.

.

.the offenders.

"^^

The "blind pig" operations of non-Indians drew

occasional Anishinaabe complaints.

Daydahgegwanayash

wrote that "white people" sold liquor from the "blind
pig" on Ponsford, in the southeastern corner of White
Earth.

Indian agent John Hinton averred that "most" of

the "blind pigs" at White Earth were run by non-Indians
but worried about Anishinaabe bootleggers as well,
stating that
in some instances Indians themselves have
engaged in the introduction of liquor into the
Reservation and acted as boot-leggers or blindpiggers.
.

.

Mary M= English, Beatrice M. Johnson, Mrs. L.L.
Lynch, Ida M. Tobin, Mrs. Sophia Warren, Mrs. Mary Donald,
Grace A. Warren, Mrs. Frank Warren, and Mrs. Jesse Porter to
CIA, June 9, 1909; Day-dah-ge-gwan-ay-ash to CIA, August 3,
1911; NARA/LTF.

^

John Hinton to CIA, October
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9,

1912.

Perhaps the most elaborate method of procuring
alcohol occurred around the remote Nett Lake Reservation,

where some Anishinaabeg used their skills and their

knowledge of northern Minnesota's terrain to negotiate
the tricky boundary waters and procure liquor from

Anishinaabeg living on the Canadian side of the border.
Special Officer J. P. Brandt reported that the Nett Lake

Anishinaabeg would canoe to Canada, obtain alcohol, then
drop the contraband in the woods on the American side.
The canoeists would then return home.

Later, one of them

would go on foot to pick up the liquor.

One can surmise

that a group of Indians, planning to parch their rice or

pick berries, would obtain some liquor and prepare to
camp.

One can imagine that such a scenario might involve

a bit of excitement as well:

canoeing through the

boundary waters, making the illegal purchase, dropping
the liquor in the woods, and returning to pick it up
all,

they hoped, without getting caught by government

agents or local law enforcement officers.

Then, having

successfully encamped, they might leave behind a pile of
empty bottles along with the knowledge of having put one

The evidence for this discussion is from Henry A.
Larson to CIA, September 20, 1913: NARA/LTF.
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"over on the law and order."

In this context, a

seemingly mundane activity such as purchasing
alcohol takes on the flavor of opposition to government
control and resistance to infantilization/^
Most of the discourse about American Indians and
alcohol has assumed, either explicitly or implicitly,

that alcoholism was the inevitable outcome when an Indian
person drank, an assumption that has intensified in the
late twentieth century.

For centuries, non-Indians have

consistently enunciated this argument without questioning
it.

Yet the evidence for Minnesota's Anishinaabeg

renders these assumptions problematic and offers an

alternative view

— that

Anishinaabe people used alcohol in

a variety of ways, that they were active in defining the

role of alcohol in their societies, and that they had

reasonable social controls around alcohol use.

For some

acculturating Anishinaabeg, non-Indian saloons served an
important social function and encouraged assimilation

with their non-Indians neighbors.

However, the

enforcement of Indian prohibition removed these Indians

Joan Weibel-Orlando, "Indians, Ethnicity, and
Alcohol: Contrasting Perceptions of the Ethnic Self and
Alcohol Use," in Linda A. Bennett and Genevieve M. Ames,
eds.. The American Experience with Alcohol: Contrasting
Cultural Perspectives, New York: Plenum Press, 1985, 201226; "law and order" quote from 205.
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from the mainstream of non-Indian society and placed them

apart socially, politically, and economically, increasing

their visibility as drinkers.
Further, the Anishinaabeg vanderstood that there were

appropriate and inappropriate drinking times.

Far from

being universally alcoholic, they often used alcohol in
ways similar to non-Indians

— as

part of a cycle in

sociability of which alcohol was one facet.

Alcohol had

long been a part of the fabric of ritual and traditional

activities for some Anishinaabeg.

The Anishinaabeg

incorporated alcohol in ways not necessarily destructive
to their society as a whole, and it may, at times, have

been part of the transmission of culture.

For some Anishinaabeg, the poverty and dislocation

brought on by dispossession may have increased the desire
to drink as a way of forgetting the impact of the

historical changes of the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries.

Alaskan native Harold Napoleon has

suggested that the devastating alcohol use among his
people is the result of post-traumatic stress disorder,
in which the survivors of anomic dislocation "found in

liguor a narcotic which numbed their troubled minds."

At

the allotted reservations in Minnesota, social conditions
in the early

twentieth century suggest that the people
160

there may have been ripe for such numbing.

Having

facilitated dispossession, the Indian Bureau was unable
to address the pressing social, economic, and material

needs of Minnesota's Anishinaabeg.

At White Earth

Reservation, John Howard continually asked for a

tuberculosis hospital there, where fully one-fourth of
the residents were thought to be in some stage of the

disease.

Another quarter of the people at White Earth

were also suffering from trachoma.

Howard was rebuffed

in his request and hence was forced to send tubercular

children to the government's nearest facility in
Colville, Washington.

Many other Anishinaabe children,

such as Maggie and Effie Goodsky, were taken from the

parents' care and placed at Indian boarding schools where

material conditions were often worse than on the
reservations.

Conditions at the allotted reservations in

Minnesota suggest a parallel to the "Great Death"
suffered by Napoleon's Yup'ik people.*^

Harold Napoleon, YuuYarsLq'' The Way of the Human
Being, Fairbanks: Center for Cross-Cultural Studies, College
of Rural Alaska, University of Alaska, 1991; Howard to CIA,
September 1, 1909; Howard to CIA, February 25, 1910; Dr.
H.M. Bracken, Minnesota State Board of Health to CIA,
February 26, 1912; "Preliminary Report of Joseph A. Murphy,
Medical Supervisor: Medical Inspection of the White Earth
Reservation": NARA/WEA.
'"'^
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The attempt of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to

enforce Indian prohibition created specific tensions
about alcohol, adaptation, and assimilation.

Indian

prohibition may have increased Indian drinking, as part
of their resistance to control by the federal government.

Certainly, it succeeded in singling out Indian people as

socially and physically inferior "others," an outcome
which belied the rhetoric of Indian policy and exposes
the true intent of the allotment and assimilation

program

— the

permanent dispossession and marginalization

of American Indians.
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CHAPTER 5
LIQUOR LAW AND INDIAN POLICY, 1905-1920

The impetus for

dramatic change in Indian policy

a

began with a decision regarding alcohol sales to Indian
citizens.

On April 10, 1905, the United States Supreme

Court handed down its decision in a case known as Matter
of Heff.

Albert Heff

a non-Indian,

,

had been convicted

in federal district court in Kansas for selling liquor to

John Butler, a Kickapoo Indian.

Heff's lawyers argued on

appeal that because Butler was a citizen of the state of
Kansas, he was subject to Kansas liquor laws, not federal
laws.

The Supreme Court agreed and ruled that citizen-

Indians were protected by the fourteenth amendment of the

Constitution and thus "entitled to all the rights,
privileges, and immunities of other Citizens of the State
and to the equal protection of its laws."

The Supreme

Court articulated further:
We are of the opinion that when the United
States grants the privileges of citizenship to
an Indian, gives to him the benefit of and
requires him to be subject to the laws, both
civil and criminal, of the State, it places him
outside the reach of police regulations on the
part of Congress .
.

.

Matter of Heff, 197 U.S., 488 (1905).
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The court's decision sent Shockwaves through the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.

Although gradually restricted and

eventually overturned completely,^ the Heff decision had
a

decisive impact on American Indian policy.

Accustomed

to plenary power in all areas of Indian life and

appointed the Indians' guardian by the 1831 Supreme Court

decision in Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, the Indian
Service had long employed the rhetoric of benevolence and

paternalism in asserting its sweeping power over Indian
peoples.
In Washington, the Heff decision led directly to the

establishment of a Special Office for the Suppression of
Liquor Among the Indians by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
In 1906 the Indian Affairs Office asked the U.S.

Congress

to appropriate money "for use in the employment of

detectives to obtain the evidence required to prosecute
the violators of the law which forbids the sale of liquor
to Indians."

Although he did not specify how the federal

government would enforce a law which for most Indian
people in 1906 had just been ruled unconstitutional.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Francis Leupp, wrote:

^
In U.S. V. Nice, 241 U.S., 591 (1916), the court
upheld "the power of Congress to regulate or prohibit
traffic in intoxicating liquor with tribal Indians within
"
a State, whether upon or off an Indian reservation
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Reports began to pour in upon this Office from
various agencies that the Indians were drinking
to excess, and the agents and superintendents
asked to be advised what they should now do in
regard to the sale of liquor to allotted
Indians in view of the decision in the Heff
case.^

Although the Indian Bureau had been pressing for a
Special Office to fight alcohol sales to Indian people
since 1895, it was not until the year after Heff that

Congress approved twenty-five thousand dollars for the

Commissioner of Indian Affairs "to take action to
suppress the traffic of intoxicating liquors among
Indians

.

"

By 1908 the amount had increased to forty

thousand dollars.

Endowed with broad powers and with the

task of sorting through the various state laws and Indian

treaties and determining which Indian peoples were U.S.
citizens and which were U.S. wards, the Bureau of Indian

Affairs needed a Special Officer to wade through the
legalese surrounding liquor laws and their possible
enforcement.^

The Indian Bureau hired two Special Officers for the
Suppression of Liquor Among the Indians, one of whom was

RCIA 1895, 57; Felix Cohen, Handbook of Federal
Indian Law, Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1971, 352; RCIA 1906, 38-41, quoted material from 39.
^

*

RCIA 1905, 25; RCIA 1906, 41; RCIA 1908,
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40".

William E. Johnson, hired on August

3,

1906.

Johnson

came highly recommended by several prominent

prohibitionists, among them E.W. Sweet and Edwin C.

Dinwiddie of the American Anti-Saloon League as well as
United States senators H.C. Hansbrough of North Dakota
and Jacob Gallinger of New Hampshire.

In his

recommendation. Sweet claimed that Johnson was

"considered by the general officers of the Anti-Saloon
League of America to be perhaps the best-equipped man in
this country for such work

,"

citing Johnson's

expertise on the "liquor question," his experience in
detective work, and his "integrity and intelligence."
None of the recommendation letters contained in Johnson's

Indian Service file mention any prior experience with

American Indians.

In his application letter, Johnson

cites no experience with, or interest in, American
Indians, yet Johnson was hired within weeks at an annual

salary of twenty-five hundred dollars plus expenses,^

^
E.W. Sweet to CIA, June 4, 1906; Edwin C.
Dinwiddie to CIA, June 9, 1906; Senator H.C. Hansbrough
to CIA, June 13, 1906; Senator Jacob H. Gallinger to CIA,
June 25, 1906; WEJ to CIA, July 4, 1906; CIA to the
Secretary of the Interior, July 25, 1906; "Copy of
Commission (Form 1-256) for the Records and Files":
Official Personnel Folder of William E. Johnson, United
States Office of Personnel Management, St. Louis,
Missouri (hereafter, WEJ Folder).
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Indian people and Indian culture were secondary to

alcohol

Born in 1862, Johnson had been raised in "temperance
ways" and had worked for constitutional Prohibition since
1889.

Immediately before Johnson went to work for the

Indian Service, he was working as a writer and editor for
the prohibitionist publisher Isaac

K.

Funk.

Johnson

proved to be

a

staunch ally of the Anti-Saloon League of

America (ASL)

,

adopting ASL tactics during his tenure in

the Indian Service.

In Johnson, the ASL placed in a

position of federal power a man who would enforce treaty
clauses which had long been dormant.

Writing in the

temperance newspaper. The American Patriot, in 1913,
Johnson referred to the Special Office for Suppression of
Liquor Among the Indians as the ASL's "most irrepressible
child."

As Chief Special Officer from 1906 to 1911,

Johnson attempted to play a delicate political game in

which he wielded considerable federal power on
basis.

a

regional

In the long run, however, Johnson's inability to

compromise on the liquor question led to the failure of
the government campaign to end the sale of alcohol to the

Anishinaabeg in Minnesota.^

^
"William E. Johnson, A Life-Sketch, by an
Indian," Thomas Frederick Arthur Williams Papers, series
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Historian Richard

F.

Hamm places prohibitionists

among the ranks of "abolitionist" progressives who sought
to "root out as completely as possible the evils they saw
in society."

Much like the opponents of prostitution,

gambling, and other moral "vices," prohibitionists

invoked the morality of their cause, advocating a Mosaic

view of law and arguing that law should reflect the

Christian God's commandments.

Most prohibitionists

opposed any regulation of the liquor industry, since

regulation gave legitimacy to the underlying evil.
Hence, prohibitionists opposed the federal liquor tax,
and most also opposed the high license fee strategy.^

According to Hamm, the Anti-Saloon League of
America, founded in 1893 as the Ohio Anti-Saloon League
by Howard Hyde Russell, "introduced innovations in the

political and legal methods" of the prohibition movement.
Where the radical prohibitionists of the 1890s sought an

3,

Nebraska State Historical Society Archives; Richard F.

Hamm, Shaping the 18th Amendment: Temperance Reform^
Legal Culture, and the Polity, 1880-1920, Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1995, 127-128; 132142; William E. Johnson, "League Promotes Protection of
Indians," The American Patriot, May 1913, Temperance and
Prohibition Papers, Series XVIII, Reel 1; Anti-Saloon
League Year Book 1909, edited by Ernest Hurst
Cherrington, Columbus Ohio: The Anti-Saloon League of
America, 1909, 20.
^

Hamm, Shaping the Eighteenth Amendment,
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immediate constitutional amendment banning alcohol across
the United States, the ASL took a more pragmatic

approach, seeking to build "favorable local public

support" through "agitation, legislation, and law
enforcement."

The ASL sought not only the creation' of

new laws but the enforcement of all liquor regulations on
the books.

This was the approach adopted by William

Johnson as Chief Special Officer for the Suppression of
Liquor Among the Indians.

Sociologist Joseph R. Gusfield has argued that the

prohibitions were believers in "coercive reform" and
"benevolent repression."

Coercive reform sought to

control those who were "beyond repentance or redemption,"

while benevolent repression aimed to control those who
could not perceive the destructive nature of their

drinking habits.

Gusfield argues that prohibitionists'

goals were more symbolic than real, and that, in the
early twentieth century, men such as Johnson felt

threatened by the increasing alienation of community,
polarization of society, and by groups holding different
cultural norms.'

*

Hamm, Shaping the Eighteenth Amendment, 129-142.

'
Joseph R. Gusfield, Symbolic Crusade: Status
Politics and the American Temperance Movement, second
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Richard Hamm, on the other hand, argues that the
exclusively symbolic interpretation of the prohibition
movement ignores the "cultural context of dry ideas" and
the prohibitionists'

League's
change.

— use

— especially

the Anti-Saloon

of a sophisticated legal strategy to effect

He further argues that prohibitionists, through

the eradication of alcohol, sought to improve society

morally and materially by ridding it of the degenerating
and costly alcohol habit.

Hence, the Mosaic view of law

combined with a "pragmatic and functional approach" to
achieve a clear goal that

mere symbol.

— to

them

— was

far more than

'°

Yet, on many levels, the Special Office for the

Suppression of Liquor Among the Indians functioned on
both

a

practical and on a symbolic level for the Anti-

Saloon League and for the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

On

the one hand, official American Indian policy in the

early twentieth century espoused the total assimilation
of Indian people into the American populace through a

edition, Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois
Press, 1986, 87-88; Joseph R. Gusfield, "Benevolent
Repression: Popular Culture, Social Structure, and the
Control of Drinking," in Drinking: Behavior and Belief in
Modern History, edited by Susanna Barrows and Robin Room,
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991, 399-424.
^°

Hamm, Shaping the Eighteenth Amendment,
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10,

136.

process of acculturation.

However, for Johnson the

question was not whether Indian people were acculturating
to one degree or another to non-Indian society but rather
that some Indian people were acculturating to the wrong

non-Indian norms.

The obstacle to proper assimilation

was not necessarily the Indians per se but rather non-

Indians who sold liquor to Indian people and who provided

examples of inappropriate alcohol use.

Outwardly Johnson

expressed a nominal sympathy for Indians, shrouded in the

paternalism of "guardian" to "ward," his own writings
often espousing the "benevolent repression" of American

Indian drinking.

Johnson reserved his greatest wrath for saloonkeepers, brewers, liquor interests, and uncooperative
locals.

For example, in 1910 Johnson excited

considerable controversy in the town of Deer River,
Minnesota, when he accused the "saloon men" of making "a

regular business of selling whiskey to Indians and

rolling lumberjacks."

Minnesota congressional

representative C.B. Miller complained to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs that Johnson's statement was "a libel upon
the class of persons specifically mentioned," in this
case,

lumberjacks.

Several weeks later, Johnson

reiterated his attack, when he wrote that Deer River was
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a

"lumber town, with no agricultural territory."

Referring to the "rolling lumberjacks" of Deer River,

Johnson concluded that the saloons there were "dens of
thieves" in a town "controlled" by a railroad and two
lumber companies.

It is not at all surprising that in a

later internal memo, the Commissioner wrote that "Mr.

Johnson and those agents engaged in the suppression of
the liquor traffic among the Indians in Minnesota in the

past year or so have been the cause of much discontent

and ill-feeling."

Johnson's tactics and personality were

central to the escalating resentment of Minnesota's nonIndians towards the Bureau of Indian Affairs and, by
association, to the local Anishinaabeg.
The long

arm.

Indian peoples.

of the Special Office did not reach all

Where local option had made towns or

counties dry, county and state enforcement prevailed and
in general local opinion supported the suppression of

alcohol for everyone, not just for Indians.

The 1906

bill authorizing the establishment of the Special Office
for the Suppression of Liquor Among the Indians

WEJ to W. A. Lacroyx, December 18, 1909; WEJ to
CIA, December 21, 1909; C. B. Miller to CIA, December 29,
1909; CIA to WEJ, January 13, 1910; WEJ to CIA, January
17, 1910 (two letters): NARA/LTF; CIA to unknown,
February 12, 1911: WEJ Folder.
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stipulated that fifteen thousand dollars of the initial
twenty-five-thousand-dollar appropriation be spent in the
"Indian Territory and Oklahoma."

Hence it was there that

Johnson concentrated his first two years' efforts.

Public agitation was pivotal in determining where
the Special Office focused its energies.

And it was in

the land of the Anishinaabeg in the state of Minnesota

that the controversy surrounding Indian people and

alcohol reached its peak.

In the fall of 1908,

Commissioner Leupp sent Johnson two newspaper articles
and two letters that had crossed his desk.
and articles focused on land and annuities.

newspaper article dated September
Falls, with a headline reading,

1,

1908,

These letters
One

from Fergus

"Used Liquor to Rob

Indian," maintained that "Indians were kept drunk until
they signed the papers transferring their lands."

The

article further alluded to the "law permitting mixed
bloods to sell" their allotments, a reference to the

'2
RCIA 1907, 27; WEJ to CIA, January 28, 1910:
NARA/LTF; John Kobler, Ardent Spirits: The Rise and Fall
of Prohibition, New York, G.P. Putnam, 1973, 187; CIA to
Secretary of the Interior, October 18, 1906: WEJ Folder.
For Johnson's early work as the Chief Special Officer for
Suppression of Liquor Among the Indians in Oklahoma, see
F.A. McKenzie, "Pussyfoot" Johnson: Crusader i?efor;ner A
Man Among Men, New York: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1920,
81-85; C. E. Hunter to Charles J. Bonaparte, September 2,
1907: NARA/LTF.
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Clapp Rider of 1906, specific to White Earth's "mixedblood" people.^'
If the purpose of the 1908 Walker Pilot article was
to keep the "foolish" Indian Bureau out of Minnesota, the

plan backfired with a vengeance.

On November 13,

1908,

Commissioner of Indian Affairs Francis Leupp sent Johnson
copies of the Walker Pilot and Fergus Falls articles and

instructed him to "take appropriate steps to prevent the

continuance of the liquor traffic in that vicinity."

On

November 19, Leupp "requested" that Johnson "go to
Minnesota and, if possible, take up personally the work
in reference to the White Earth Reservation..."

Johnson

was busy enforcing liquor laws and treaties in seventeen

other states so it took him until January 1909 to arrive
in snowy,

ice-packed north central Minnesota.^*

Johnson's plan for Minnesota involved enforcing
provisions of several Chippewa treaties negotiated in the
1850s and 1860s.

Most Anishinaabe people in Minnesota

had been granted citizenship when they received their

"Used Liquor to Rob Indians," Walker Pilot,
September 1, 1908; CIA to WEJ, November 13, 1908:
NARA/LTF.

CIA to WEJ, November 13, 1908; CIA to WEJ,
November 19, 1908; WEJ to CIA, December 15, 1908; CIA to
WEJ, January 13, 1909; WEJ to CIA, February 15, 1909:
NARA/LTF.
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allotments, and, because of the Heff decision, it was no
longer a federal crime to sell them alcohol.

Johnson

sought to circumvent the restrictions of Heff by invoking

never-enforced clauses of the nineteenth-century
treaties.

The language of the treaties varied but the

1854 treaty with the Mississippi band is typical:
No spirituous liquors shall be made, sold, or
used on any of the lands herein set apart for
the residence of the Indians, and the sale of
the same shall be prohibited in the Territory
hereby ceded, until otherwise ordered by the
President, (emphasis added)

By invoking the nineteenth-century treaties, Johnson had
at his disposal the possibility of banning all alcohol

within most of northern Minnesota.

Although Johnson had

difficulty figuring out exactly where the ceded land
began and ended, he did not plan to enforce alcohol

prohibition in the entire ceded territory

(a

task the

U.S. attorney in Minnesota thought would be "imprac-

ticable."

Rather he planned to direct the Indian Agents

on the various reservation "to give any and all licensed
saloon keepers therein thirty days' notice to get out of

business and dispose of their stock of liquors."

After

the month was up, Johnson and his deputies "would

Charles J. Kappler, Indian Affairs: Laws and
Treaties, Vol. II, Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1904, 648-651.
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undertake ... to summarily clean out any business of this
kind that may be left over, and prosecute offenders in
the Federal Court for introducing it."'*

Leupp replied that Johnson's program had a "good
deal to commend it" and that the Indian Office might

"decide to take it up later and carry it through."
However, the Commissioner wanted Johnson to consult first

with Frederick Zollman, the attorney for the Minnesota
Brewers' Association and a "very prominent factor in the

Zollman had been

brewing interests of the Northwest."

lobbying the Indian Bureau to allow the brewers and

saloonkeepers to regulate the liquor trade themselves.
Leupp suggested giving Zollman and his colleagues a

chance and instructed Johnson to meet with Zollman before
doing anything in Minnesota.

That Leupp was so

accommodating to Zollman is an indication that the

Prohibition campaign of the Anti-Saloon League did not
yet have the influence that it would within a few short
years.

Johnson met with Zollman in February 1909,

proclaiming their discussion "satisfactory," although
still requesting "a digest of various treaties

stipulating as to the liquor traf fic.

.

.where lands have

WEJ to CIA, December 15, 1908 (two letters)
NARA/LTF.
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been opened up for settlement."

Johnson employed a

familiar ASL strategy in giving the Minnesota Brewers'

Association the chance to "clean up the trade," but
remaining skeptical that it could not possibly stop all
the illegal sales to Indians through self-regulation

Zollman's interest in Johnson's work in Minnesota is

understandable considering the capital investment of
brewers, who often advanced money to saloonkeepers for
rent,

license fees, and initial inventories

considering Johnson's

coitimon

— and

also

practice of destroying the

saloon's liquor supply and its furnishings.

Throughout

late 1908 and early 1909, Zollman continually assured

Johnson and Leupp that saloonkeepers would not sell
alcohol to Minnesota's Indian people.

Zollman told the

Special Officer and his boss that he was dealing with

"prominent men" who could "absolutely handle conditions
and control the situation

"

As a demonstration, the

retail liquor dealers, civil authorities, and "citizens
of Walker" voted on May 13,

1909, to "do everything in

our power and honestly co-operate with the Federal

government and State Authorities to prevent the sale of

CIA to WEJ, January 13, 1909; WEJ to CIA,
February 15, 1909: NARA/LTF; K. Austin Kerr, Organized
for Prohibition: A New History of the Anti-Saloon League,
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985, 160-184.
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liquor to the Indians."

Similar resolutions passed in

numerous northern Minnesota towns, including Cass Lake,
Brookston, and CloquetJ^

Zollman seems to have been somewhat sincere in his
promise to prevent Minnesota's liquor dealers from
selling to Indian people.

In July 1909,

•

Zollman wrote to

the Commissioner that there was "considerable trouble as
to whether saloons can be conducted at [Bena and Ball
Club] without indulging in sales to Indians..."

Zollman

recommended that the Special Officer refrain from closing
the towns' saloons without first having cause, so that it

would not "have the appearance of discrimination."
Zollman was aware of the "factional strife" that might
arise if towns were pitted against each other.
If the Special Officer for Suppression of Liquor

Among the Indians had been Zollman 's and the liquor
sellers' only obstacle, they may have reached some kind
of accord.

However, simultaneous with the efforts of the

CIA to WEJ, January 13, 1909: NARA/LTF; Norman H.
Clark, Deliver Vs From Evil: An Interpretation of
American Prohibition, New York: W.W. Norton & Company,
1976, 55; Zollman to WEJ, March 20, 1909; Zollman to CIA,
May 18, 1909; Richard M. Funck to Zollman, May 14, 1909;
Liquor Dealers
Brookston to the Brookston Village
Council, May 17, 1909; Statement of the "Liquor Dealers
of the city of Cloquet," May 25, 1909: NARA/LTF.
^'

Zollman to CIA, July

9,
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Minnesota Brewers' Association, Minnesota's Prohibition
State Committee opened the "Campaign of 1909 and 1910."
The Minnesota campaign was the result of a "broad, state-

by-state drive for national Prohibition" which the AntiSaloon League of America formulated in 1908.

Acting on

its pragmatic, situational strategy to prohibition, the

ASL pushed for the strict enforcement of the nineteenth-

century treaties in northern Minnesota, banning liquor
from the entire area.^°

The Minnesota Prohibition State Committee's
secretary, W.G. Calderwood, wrote the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs in 1909 about the village of Grand Marais,

with its two hundred people and four saloons.

Claiming

that Grand Marais had "no farming community

but ... make

their chief revenue from an Indian village situated a
mile and one-half away," Calderwood spoke on behalf of

"three or four of the citizens" of Grand Marais in asking
the Indian Bureau to close down the town's saloons

completely.

Calderwood thus attempted to use the

proximity of an "Indian village" as a justification for

Hamm, Shaping the Eighteenth Amendment, 8-9;
Robert H. Wiebe, The Search for Order, 1877-1920, New
York: Hill and Wang, 1967, 290-291; Kerr, Organized for
2°

Prohibition, 122-126.
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the extermination of the liquor trade in the non-Indian
town of Grand Marais.^^
The Commissioner's Office replied that the Indian

Bureau did not send the Special Office to work in
"localities where public sentiment will not sustain

enforcement," unless it "was necessary to protect its
wards."

It was not the Indian Bureau's intent to enforce

liquor prohibitions based on Indian treaties among the

non-Indian populations; local sentiment would not support
such a move.

In 1910 White Earth Superintendent John

Howard wrote that local "State and County
of ficials.

.

.depend on the voters for their election" and

hence had "failed to co-operate to any considerable
extent in the suppression of liquor traffic among the
Indians of this Reservation."^^
In such a climate, Johnson and his special officers

needed to act somewhat judiciously to avoid completely
alienating local non-Indians.

In June 1909, Johnson

W.G. Calderwood to CIA, August 21, 1909:
NARA/LTF.
W.G. Calderwood to CIA, August 16, 1909;
Calderwood to CIA, August 21, 1909; CIA to Calderwood,
undated: NARA/LTF; "Annual Report, 1910. White Earth
Agency, Minnesota," KCFRC/WEA.
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again clarified his plan for suppressing the liquor

traffic among the Indians of Minnesota:
I take the view that these treaties were made
for the protection of the Indians, and for no
other purpose.
I have felt that if these
Indians can be best protected by closing no
saloons that no saloons should be closed; that'
if they can be best protected by closing a part
of the saloons and leaving others, this should
be done; that if they can be best protected by
closing all the saloons, that this should be
done.... I have held... that it is for the liquor
dealers themselves to determine by their
conduct how far they should compel the
Government to go in this matter.^

Johnson's prose closely parallels Abraham Lincoln's 1863
letter to New York Tribune editor Horace Greeley, in

defense of the limited scope of the Emancipation

Proclamation:
If I could save the Union without freeing any
slave I would do it, and if I could save it by
freeing alJ the slaves I would do it, and if I
could save it by freeing some and leaving
others along I would also do that.^^

As with Abraham Lincoln, the seemingly cautious tone of

Johnson's rhetoric belies the intensity of his purpose.
Johnson was fully intent on preventing the sale of all

"

WE J to CIA, June

20,

1909: NARA/LTF.

Quoted in Stephen B. Gates, With Malice Toward
None: The Life of Abraham Lincoln, New York: Harper and
Rowe, Publishers, Inc., 1977, 340.
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liquor to all Indians in Minnesota, or as close to it as
he could get.

From the beginning there were serious problems with

prohibiting alcohol on White Earth Reservation.

For one

thing the vast majority of White Earth no longer
"belonged" to its Anishinaabe residents.

In 1904 the

Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Sainte Marie Railway

Company laid tracks through the western part of White
Earth, causing several non-Indians towns to spring up

seemingly overnight.

These townsites were actually on

the White Earth Reservation, not within the "ceded

territory."

They had also been built with a clause

requiring them not to sell "intoxicating" beverages
within the townships.^'

Despite this restriction, one of

the western reservation towns, Mahnomen, housed several

cold storage plants and warehouses for beer and liquor.

Zollman asked that wholesalers be allowed to continue to
store alcohol in Mahnomen as long as the saloons were
closed.

Johnson was vehemently opposed to this plan,

William Watts Folwell, A History of Minnesota
Volume IV, St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press,
1930, 263-265.
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calling Mahnomen "the core of the troubles on the White
Earth Reservation."^^
By June 1909, Zollman agreed with Johnson that the

situation in Mahnomen was not under his control.

Zollman

thought, however, that since Mahnomen was the county
seat, there was sufficient local law enforcement to

prevent sales to Indian people.

Johnson proposed in

response that the saloons of Mahnomen be closed
immediately, calling its liquor dealers "so depraved that

they will not cooperate with an organization of reputable
liquor dealers in obeying the law."

Johnson still

claimed to "welcome whatever assistance the Minnesota
State Brewers' Association can give" but reminded the

Commissioner of Indian Affairs of the urgency of cleaning
up the liquor traffic before "winter sets in."

Johnson

further recciniuended that, once notice was given that

treaty powers were being invoked, then "we absolutely and
forever close and lock the doors against any negotiations
for the reinstatement of the liquor traffic in such town,

locality or county."^''

26

WEJ to CIA, March

3,
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In early September 1909, White Earth's

Superintendent John Howard ordered the saloons in all the

western townships to close within thirty days.

A few

days later Johnson decided to close down the saloons in
the border towns of Cass Lake, Bena, and Walker, claiming

that "more than one-half of the saloon keepers had merely
transferred their Indian business from the front room to
the back room."

Johnson professed confidence that his

action had placed the Indian Bureau "in a position to

break the back of the liquor traffic with Indians in this
State.

The confidence that Johnson exuded did not extend to
the local citizenry, however.

The Detroit Record

speculated that most local liquor dealers would regard
the order with "more or less skepticism," given "the fact

that there has been more or less discussion regarding the

closing of the reservation saloons during the past two
years, and the further fact that no definite action has

ever been taken ..."

The Record commented on the

"hardship" the closings would have on "the men engaged in
the business" and went on to question whether the western

townships were still part of the reservation, "especially

28
Howard to CIA, September 16, 1909; WEJ to CIA,
September 21, 1909: NARA/LTF.
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since the passing of the Clapp amendment granting the

mixed blood Indians the right to sell their lands."

The

Minnesota Prohibition State Committee, meanwhile, was
ready to make sure that the order would be enforced and
expanded, announcing its intention to begin "a campaign

against saloons adjacent to the reservation which would
be frequented by the Indians when they could not buy

anything to drink in their own villages."^'

When closing date rolled around on September 30,
the saloonkeepers in Mahnomen and Wauban defied the

1909,

order.

The Detroit Record wrote that the action was an

"organized fight" for establishing the fact that the

western reservation had been "deserted" by the Indians
and hence was no longer Indian Country.

In response

Indian Bureau officials decided to move in with "Carrie
Nation" methods and destroy the alcohol and furnishings
of the saloons. ^°

The local non-Indians had a plan, however, and when
Johnson and nine of his deputies arrived on October 6th
and proceeded to "destroy the property of the five

^ "Orders Saloons to Close up," Detroit Record,
September 3, 1909; "Will Detroit Be Next," Detroit
Record, September 10, 1909.
"Will Make a Test Case," Detroit Record, October 1
1909.
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saloons doing business in Mahnomen," they were arrested
by the county sheriff and his deputies on destruction of

property charges.

Johnson sat in jail for several days

before the U.S. attorney general's office secured his

release from both the pokey and the charges.

The

internal reservation towns' non-Indian residents appealed
to State Senator F.H. Peterson, who asserted that the

enforcement by U.S. agents "was not a moral
question,

...

but simply a legal one as to the state

government's jurisdiction."

In resisting enforcement,

local Minnesotans thus applied their own pragmatic

approach, invoking the reserved rights of state power

over federal power.
In the fall of 1909, Johnson closed all the saloons
in some towns, but then allowed saloons in ether towns to

remain open, further fueling local anger.

Johnson

claimed that he did not intend to "close up any
legitimate saloons," but rather that he was "after the
Indian whiskey dives, and nothing else."

Selective

enforcement brought protests from some people in the dry
towns who bemoaned the "discrimination" against whites

WEJ to CIA, telegram, October 7, 1909; CIA to U.S.
Attorney General, October 9, 1909: NARA/LTF; "Authorities
Clash at Mahnomen," Detroit Record, October 8, 1909;
"Johnson Scores Peterson," Detroit Record, October 29, 1909.
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inherent in this plan.

Park Rapids doctor, P.D. Winship

wondered, "Why is Park Rapids put under the ban while

Walker [,

3

Cass Lake and Big Bemi j

'

go on the free list?"

Johnson defended his actions by saying that "tearing up
by the roots a large number of established saloons duly
licensed by the coimnunities, provokes much opposition,"
figuring it was "best to leave these few saloons

temporarily and permit them to commit suicide.

"^^

It was not long before Johnson made good on his

promise to lure Minnesota's saloon owners into business
and financial suicide.

Just months after allowing four

saloons in the town of Detroit to remain open (after

paying

a

fifteen hundred dollar license fee, a three

hundred percent increase over the previous fee)

,

Johnson

ordered all four to close for allowing liquor to get into
Indian hands.

Johnson proposed that new licenses be

issued to two new saloonkeepers "provided they can show

they have no connection with the four to be thrown out of
business."

Detroit Mayor L.C. Weeks complained to U.S.

Senator Moses Clapp that conditions in Detroit were not
"one-half as bad as at Bemidji, which is surrounded by

Thomas Sheehy to C.A. Lindberg, January 31, 1910;
P.D. Winship to Moses E. Clapp, January 21, 1910; WEJ to
CIA, January 15, 1910; WEJ to CIA, January 28, 1910:
^2

NARA/LTF.
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Indians from Red Lake, Leech Lake, White Earth and
Winnibigoshish, and he allows thirty-one saloons to run
at that city without interruption." (emphasis original)^^

Initially Johnson was relatively unconcerned with
the saloons in Bemidji, the capital of Beltrami County
and the commercial center of sparsely populated north

central Minnesota.

When the Special Office first set up

camp in northern Minnesota, the City Council of Bemidji
had agreed to limit the number of liquor licenses.

Johnson considered Bemidji "outside of the closed
district" even though it lay within the boundaries of the
1855 treaty, because most of Beltrami County was outside

the boundaries of any treaty.

In May 1910, there were

approximately thirty-five saloons in Bemidji, but Johnson
noted that "only one or two" of these were selling liquor
to Indians.

As late as October

10,

1910, Johnson was

determined to close only "two of the worst" saloons.^

L.C. Weeks to Moses E. Clapp, April 21,

1909:

NARA/LTF.

^ WEJ to CIA, January 19, 1910; Resolution of the
City Council of the City of Bemidji, April 18, 1910; WEJ
to CIA, May 7, 1910; October 10, 1910: NARA/LTF.
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Johnson was aware of the ill-feeling his tactics
caused.

Jonathan Frater, an Indian agent at the Leech

Lake Agency, wrote to Johnson in December 1909,
I note your comment too that you must not get
too many of these places or the whole thing
will be spoiled, and I agree with you.^^

Throughout the fall of 1910, the Commissioner warned
Johnson several times "not to lecture prohibition or
temperance" as "no good can be accomplished by such
acts."

Earlier in the year, the Commissioner had warned

Johnson not to allow selected saloons to remain open "as
there is a strong sentiment in opposition to permitting
any exceptions."

Johnson denied that the Indian Bureau's

special officers were affiliated with the Prohibition
Party, stating he did not think more than "ten per cent
of these officers would class themselves in any way as

prohibitionists."

Johnson knew that he was walking a

very fine tightrope between opposing forces in the

Minnesota struggle over prohibition and over local versus
state versus federal control

— he

could only hope the

safety net would be strong enough to hold him when he
fell.

Fall he did

— in

"Big Bemij'" with its thirty-one

saloons, and it was a court case involving two

WEJ to CIA, January 19, 1910: NARA/LTF.
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Anishinaabe brothers that helped bring tensions there to
a head.^^

In the fall of 1910, Frederick Zollman brought

a

Bemidji case to the attention of Commissioner of Indian

Affairs Robert Valentine, in which Zollman claimed that
two Anishinaabe brothers, John and Henry Begeman,

originally from the Red Lake Reservation, had been
induced to perjure themselves by two of the Bureau's
Special Officers.

The Begemans had been living in

Bemidji for over five years, and their mother had

complained to city officials "that they were spending
their money in the saloons and getting drunk."

Two of

Johnson's special officers in Bemidji, Norbert Sero and
Joseph Matulys, "sent out and got these two young men"
and,

in Sero's hotel room,

them."

"talked the matter over with

The Begemans were persuaded to go into four local

saloons and purchase alcohol.

The next day the federal

agents arrested the saloonkeepers.^^
In court in April 1910, one of the saloonkeepers,

Andrew Lysacker, was bound over for trial and held on two

Jonathan Frater to WEJ, December 30, 1909; CIA to
WEJ, October 19, 1910; WEJ to CIA, February 10, 1910; WEJ
to CIA, November 1, 1910: NARA/LTF.
Norbert Sero to WEJ, October 31, 1910: NARA/LTF.
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hundred dollars bail, based on the testimony of Henry
Begeman.

After Lysacker's arraignment, the court

recessed for lunch.

Sero related what happened next:

In the afternoon the case of [saloon owner]
Frank Lane was called. The two young witnesses
were late in coming in court and when they did
come they were accompanied by a number of
friends of Lane who stood near them in the
court room until they were called on the stand.
Henry Begeman took the stand and swore that he
did not have any Indian blood. Upon this
testimony the county attorney moved to dismiss
the case against Lane and asked the court to
issue a warrant for the arrest of Begeman for
perjury. He also recommended that the case
against Lysacker be dismissed. Both cases were

dismissed.^®

Zollman maintained, with Henry Begeman 's support,
that the two officers had forced the Begemans to work for
the Special Office.

Sero and Matulys, on the other hand,

contended that Frank Lane and his friends had threatened
the Begeman brothers with bodily harm.

Did officers Sero

and Matulys strong-arm the Begeman brothers into helping
them?

Did the friends of Frank Lane threaten to hurt

them if they continued to testify?

It is quite possible

that both these things happened, leaving the Begeman
brothers at the end of two white sticks.-^'

38

20,

Norbert Sero to WE J, October 31, 1910: NARA/LTF.

^'
WEJ to CIA, November 3, 1910; WEJ to CIA, January
1911: NARA/LTF.
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In response to the escalating pressure against the

Special Officers, Johnson determined to close all the

saloons in Bemidji, and in December 1910, he ordered

Bemidji's twenty-six saloons to close their doors and get
rid of their stock.

Fourteen of the saloons complied,

but the remaining twelve filed injunction proceedings

against Johnson and his agents in Beltrami County court
and initiated a suit in the district federal court

against the federal government.

Although it was

Johnson's opinion that the case was "worthless," he took
what he called a "conciliatory" approach and honored the
initial injunction. ^°

Johnson was mistaken, however, about the

worthlessness of the suit.

On January

9,

1911, In the

case of Geralds v. Johnson, Judge Willard of the United

States' Fourth District Court in Minnesota ruled that the

"provision in article

7

of the treaty of 1855, which

prohibited the introduction of intoxicating liquors into
the ceded country, was repealed by the act admitting

Minnesota to the Union."

The ruling revoked all treaties

WEJ to CIA, October 10, 1910; "Indian ^Lid' Case
in the Light Again," Minneapolis Journal, May 14, 1913;
WEJ to CIA, December 18, 1910: NARA/LTF.
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except the Treaty of 1863, written after Minnesota had
been granted statehood/^

Wil lard's ruling threw the Indian Bureau's work in

Minnesota into a tailspin.

On January 20, 1911, Johnson

dropped forty pending liquor cases in Minnesota in the
wake of Willard's decision. The Commissioner of Indian

Affairs told W.G. Calderwood of the Prohibition State
Committee that "the decision of Judge Willard has

practically placed our operations in that country at
standstill."

a

Although Judge Willard's decision did not

stand on appeal, it had the effect of ending Johnson's

protracted campaign in Minnesota by temporarily robbing
the Special Office of its legal base.^^

After Judge Willard's decision, the balance of legal
authority shifted from the federal government to state
and local governments, and the Special Office was now

dependent on state and local law enforcement agencies for
arresting people selling alcohol to Indians.

Shortly

after Judge Willard's decision, William E. Johnson left
Minnesota, and in September 1911, he resigned the Indian

WEJ to CIA, January 9, 1911: NARA/LTF; Gearlds v.
Johnson, 183 Fed. Rep., 611 (1911).
*2
WEJ to CIA, January 20, 1911; CIA to W.G.
Calderwood, July 12, 1911: NARA/LTF.
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Service amid controversy over his handling of a liquor
case in New Mexico, leaving Harry Larson as the Chief
Special Officer for the Suppression of Liquor Among the

Indians/'
The Indian Commissioner attempted to enlist

Minnesota's governor, A.O. Eberhart, in obtaining local
law enforcement cooperation in Minnesota's towns and

counties.

It was still against federal law for liquor to

be sold to non-citizen Indians and against Minnesota

state law for liquor to be sold to any Indian in the
state.

There was some debate as to whether sales on

alienated reservation lands were legal or illegal.

In

any event, obtaining local support for any level of
liquor enforcement was difficult.

In Detroit, Minnesota,

one government attorney complained that local non-Indians
"delighted in giving the Indian sufficient liquor to
become intoxicated and then steer [sic] them to our
office with some kind of complaint," sometimes sending
several Indians at once to the agency.

Becker County's

attorney complained to Harry Larson that it was easier to
prosecute liquor cases without the assistance of the U.S.

Samuel Adams, Acting Secretary of the Interior to
Walter Fisher, Secretary of the Interior, September 12,
1911: WEJ Folder.
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attorney general's office, "as such help would turn his
present support against him."

By refusing to cooperate

in liquor sales cases, non-Indian Minnesotans had the

opportunity to express their resentment of federal
interference in local affairs.

Local law enforcement

officers refused to be pressured into pursuing liquor
cases.

Becker County Sheriff Conrad Glaum contended that

the three saloons operating within Becker County were

licensed and legal and that he had "never seen any liquor
sold or furnished to persons of Indian blood while
been on the reservation...."

I

have

He further maintained that,

because Indian testimony was "so unreliable," he placed
"little confidence" in it.*^
In 1912, Minnesota's state legislators further

hampered the Special Office when it passed a "decoy" law

prohibiting the use of Indian people in liquor sting
operations.

Henry Begeman was one of the two brothers

who had testified against the saloon owners in Bemidji,
who,

according to Special Officer Norbert Sero, did "not

show his Indian blood," making him an excellent decoy.

^ Special Assistant to the Attorney General to the
U.S. Attorney General, March 29, 1911; Alf Oftedal to
Henry A. Larson, March 22, 1913; Governor A.O. Eberhart
to Conrad Glaum, November 25, 1913; Conrad Glaum to
Governor A.O. Eberhart, December 2, 1913; CIA to Governor
Adolph 0. Eberhart, December 29, 1913: NARA/LTF.
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The use of young Indian men as decoys was common practice
in the Special Office's campaigns.

A frequent complaint

of saloonkeepers and Special Officers alike was the

problem of telling whether

a

person was "Indian" or not.

Initially some non-Indians questioned whether

saloonkeepers could sell alcohol to Indian peoples whose
lifestyle and "character" were something other than
"Indian."

Johnson and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs

squelched this discussion early on, but its importance

did not diminish.

The cultural layers arising out of the

movement for assimilation combined with the varied values
of non-Indians in northern Minnesota to sometimes blur

the boundaries between Indian and non-Indian.

Indian

Commissioner Robert Valentine thought the Minnesota decoy
law was unconstitutional, but he nonetheless urged Indian

Bureau agents to use "caution" if employing Indians in
liquor investigations.

It may be that the intended

effect of the decoy law was to protect local officials
from having to spend time and money trying to convict
licensed business owners for selling liquor to Indians/^

Office of Assistant Attorney General, St. Paul,
Minnesota, to B.W. Cross, March 5, 1912; CIA to Henry A.
Larson, April 20, 1912; CIA to Otis O. Benson, April 5,
1913; Norbert Sero to WEJ, October 31, 1910; regarding
the difficulty of telling some Indians from non-Indians
see, for example, E.H. Long, Special Assistant to U.S.
''^
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At the same time, the Special Office's reports
reveal that the Indian Bureau supported quite

drinking by Anishinaabe "decoys."

a

bit of

Indeed, one might

question the ethics of using people supposedly so prone
to addiction for such an operation at all.
24,

On January

1914, Special Officers J. P. Brandt and C.E. Benson

joined Sam Smith, an Anishinaabe policemen from White
Earth, at Fred Warren's Ogema saloon.

There, Smith

bought two whiskeys and three beers; Brandt and Benson

drank a whiskey each, and Smith drank the three beers.
While there, Brandt and Benson watched as Warren served

Anishinaabe Charles Vanoss six glasses of whiskey and
five beers, Ben Brunette six beers and four whiskeys and

Antoine Brunette six beers and four whiskeys.

Later the

same day, Smith, Brandt, and Benson went to John

Katchener's Ogema saloon, where Smith bought and drank
another three beers.

By this time. Smith had consumed

six beers in an afternoon.

Thus, the Special Officers

not only encouraged drinking by an Indian decoy, they

drank on the job, and then sat and watched while several

Attorney General to U.S. Attorney General, March 29,
1911: NARA/LTF.
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of the government's "wards" drank a good deal of

alcohol/*
Local officials had no desire to prosecute non-

Indians for selling alcohol to Indians and saw no

particular need to control Indians' drinking behavior.
Becker County Sheriff Conrad Glaum and Becker County

Attorney Henry Jensen consistently refused to aid in the

prosecution of liquor cases, continually averring that no
alcohol was being illegally dispensed.

According to

Special Officer Alf Oftedal, Jensen told him, "To hell

with the Indians.

The sooner they drink themselves to

death the better off we will all be."^^

Such sentiments

were common among non-Indians in northern Minnesota.

In

fact, Indian Bureau agents at times expressed similar

feelings.

The St. Paul Pioneer Press quoted Cass Lake

Reservation Indian agent Henry Warren in 1913 sounding

much like Captain Richard Pratt some thirty years
earlier:
The sooner the Indians squander their money the
better off they are.
I wish the government
would turn over to them at once everything that

J. P.

Brandt to Harry A. Larson, February

6,

1914:

NARA/LTF.

"Charge Grant Jury Threw Out Cases," St. Paul
Pioneer Press, [n.d., 1913]; "Officials Accused in Indian
Scandal," Minneapolis Journal, [n.d., 1913]: NARA/LTF.
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is due and let them spend it as fast as
possible. Then they would be face to face with
the real problems of life, work or starve, and
they would work. Under present conditions they
are lazy and shiftless, always depending on the
government and having big dreams of the future.
It is a dependent race and always will be such
until they are compelled to take care of
themselves

After 1911, the focus of anti-alcohol activity by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs shifted increasingly towards
the Indian people themselves.

If the federal government

could not coerce non-Indians into cooperating, they could
still prosecute Indians.

Judge Willard's decision did

not negate the federal law prohibiting alcohol on lands

held in trust for citizen Indians.

At the reservations

in Minnesota and elsewhere, these restrictions were used

to impose harsh penalties on Indian people.

A common

sentence for alcohol possession was five days at hard
labor with only bread and water for a first offense.

second offense brought

a

ten-day sentence.

The

Leech Lake

Superintendent John Giegoldt maintained that the Indian
police there confined such arrests to the "common drunk."
Hence,

individual Indians became the victims of

*®
"Mixed Bloods Are Opposed to Legal Battle for
Debts," St. Paul Pioneer Press, May 23, 1913: NARA/LTF.
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reservation agents' belief that they needed to do

something about alcohol on the reservations/'
Another strategy was withholding annuity payments in
towns that sold alcohol to Indian people during payment
time.

In February 1913, White Earth Superintendent John

Howard canceled the annuity payment scheduled to be made

at Mahnomen because the village council there would not
cooperate in "suppressing the sale of liquor to Indians."
This prompted one White Earth resident, Ellen Le Jeuness,
to complain to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that
she was "very ill and in destitute circumstances" and

hence unable to pick up her annuity check at its new

distribution point in Bemidji.

Local newspapers reported

that the payment, which had been scheduled for the
previous fall, had "worked a great hardship on many of
the annuitants."

Howard made the payment at Bemidji,

some fifteen miles beyond White Earth's northeast border
and over forty miles from Mahnomen.

Residents from the

western part of White Earth simply could not get to
Bemidji to pick up their payments.

The onus of

responsibility for towns that would not cooperate with

^'
William H. Bishop to CIA, June 23, 1911; Albert
Kneale to CIA, January 4, 1909; John F. Giegoldt to
CIA, December 3, 1913: NARA/LTF.

H.
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the federal government's liquor restrictions thus

affected the Anishinaabeg.^°
Within the reservations' borders, responsibility for

enforcing federal anti-liquor statutes reverted to the

Anishinaabe police, exacerbating tensions between them
and local non-Indians.

In 1916, John Wagner, the white

manager of the City Hotel in Mahnomen, swore out an
affidavit against White Earth Reservation's police chief,
an Anishinaabeg named Edward Belland.

Wagner claimed

that Belland routinely allowed "intoxicated mixed blood
Indians" to go about their business, but that he harassed

whites "without cause," searching their luggage and
"embarrassing" them.

When Wagner attempted to intervene

in the arrest of Carl Davidson, a white passenger

arriving on the train in Mahnomen, Wagner claimed that

Belland "kicked me on the hip without any provocation on
my part."

Wagner protested against Belland and the

Indian police as "a lawabiding citizen of the United
States and of the State of Minnesota.

"^^

CIA to John Howard, February 10, 1913; CIA to
Howard, February 12, 1913; CIA to Howard, February 15,
1913; Howard to CIA, February 17, 1913; "Agent Howard
and Party in Mahnomen, Unpack, Pack Up and Go to
Bemidji," Mahnomen Pioneer, February 15, 1913: NARA/LTF.
^°

Affidavit of John J.W. Wagner, June 24, 1916:
NARA/LTF.
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Belland responded that Wagner consistently

interfered with his attempts to intercept "boot-leggers"

arriving in Mahnomen, claiming that when he showed Wagner
his badge and his commission as a Deputy Special Officer
for Suppression of Liquor Among the Indians, Wagner

declared the commission "wasn't worth anything."

Wagner

then "took the prisoner [Davidson] by the arm and started
to lead him away," and to "curse and swear" at Belland.

Indian agent John Hinton supported Belland' s story,

stating that Davidson "has been dispensing liquor among
the Indians" and that he "got off the train in an

intoxicated condition. "^^
Another case in 1916 further illustrates the growing

tensions between the non-Indian population at White Earth
and the reservation police.

An Anishinaabe policeman

allegedly "held up" Mahnomen County's Treasurer, Henry
Harty, seizing his car and a case of whiskey, as well as

the Treasurer himself.

Harty complained, in an attempt

to recover his confiscated whiskey, but the federal court

upheld the authority of White Earth's Indian police in
seizing alcohol on lands within the reservation's

Edward Belland to John Hinton, August 14, 1916;
John Hinton to CIA, August 18, 1916; Evan Boyd to Harry
A. Larson, August 10, 1916: NARA/LTF.
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boundaries.

The Anishinaabe police at White Earth,

acting as federal agents, thus replaced the Special

Office for the Suppression of Liquor Among the Indians in

seizing alcohol of disputed legality.

Anishinaabe

policemen at Mahnomen may have been attempting to enforce
the will of Anishinaabe people living there.

Fed up with

the saloonkeepers, in 1913, some of Mahnomen's

Anishinaabe residents attempted "to vote out the saloons"
in a general election.

Failing in this effort, the

Anishinaabe police may have thought it their duty to do
what they could to clean up the liquor traffic at
Mahnomen.

Anishinaabe policemen at times became embroiled in
disputes among the reservation population.
it

In 1915,

Anishinaabe Henry Roy (Naytahwaush) complained about
abuse by the White Earth police, stating:

Over half of our policeman. .can't write their
own names, use more liquor, and they hit men
for nothing with their clubs...
.

White Earth's Superintendent John Howard responded by

attacking Roy's character, claiming that he was

"

"Report on White Earth Agency," W.H. Gibbs,
Inspector, October 24, 1916: NARA/WEA; Alf Oftedal to
Henry A. Larson, March 5, 1913: NARA/LTF.

^

Henry Roy to CIA, March
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3,

1915: NARA/WEA.

"separated from his wife" yet attempted to cash her
annuity check and suggesting that Roy's resentment
against the Indian police stemmed from this incident.

Howard went on to aver that he had "no knowledge of any
of the Indian police on this reservation using

intoxicating liquors

"^^

It is obvious that the local

non-Indians and Anishinaabeg alike understood the power
of invoking alcohol in complaints to the Bureau of Indian

Affairs.

White Earth's Indian police at times did use alcohol
socially, and they employed situational ethics in

enforcing liquor restrictions among Anishinaabeg on the
reservations.

In 1913, White Earth policemen Tom

Skinaway and Ed Jackson went to an Indian dance in the

village of Waweacumig.

Upon arriving, they were offered

a drink by Anishinaabe John Roy, which they accepted.

Later, as the "peaceful" dance was breaking up, John Roy

and another Anishinaabe man returned.

Jackson asked Roy

for another drink, but Roy refused, telling Skinaway and

Jackson to "go to hell."
to arrest Roy.

At this point, Jackson decided

In response, Roy swung at Skinaway,

missing, causing Jackson to "hit John Roy with his

John Howard to CIA, May
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5,

1915: NARA/WEA.

billy."

When Roy then tried to strike Jackson, Jackson

"struck him with

him."

a

billy twice, but not enough to stagger

As a crowd gathered to watch the fray,

Skinaway

testified they got "angry at us policemen undoubtedly

because we took the liquor from them."

The "crowd"'

followed Jackson and Skinaway as they attempted to leave,

striking Jackson "several times with their fists" and

throwing Skinaway "across a chair to the floor.
The Jackson/ Skinaway incident illustrates the

tensions that alcohol enforcement caused between the

Anishinaabeg and the police on the reservation.
Skinaway 's deposition gives no indication how he
justified taking whiskey away from the man with whom he

had been drinking only a few hours earlier.

He

interpreted the anger of the other Anishinaabeg as

stemming from his seizure of the liquor, but it is just
as likely that their anger stemmed from the injustice of

the situation.

Perhaps some of them had seen Jackson and

Skinaway drinking.

Indeed, immediately before Roy told

Jackson to "go to hell," Jackson had asked him for
another drink.

It was only after Roy refused Jackson a

drink that the fracas began.

Clearly, the tension around

Deposition of Tom Skinaway, County of Becker,
December 14, 1913: NARA/LTF.
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alcohol, order, and sociability on the reservation had

negative consequences for the Anishinaabe people there.

Beginning in 1912, the Anti-Saloon League launched
its protracted campaign for a National Prohibition

Amendment.

Increasingly, the ASL realized new political

strength within the United States Congress as the

nonpartisan coalition of dry politicians was growing
yearly.

Thus, as the 1910s wore on, the thrust of

activity throughout the United States had transcended
Indians, African-Americans, and immigrants to include all

Americans in the effort to eradicate alcohol.

Yet, the

longterm repercussions of the Special Office's campaign
in Minnesota were to segregate Minnesota's Anishinaabe

people from their non-Indian neighbors and to fuel
factional environment
alcohol use

— on

— and

?

an illegal culture centered on

the reservations.^^

Kerr, Organized for Prohibition,

206
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CHAPTER 6
MINNESOTA'S ANISHINAABEG AS
CITIZENS AND WARDS

On October 21 , 1905, the Pilot, a newspaper

published out of Walker, Minnesota, near the Leech Lake
Reservation, published an article suggesting a "reform"
in Indian policy:

"The issuing of annuity checks by the
government to the Indians could be improved
upon with little effort. An allowance of a few
yards of calico to the women and a keg of poor
whiskey to each family would cause some
government wards to be just as happy, while a
great amount of work would be saved the clerks
who make out the checks, and the saloon men
wouldn't have as many glasses to wash

This facetious article says much about the monolithic

notion that non-Indians had of Anishinaabe drinking,
despite the evidence that Minnesota's Anishinaabeg
consumed alcohol in a variety of socially patterned ways.
This narrow view bolstered arguments against the

Anishinaabeg as equal citizens and exacerbated non-Indian
prejudice by encouraging the widespread view that Indian

people were hopeless inebriates and hence racially
inferior.

"The Indians Got Annuity Checks," Walker Pilot,
October 27, 1905.
^
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According to Dr. W. Stuart Leech, the besotted

Anishinaabeg were "nothing but trusting children" who
would soon be "thrown on to the charitable public."^
Dr.

Leech's comment highlights concern over the Indian

Bureau's annuity system.

Annuities were goods or money

promised to various American Indian peoples in exchange
for land cessions.

The annuities to the Anishinaabeg

were guaranteed by treaty and were paid from the interest
of tribal funds held in trust by the U.S. government.

Yet most white Americans thought the annuities were a

form of social welfare, a "handout" from the federal
government.^

Many locals not only thought of the annuities as
social welfare, but saw them as funding the alcoholic

excess of the Anishinaabeg.

An article in the Walker

Pilot on October 30, 1908, maintained:

The Indians have been spending their annuities
this week.... When it came to a case of blankets
or booze, the latter won out by about three to
one... The whole Chippewa tribe appeared to be
suffering with an unquenchable thirst and the

^

W.

Stuart Leech to R. A. Be Hanger, June 22, 1909:

NARA/LTF.
^
Francis Paul Prucha, The Great Father: The
United States Government and the American Indians,
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986, 143-144;
Charles J. Kappler, Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties,
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1904, 975.
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shawls, shoes and shirts were given little
thought .... The annual payment to the Indians by
the government is but one of the many foolish
things the department of Indian Affairs does
for the "noble Redmen."^

In a country that in 1908 generally "lacked strong,

autonomous public bureaucracies," the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and the Indian people themselves were more than

just an imposition or an interesting anomaly.^

Annuity

payments generated much public resentment and political
discussion.

Beginning in 1880, the U.S. Congress passed

legislation limiting the length of time for annuity

payments to specific tribes, so as "not to confirm them
in their idleness."

In fact, Bureau of Indian Affairs

agents fueled the discussion over the annuity payments,

providing racist fodder to local newspapers.

In May

1903, White Earth superintendent Simon Michelet, after

^
"A Week of Drunken Revelry for Our Copper Faced
Brethren on the Reservation," Walker Pilot, October 30,

1908.
^
According to Theda Skocpol, Americans in the
early twentieth century were engaged in a discourse
surrounding social welfare benefits to American workers
and the elderly. American progressives from the
"middle and upper classes were preoccupied with battles
against patronage and corruption" and were leery of
"paternalistic social democracy" for Americans in
general.
Theda Skocpol, Protecting Mothers and
Soldiers: The Political Origins of Social Policy in the
United States, Cambridge, Massachusetts and London,
England: The Bellknap Press of Harvard University

Press, 1992, 309-310, 371-372.
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dispersing annuity payments to White Earth people living
in Minneapolis and St. Paul, told the Minneapolis Journal

that Minnesota's Indians were "rich," and objected to the

annuity payments as "positively" damaging.

That same

month. Commissioner of Indian Affairs William A. Jones

sought to cut the costs of the Indian Bureau by reducing
Indian rations by at least

a

third.*

As Commissioner,

Jones continually railed against the ration system, but

he reserved his greatest ire for annuity payments,
stating:
They degrade the Indians and corrupt the
whites, they induce pauperism and scandal and
crime; they nullify all the good effects of
years of labor.
In the Walker case, not only were "undeserving" and

"able-bodied" Anishinaabeg receiving "hand-outs," they

were then spending their money in ways that reinforced
and expanded on the image of the "degraded" Indian.
Indeed, it is worth noting that Indian annuities not only

threatened the native peoples but were capable of

*
Frederick E. Hoxie, A Final Promise: The
Campaign to Assimilate the Indians^ 1880-1920 , Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1984, 246; "Indians Are
Rich," Vialker Pilot, May 8, 1903; "Indians to Cost
Less," Walker Pilot, May 22, 1903.
^
Quoted in Robert M. Kvasnicka and Herman J.
Viola, eds.. The Commissioners of Indian Affairs, 18241977, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 215.
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corrupting white men as well,

in a discourse which often

perceived the whiskey seller as the true threat, the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs blamed government money
for leading these saloonkeepers down the path to moral

destruction.

By invoking alcohol as the end product of

annuity payments, both the Indian Bureau and local

newspapers could make

a

powerful case for their

suspension.

The Walker Pilot commented on the annuity payment
virtually every time it was made there.

In 1903, annuity

payments were "spent among the merchants," with "not... so
much going to whiskey as on some former occasions."

But

this forbearance was not a result of any newfound

temperance by the Indian peoples, according to the Pilot
writer:

Not that the Indians love liguor less than they
formerly did, but the rigid enforcement of the
law during the past year has made them and the
bootleggers who assisted them in getting the
stuff wise, and though many of them eye the
saloons longingly and in some instances get the
coveted drink, there is not the wholesale
indulgence that once prevailed.®
By crediting law enforcement with preventing the

procurement of alcohol, the writer maintained the view
that Indian people were incapable of self-control.

This

"Money for Indians," Walker Pilots October 23, 1903
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supposed lack of control extended beyond alcohol to
money.

The Walker Pilot wondered whether Indian people

were capable of handling money at all.'
Towns in Minnesota and elsewhere lobbied to become
sites of the annuity payments.

Indian annuities were a

good source of revenue for the merchants.

The Indian

Bureau frequently changed the venue for annuity payments,

and reports of drunken Indians in "pay towns" at times
caused the town to lose the annuity revenues entirely.

No doubt by the early twentieth century, some towns in
northern Minnesota were dependent upon the infusion of

Anishinaabe annuity monies into their economies.

The

Walker Pilot expressed the merchants' hope that some
annuity money to come their way while concomitantly

chastising the government for giving out the money in the
first place. ^°

The Pilot and other local newspapers made it clear

that Anishinaabe alcohol abuse crossed gender and age
lines.

In 1905, the Pilot wrote:

"Has Poor Opinion of the Average Indian's Ability to
Make a Proper Use of Money," Walker Pilot, September 9,
1904.
'°
Jacob J. Munnell (Mis-qua-dais) Notebook, Cass
Lake, Minnesota: MHSA.
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Some of these sights were pathetic to behold,
while others bordered on the ludicrous. To see
one Indian trying to keep another right side up
when he himself needed attention was sometimes
funny, and the way both would fall to the
ground, evidently from rheumatism, made one
think that it would require all the hot springs
and physic in the country to rid the blood of
the amount of uric acid it contained. On the
other hand there was absent humor in the sight
of a drunken mother with her youngest strapped
to her back, and when with a sudden lurch and
an attempt to regain her composure she would
fall backwards till you think that there was
nothing left of the infant but black hair and
grease from its bodyJ^
Similarly, in 1909, the Detroit (Minnesota) Record

reported on the annuity payment in Park Rapids:
No sooner did the Indians reach Main street
than they began a round of the saloons, and in
short time knew what doors were barred them and
where they could obtain the privilege they
desired. Before the day closed there was hardly
a sober Indian in town; squaws and bucks alike
shared in the exuberance of the occasion.
The net effect of this long-running commentary on the

annuity payments was the assumption that money was merely
the means by which Indians obtained alcohol, and it

provided a powerful argument for abolition of the annuity
system altogether.

Moreover, the implication that Indian

v/omen were as drunken and "unworthy" as Indian men served

"The Indians Got Annuity Checks," Walker
Pilot, October 27, 1905.
12

November

"Celebrate at Park Rapids," Detroit Record,
5,

1909.
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to prop up arguments against the payments.

This opinion

was supported at times by Indian Bureau agents.

In 1905,

Red Lake Superintendent G.L. Scott bemoaned alcohol sales
to Indian people, "extending as it does to the women and

children."

In the early twentieth century, the United

States as a whole rejected workers' pensions while

supporting "mother's pensions" to aid the mothers of

These benefits were designed to keep

dependent children.

mothers and children united and save money on foster

homes and orphanages.

For Indian women, the implication

was that they were not only "unworthy" of benefits but
also "incompetent" as mothers, a view which led to

greater social control over the Anishinaabeg and the
removal of Indian children from their parents.

Accounts

of Indian women and drinking were used to discredit

Indian people as
a

a

whole, because what hope is there for

culture in which the women drink?

In this discourse,

Anishinaabe women became "filthy squaws" and "harlots,"
corrupting themselves and the men around

them.''-'

The stereotype of the degraded squaw stood in contrast

to those non-Indians who saw Anishinaabe women as "children"

" RCIA 1905, 230; Skocpol, Protecting Soldiers and
Mothers, 424-479; Alf Oftedal to CIA, February 15, 1913;
Enos Picket to the Secretary of the Interior, June 9, 1909:
NARA/LTF.
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in need of "protection" by the U.S. government.

Indeed,

in

some minds, all the Anishinaabe were "children" in the

purest state of innocence.

Temperance proponents utilized

infantile imagery in pressing for Indian prohibition in
Minnesota.

In 1909, Minnesota Prohibition State Committee's

secretary, W.G. Calderwood, wrote the Commissioner of Indian

Affairs to ask:
what action your department can and will take to
see that the contract made with this child-people
shall be enforced against the pale-faces who are
working not only their destruction but their
damnation.
The "child" imagery reinforced the idea that Indian

people were incapable of becoming independent citizens;
rather, they needed a benevolent paternalistic government
to protect them.

The gap between those who viewed

Indians as degraded and demoralized and those who would
be their eternal guardians was not that great.

Both

regarded Indian people as something other than fully
competent and civilized, dehumanizing them in the
process.

It is indeed ironic that,

even as the United

States presumably sought the assimilation of individual

American Indians into the general populace, that the
Bureau of Indian Affairs' control over individual Indian

W.G. Calderwood to the Indian Division, August 21,
1909: NARA/LTF.
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lives increased dramatically.

In the case of alcohol,

this control extended to all Indians, assimilated or
not.

This doublethink extended to ideas about the
efficacy of education for Native Americans.

Some felt

that education was necessary to "civilize" and

Christianize the Anishinaabeg as their only hope for
equality and salvation.

Other held that education

"corrupted" American Indians, making them more

susceptible to alcoholism.

In 1913, Nett Lake

superintendent Albert Reagan, wrote regarding the

particular dangers of whiskey for returned students:
There is not much work that a returned student
could do in these parts. The girls could find
work as domestics at possibly two or three
places and the boys could work in the mines and
logging camps which they would not do. But even
if they did try to the whiskey would get them
both the young men and the young women. This
is the worst place for booze I have ever seen.
I am afraid that it is a very, very poor place
for any returned student to find suitable
employment.
The returning students, having spent seven years being
taught white American values and manual labor skills.

Melissa L. Meyer, The White Earth Tragedy:
Ethnicity and Dispossession at a Minnesota Anishinaabe
Reservation, 1889-1920, Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1994, 72-73; Hoxie, A Final Promise, 219-222.

Albert

B.

Reagan to CIA, June 31, 1913: KCFRC/NLA.
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returned to the remote Nett Lake Reservation to find
their education useless for either returning to

Anishinaabe society or for finding suitable employment in

When they found employment, they

the non-Indian world.

were likely to intermingle with non-Indians in northern

Minnesota's social network, which included

a

good deal of

whiskey drinking.
At times, some Anishinaabeg worried about the value
of a non-Indian education for Anishinaabeg in Minnesota.

Especially troubling to White Earth resident George
Michael was the education of Anishinaabe girls.

In 1909,

Michael wrote to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs:

All our efforts to elevate the Indians are
counteracted by the saloon forces. No Indian
girl who goes away from home to attend school
is safe after she returns home, as she would
have been had she never gone away to school.
Michael suggested that uneducated Indian girls remained

within the confines of Anishinaabe culture and thus were
less susceptible to the corrupting influences of saloons.

According to Michael, education had dire consequences for
young women:

—

Her love of dress which has been increased
her changed ideas of life, her desire to shine
and be somebody, the temptation to earn money

George Michael to CIA, December 21, 1909:
NARA/LTF.
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to buy fine clothes, her ability to talk good
English which give [sic] the lumberjack a

better chance to enter into conversation with
her all this opens the way for. her downfall.

—

Thus, Michael equated the "assimilation" of Anishinaabe

women into non-Indian society with prostitution.

The

"love of dress" and the desire for material possessions

created a need for money and the apparent willingness to

do whatever it took to get

it.

Many non-Indians in the early twentieth century

accepted the view that the Anishinaabeg seemed destined
•to

One

walk the path to moral and physical destruction.

correspondent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
lamented:

Squaws and children walk and lay drunk around
the street and get disposed [sic] to all kinds
of weather and get sick and consumption.^®

Non-Indians blamed alcohol for the severe health problems
the Anishinaabeg faced in the 1910s.

The rates of

tuberculosis and trachoma increased dramatically.

In

1912, a medical inspection of three hundred fifty-five

residents at White Earth Reservation revealed that over

thirty-three percent had trachoma and eighteen percent
showed either tubercular lung lesions or tubercular
glands.

One White Earth teacher averred that drinking

Unknown author to CIA, April
218

6,

1909.

among "women as well as men" had hampered the agency-

doctor in treating trachoma.
but it is equally possible

This may have been true,

— and

entirely probable

— that

several other factors were also responsible for the

horrendous material conditions which existed for White
Earth's people in 1912, following dispossession, the
inability to pursue subsistence activities, and the

decrease in rations and annuities.

As the 1910s wore on,

however, correspondents to the Indian Bureau increasingly

expressed the view that health and material conditions on
the reservation were directly related to the supposed

racial inferior of the Anishinaabeg people.

Alcohol was

a handy vehicle for expressing that supposed

inferiority.

Alcohol thus was a potent symbol for explaining the
failure of assimilation and for rationalizing the

destitution of many Indian peoples in the early decades
of the twentieth century.

Many non-Indians perceived the

failed programs as resulting from Indians' weakness for

strong drink, while others chastised the federal

government for continuing to "protect" Indians against

19
"Preliminary Report of Joseph A. Murphy,
Medical Supervisor," NARA/WEA; L.W. Page to John
Hinton, June 28, 1912, NARA/LTF.
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H.

"legitimate" citizens who did not need to be taught

temperance or market values.

No longer the "savage" of

nineteenth-century lore, the early twentieth-century
Indian "other" violated social norms by being susceptible

to fraud and deceit, and by remaining "different," as
exhibited in their relationship to the federal government
and in their alcohol use.

According to Robert Berkhofer,

the "white man's Indian" of the early twentieth century
was one who "remained alive and resisted the adoption of
civilization," obstinately refusing to vanish.

The

remaining stereotype for the Indians, then, was that of
an "imperfect creature, the degraded or reservation

Indian."

As Berkhofer states, "Living neither as an

assimilated White nor an Indian of the classic image, and

neither noble nor wildly savage but always scorned, the

degraded Indian exhibited the vices of both societies.

"^°

In the early twentieth century, shifting attitudes

towards American Indians combined with increasing
anxieties about alcohol in non-Indian society to create a
fertile environment for a discourse about Indians and

drinking that alternately fueled and placated non-Indian

^°
Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., The White Man's
Indian: Images of the American Indian from Columbus to
the Present, New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1978, 29-30.
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tensions about alcohol.

Between 1900 and 1910, there was

a dramatic increase in the consumption of alcohol and a

decrease in temperance norms for many Americans.

Prohibition and temperance movements moved towards a
coercive answer to the United States' drinking problem,

a

tactic embodied in the passage of the National

Prohibition amendment.

Prohibitionists pressured the

Bureau of Indian Affairs' to suppress alcohol sales to
everyone in northern Minnesota.

Thus, northern Minnesota

became a microcosm for articulating concerns about the
evil influence of liquor and of the saloon, as the

Anishinaabeg became the example of corrupted, debased
"children."

The rhetoric around Indian drinking served

as a barometer for the failings of both Indian and non-

Indian societies while providing a justification not only
for greater social control of Indian people but also for

their dispossession.^^
Beginning with European contact, the Anishinaabeg

incorporated alcohol into their culture and had

reasonable social controls around it use.

At the same

Joseph R. Gusfield, Symbolic Crusade: Status
Politics and the American Temperance Movement, second
edition, Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press
1986, 87-101. Cite Gusfield article in Room and Barrows, as
well as look up in Hamm.
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time,

actual alcohol use varied among the different

ethnic bands that comprised the Anishinaabeg.

Despite

this diversity, non-Indians failed to acknowledge the

culturally patterned differences in Anishinaabe drinking.
Rather, they perceived Indian drinking in wholly

negatives terms, constructing an image of the drunken
Indian which served to justify their dispossession and
their inf antilization.

By the early twentieth century,

the drunken Indian, whether a degraded wretch or an

innocent child, was the dominant stereotype for those

American Indians who remained alive and did not
conveniently vanish from the planet.
Yet many American Indians remained alive, and we
should not assign their actual experiences with
dispossession, marginalization, destitution, and alcohol
to caricature.

By presenting as full a picture as

possible of the diversity of the Anishinaabe experience
with alcohol from independence through diaspora,

I

hope

this study emphasizes their humanity and their history.
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